




Report on the working of the S.V.U.O.R. Institute,

from 1st November, 1956.

The Sri Venkateswara Oriental Institute formerly managed by T. T. Devas-

thanams was taken over by Sri Venkateswara University with all its equipment,

Library and Staff on and from 1st November 1956. At the time of its transfer

the staff consisted of

1. Sri J. Chenna Reddy, M.A., ... Director,

2. Sri P. Balakrishnamurti, M.A., ... Reader in Telugu,

3. Sri K. Dakshinamurty, M.A., ... Reader in Sanskrit,

4. Sri R. Ananthakrishna Sarma, ... Reader in music,

5. Sri R. Parthasarathi lyengar, ... Reader in Agama^

6. Sri K. Balasundara Nayakar, M.A Reader in Tamil,

7. Sri R. Srinivasa Raghavachariar, M.A.,... Asst. Reader in TamiL

8. Sri K. S. Ramamurti, M.A., ... Asst. Editor

9. Sri N. Subramania Sastri, M.A., ... Curator

10. Sri A. V. Srinivasacharya, Vidvan, ... Library Pandit in Telugu>

11. Sri S. V. Bhaskar, Siromani, ... Library Pandit in Sanskrit.

ofwhom Sri J. Chenna Reddy was on deputation only from T. T. Devasthanams

and all other members were transferred to University Service permanently

on the said date.

Sri J, Chenna Reddy was appointed by the University authorities on

13 8 1957 to officiate as Director of the Institute. Sri R. Ananthakrishna

Sarma, and Sri R. Parthasarathi lyengar retired from service on 20121957
and 31 12 1957 respectively on account of superannuation. Sri P. Bala-

krishnamurti, and Sri K. Balasundara Nayakar were deputed to work in the

University College in respective departments with effect from 1 91958.

,T,he following are the details of work done by each member of the Research

Section during the period from 1 11 1956 up-to-date in addition to their

contributions made to the Journal.

SRI J. CHENNA RJEDDY

Edited S. V. University Oriental Journal Vol. I, Parts 1 & 2 and

conducted research on Bhasa and the Two Great Epics which is nearing

completion.

SRI P. BALAKRISHNAMURTI

Completed rewriting of Translation of
*

Vrikshayurw
1 -m ' from Sanskrit

comparing various texts oti the subject and made it press-u-dy,



IV

Gathered Sukthis (good sayings) from the ten Ramayana plays to be

incorporated in Ramanatakavimarsa,

Completed the work-" Studies in Alamkaias
"
explaining salient differences

between some sets of Alankaras, and

Continued the work
tfc

Studies in Dravidian Philology.'

SRI K. DAKSHINAMURTY

Continued to translate
'

Advaita Vedanta Paribhasha
"

into Telugu with

his own commentary which is nearing completion,

SRI R. ANANTHAKRISHNA SARMA

Edited
'

Sringarasankirthanalu
'

Vol. XIII and made it press ready,

and

Edited
'

Songs of Tallapaka Poets
'

Vol. II with musical notations,

SRI R. PARTHASARATHI IYENGAR

Edited
'

Khiladhikara
'

and made it press-ready.

SRI K. BALASUNDARA NAYAKAR

Edited
'

Guruparampara
'

a Tamil Verse with short notes and made it

press-ready,

Continued compilation of
6

Sampradaya Agaradi
'

relating to the Visishtad-

vita Philosophy,

Prepared
"
Growth and Development of Tamil Grammar

"
an introduction

to the History of Tamil Grammar, and

Continued to edit Ramayanavenba.

SRI R, SRINIVASA RAGHAVACHARIAR

Continued translation of
*

Sidditrayamu
'

into Tamil which is nearing

completion, and

SRI K. S. RAMAMURTI

Edited
*

Andhrakuvalayanandamu
'

a poetical work by Nrisimhakavi of

Dharmapuri and made it press-ready, in addition to assisting the Editor in

bringing out the Journal,
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A RARE TANTRIC IMAGE OF PARVATI FROM RODA
(SABARKATNTTHA) GUJARAT

BY

ARYA RAMACHANDRA G. TIWARI, M.A., LL.B.,

Professor and Head of the Department of History and Political Science,

V. P. Mahavidyalaya, Sardar Vallabhai University.

Vallabha Vidya Nagar, Kaira Dt.

This local querry grey sandstone (with black spots) female figure 23 1/2"

x 12" shows a four-handed crowned goddess a cylendrical object (7" x 8"),

marked with trident. Its left leg bent horizontally and right leg hangs earth-

ward with a slight inward bent. It holds in its upper right hand an elipti-

cal object with a handle at its lower end. The upper left hand has a flat staff,

with a bowl-shaped supporting base. Its breasts are fleshy, round and some-

what separated. The ears are long and the ear-rings (not big) touch down
She shoulders* The waist is round and the stomach bulges a little below the

deep naval. A -monkey-like human being occupies the floor below the left

l^g of the deity while the space between this ape-like figure and the vertical

lejg of the deity is covered by an object which is completely effaced. The

fingers are long and elastic but without anatomical perspective. They are

without joints and uaartistic. The work gives an impression of being the

product of not a much skilled hands.

Six strings form a round band around the neck of the figure. One garland

runs over the breasts with a trough semi-circular ascent above the naval. A
striug after passing between the breasts joins a beaded string which travels

from the back along the lower borders of the breasts. At loins stands a

band of several beaded strings put side by side horizontally. A triangular

flat decorated plate with a lower border of thick beaded bangle adorn both

the lower right and left hands each. A part of the strip on the upper side of

the left feet is visible. The ear-rings have three vertical pressed lines.
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List of Mutilations:

Both the lower right and left hands, the left knee, the left sole, the right

leg except some portion of the sole near toes, the upper end of the object in

the upper left hand and some portion of the lower portion of this object are
lost. The left breast, the portion above the nipple of the right breast and the
face are mutilated.

Identification:

Parvati (Kamakhya?) on a phallic seat.

Time:

To fix the time of this image we shall have to note the following points
about the phallic and vaginal-cults in the proto-Indus Valley and the Indus
Valley civilizations, (1) The co-existence of the baetylic-,phallic (both realistic
and conventionalised) , and ring (interpolated as vagina symbols)-stones

a

proves two facts, viz.,

(a) that the baetylic stones were not the conventionalised forms of the
phallic stone;

* and

that there was no connection between the phallic and vagina-cults.
8

So it should be presumed, unless contrary is proved, that then these cults
were independently functioning. They are independent institutions which
cannot, and should not, be confused or connected with one another, without
satisfactory evidence; and

C2) The up-side down fig-leaf-like* "exaggerated vulva" 5
of the pre-

Indus Valley civilization of the Zoab Valley culture is the symbolic re-
presentation of the female privates in reverse position

6
. The female part of

the lady on her head on an Indus seal with a twig in her genitals
7
also symbolizes

the. same theme. These two offer a comfortable ground for the inference that
the fertility cult of those days enjoined upon its devotees the worship of
the female parts in upside down position.

- C

1. Marshall: Mohenjo Daro and the Indus Valley Civilization 1/63
2. Tiwari, Arya R.C.O: "Siva-lingam and Phallus Worship in Indus Valley Civili-

^atfon," Journal of Sri Venkateswara Oriental Institute, Tirupati, XIV/i-pp-51-54; Marshall
op. ctt, w 61.

'

?. Macfcefc Earnest: Early Indus Civilization, p. 62.

4. Dr. W&l <Sest and Sex-worship, p. 415) says that the fig-leaf is the symbol of female
privates. -..'.._

$,' PfegOtt Sfiuart: Prehistoric India (Penguin Series), p. 127.
*. Tmarif "Some Reflections on the Religion of the Indus Valley People

" Jou Sri
Otf. lost., XFV/n-p. 191.

7. MafshaS, ep. cfe, plate XH Pig. 12.
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Upto the middle of the 3rd cen. A.D. the baetylic lingam was also trans-
formed into baetylic pillar

8
(cf. the story of the eruption of a fire-pillar between

wrangling Brahma and Vishnu). The induction of the baetylic pillar made
available two aniconic symbols to this cult: baetylic pillar and baetylic stone.
The baetylic pillar made possible the association of this cult with phallic cult.

That this association had not taken place upto the reign of Chandragupta
Vikramaditya is clear from the presence of trident (instead of pubic gland)
on the upper and of the pillar erected by this great monarch at Mathura 9

.

Then came a change. Skanda Purana describes Shiva as
* one who sits upon

the top of a wooden staff.*
10 This is clearly a pen-picture of phallus. The

hesitation in christening this Shaivite emblem as phallus marks out this Purana
as the last but one mile-stone on the road to the transformation ofthe baetylic
pillar into phallic emblem. At this time in spite Of the attribution of the

phallic description to the baetylic pillar the time was not ripe for calling it
"
phallus

"
downright. Padma P. paved the way for it. It says that Bhrigu

cursed Shiva that henceforth His emblem and its seat were to be worshipped
as male and female genitals respectively.

11 In other words, the description
of the baetylic pillar as phallus (cf. Skand P.) was succeeded by its identification
with phallus (cf. Padma P.). However, new trend had emerged by this time.
Its base had come to be recognized as the emblem of female part. How and
when this association of the phallicized baetylic pillar with the female part
came- about ?

There are two views about it. Kalki P.u says that the privates of Sati,

the first wife of Shiva, fell down on Nilachala mountain which symbolizes
Shiva Himself. In other words, the female principle fell (or sits or rides) on
male principle, (cf. The tantric conception of Kali (enjoying sexually in
reverse way with Shiva)

w and Trilok Sundari alias Shodasi (sitting on a lotus

flower which emerges from the naval of Shiva lying full length on his back 14
)

However, Yogini Tantra 15
says that Kali gave a "

yoni
"

circle to Brahma
with an injunction to bring for it a luminous lingam from the sky. In other

words, according to this view, the male principle rides over the female principle.

8. Pillar-shaped Shiva-lingams are found in Kailash Temple (Monument No. XVI)
and Dashavatara Cave (No. XV)a Ellora and also at several other places.

9. Shivanka (Kalyan VHI/I, plate facing p. 595.

10. Skanda P. Qita Press edi. p* 798.

11. In two different connections this curse is mentioned in Padma P. One of them is

connected with Bhrigu's visit to Kailash where he was stopped at the gate by Nandi. The
second view says that Shiva behaved disrespectfully towards Bhrigu when the latter entered

into the court of Daksha, the father-in-law of Shiva.

12. Kalki P. L3OV/59.

is.
" Fem^atesr *h*$tf fcftws

"

14. Kalyan IX/i, plate facing p. 272.

15. Siddhanta Bharati II. 45.
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Kalki R belongs to V cen. A.D.18
Just a tittle earlier to this period the bae-

tyiic pillar of Chandragupta II at Mathura had depicted trident on its upper

end. This means that by V cen. A.D. the union between the phallic and vagina

cults took place; and that by that time the baetyiic pillar was imconteminated

by any type of phallic tinge. Hence it can be said that the description, of

Shiva as given in Skanda P. is an outcome of either late V cecu A.D. or the

early period ofYI cen, Shiva P. which calls SMva lingain and its base as phallus
and female genitals respectively succeeded Skand P. both in time and theme.

The trident on the body of the lingam in the statue under examination

indicates its origin about the time when trident was an accompanying symbol
of the baetyiic pillar (i.e.3 V. AJD.)- This fixes its upper time limit about the

beginning of V cen. A.D. The seat of the goddess oa the lingani agrees willi

the spirit of Kalki P. (i.e., V cen. AJD.)- It was about this time that the

people could have remembered the practice of putting trident at the upper
end of such pillars. At that time the marriage of phallic cult with vagina cult

had also taken place. Hence there cannotbe much doubt about V cen. AJD.

being the upper time limit of this piece. The style of the waist-string

(Kardhani) and the necklace of six strings also does- not push its time beyond
VII cen. A.D. So betweea V and VII centuries A.D., Le. 9 somewhere in

VI cen. AJX the time of this statue should be fixed*

It is a matter of great gratification that Shri B. D. Patel, the Viee-chanceHor

of S. V. University and formerly the Executive Engineer at Shakkar Barrage,
has also arrived at the same conclusion (i.e., VI cen. A.D.) about the time of
this statue on the strength of the structural analysis of the temple found near
the find-spot of this piece. So on the mythological and structural archaeo-

logical evidence we can say that this piece representing Parvati in tantric pose
of enjoying the company of Shiva's phallus by using it as her seat belongs to

VI cen. A.D. It being so one is justified in saying, that it is a very old piece
and the only one known to the writer which represents Parvati in this pose.

16. See Chart appended to Tiwari's article entitled
' Ram and Raanayan-Rjalifff >m

Kailash Temple, Ellora
*

(to be published in the Journal of Oriental Institute, M. S. University,
Baroda).



AINDRA SCHOOL OF SANSKRIT GRAMMAR
(Its history and geographical extent)

BY

Dr. VARADARAJA UMAYI, M. A., Ph.D., Dharwar.

PRATLSAKHYAS AND KATANTRAVYAKARANA

Though we do not possess any work ascribed to the grammarian Indra*

scholars agree that the contents of Indra's grammar,
1

are preserved in Prati-

sakhyas, so far as the phonology goes and Katantravyakarana follows Aindra

school. The structure of Katantravyakarana was similar to that of Aindra

school.

(I) The KLatantravyakarana has the natural arrangement of letters of

alphabets as found in Pratisakhyas as against the artificial arrangement
of letters of alphabets of

*

Pratyaiaras
*

in PaninL *
Siddho varna

samamnayah* (Katantra Sandhi 1 Sutra 1). Cf.
*

atha varnasama-

nmayah
*

(Taitt. Prat. Sutra 1 p. 7) as against PaninTs pratyaharas
B

a-i-u-n
'

etc.

(ii) Samjaas Jike
fc

svara* vyanjana
*

etc. which are simpler and earlier

found in Pratisakhyas are used.
'

tatra caturdasa adau svarah
'

(Katan-
tra Samdhi 3 Sutra 1), and * dasa samanah' (Katantra Samdhi 3

Sutra 1). Cf.
*

atha nava aditah sanianaksarani
'

(Taitt. Prat. Sutra

2 p, 10).

*

efcaradini sandbyaksarani
'

(Kat. Samdhi 8 Sutra 1 )

fc

kadini vyanjaoani* (Kat. Samdhi 9 Sutra 1) Cf.
*

vyanjajoam kadi
'

Yaj. Prat. Sutra 47 p. 18)
'

te vargali panca panca panca
*

(Kat. Cf.
*

panca te pancavargah
'

(Rk. Prat. p. 24)

(iii) The arrangement of topics is natural as found in Kaumudis. But

the commentators hold that the name Katantra means a short trea-

1.
" Tte nsai object of fee Pratisakhyas as shown before was not to teach &e \

eftber oW. sacredlanguage; to lay down the rates of <tecteaasions and co&jugadicm or t

pka CogcnatiWcxf worda. This is a dwctti^T*idi though itconbi not have hceatmtemra

sdk: period, hffi any andaot work. Tfcc-

are n0wr caUbd Vyafeaacanas grammars -smd it is iocidentafy t&at tbe^

questsons. Hie podbct phonetic system on which Paoou

te faniit T? AO doubt fetac finoaa Pratisaiiyas l>ut the sources of Pazuoc^

te lootaDd ftoim efcewherc* Rroin tins it appears that there TOOK <Mftffir grazas

of Rraiisafciyas tefetreJftaQini, who gave rules on Vsid&a wonft-

himsedf makes, mention of them." {Maxnwiter Histoiy of Sfc. jittratrae p.

120).
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tise, a handbook in other words, in which the niceties of Panini's

grammar has been dispensed with for the benefit of the beginners

(Syst. Sk. Gr. p. 81). This shows that the contents of the Prati-

sakhyas with regards to phonology were moulded into a new shape

in katantra under a most powerful influence of Panini school. Ac-

cording to Webber (Hist, Sk. Lit.) Katantra was meant for those

who wished to approach Sanskrit through Prakrit and that the Pali

grammar of Katyayana was based upon Katantra. Thus we find

Aindra treatises in Katantra as in Pratisakhyas and they have been

partly recast or corrected. The Katantra Vyakarana belongs to the

early centuries of Christian Era.

THE AINDRA SCHOOL AND THE THREE PERIODS IN

SANSKRIT LANGUAGE.

The de\elopment of Sanskrit language has assumed three stages. 1.

The Vedic stage or the stage of the unsettled linguistic usage. 2. The Brah-

mana stage or the stage of transition. 3 . The epic or the classical stage. The

epic or the classical stage when further change was debarred by inflexible

grammatical laws. (John Avery Contr. Hist. Verb inflection in Sk. p. 219

Jos. Vol. X 1876). The Sanskrit of Aindra school with its unsettled phono-

logy short 'e
'

and
b

o/
*

e
' & *

o
'

as dipthongs, the pronounciation of
*

r
*

aftd
*
d

'

and its changing vocabulory of
*

me/
c

mmi,'
' ammhi *

as synony-
ms of

* aham
* & c. and its primitive morphological structure and its syntactical

order of words in a sentence may be identified
8
with the Sanskrit upto the Vedic

stage of development.

2. Firstly the distinction between
*

prakrti
'

(base) and
'

pratyaya
'

(suffix) was made

simply because
*

pratyayas
'

were independent words current in the language in the remote

past as shown above. Secondly nor the distinction of parts of speach as noun, adjective,

adverb and verb could not be made as they did not exist at that time, because they were words

pure and simple (
4 ekam padam '). The view of Dr. P, D. Gune in this question is worthy

of note.
"
Thus, the three parts of speech, the adverb, the preposition and the conjunction

prove themselves to be new formations from the existing materials. The process of their

formation was a slow one. It belongs to historical times. Applying the results gained by
observation upon existing facts, it is not improbable that even the substantive, adjective and
the verb did not originally exist but were the result of a slow process of growth. Time must
have been when primitive savage men could denote objects and states. From them must
have developed the substantive, the adjective and the verbs etc. But before the substantive
the pronoun perhaps existed,' dadami I givecontained the idea of subject in the termi-
nation

'

mi
'

and the want of a different subject was never felt. Again to a savage himself /.*.,
*
I

*
is the most important person, all else are others. Amongst others there are some closer

to him whom he calls
*

You '; the rest
'

They.' It is the pronoun, therefore, that must have
been fee word to be the earliest distinguished from others* It is more primitive, more in-

stioctive, more easily explained by gesture etc., than the substantive which it must have prece-
ded.

^

(Intro. Comp. Phil. p. 77). This mi
'

which was the original word came to be regarded
as a

*

pratyaya
*
later on. But in the hoary past, when the 1st Grammarian, Indra seemed

to have existed, he naturally could not distinguish between *

prakrti' and
c

pratyaya
'

nor
the different parts of speech as they were later formations.
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It seemed to have continued unimpeded till the end of Brahmana period
wherein primitive pratisakhyas embodying early Brahmanical speculations
flourished, and till Panini., the grammarian, standardised the language by rigid
grammatical rules which is expressed in epic and classical Sanskrit literature,

A BRIEF HISTORY OF AINDRA SCHOOL.
1. Indra the first grammarian.

The * vak *

in
'

vagvai paracyavyakrta avadat *

represent the Sanskrit
of Samhitas and Indra analysed this language. He must have existed even
earlier than the Taittariya Sainhita though his exact date cannot be ascertained.
His work was primarily a Vyakarana of Vaidika language and secondarily
of dialect or diadects also since Sanskrit language in his time in its various
forms was in primitive condition and the distinction between the various
forms of speech was little, if at all there was any. Its phonatics was unsettled.
Note the different pronunciation of * d * and *

r
*
&c. in this connection. Its

method of analysis was crude. The Vedic Sanskrit occupies the first stage
in the existing literary specimen and had passed from agglutinative character
and has assumed the inflexional (Sheshagiri Shastri notes on Aryan and Dravi-
dian Philology preface p. iii). His treatment of morphological structure of
Sanskrit as

* ekam padam yatha arthah padam
'
throws some light on the

agglutinative character of Sanskrit Le. prevedic Sanskrit. Or it indicates that
Indra analysed Vedic language consisting of words (though inflexional) in
the manner in which it was analysed in Vedic times. His analysis of language
the Vedic language into words only might have traditional memory to back
up the memory handed down from generation to generation. The linguis-
tic alternative forms as

' mi * * aham *
etc. might be in fluctuating condition.

As there was a little difference between spoken and written language in his

time the grammar of Indra perhaps served the purposes of both the languages.
The grammatical terminology was simple and crude as is found in Pratisakhyas
and 'Katantravyakarana. The grammar of Indra might have simply noted
tKe difference between3 the Vedic language and the language of the intercourse.

\ . 2. Saunaka, the Author of Pratisakhyas.

, \Saunaka, the author of Rk. Pratisakhya in its primitive form but not in

its present along with the authors of other Pratisakhyas come next in the

chronology pf Aindra school, which embodied the earlier Brahmanical specu-

3. Roth's view of the rise and the progress of grammar in India quoted in
'
tanini

his place in Sk. Lit. p. 142.*
"
Grammar, therefore took the same natural course of develop-

ment, as we find, it has taken elsewhere. It did not proceed from the foundation of living

language but owed its origin to the observation of that difference which exists between certain

forfns of language in actual intercourse oflife and those ofwritten works and at first it confined
itself to pointing out chiefly these differences. Then again it comprised not the whole mass
Of literature but only single books specially important for certain classes of society. Thus
the path was opened to a general grammar treating as well of written as of spoken language.
We meet first Panini and from this time, all the special grammars gradually disappear from
general use.
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lations in grammar. Their date may be taken to t>e 1000 B.C. (Syst. Sk

Or. App. Hi, a Chronological Compectus of different schools).

3. Vyadi.

Vyadi (600 to 400 B.C.) a Vartikakara on Panini belonged to Amdra

school. (Katha. Tarang 4). None of his treatises exist.

4. Katyayana.

Katyayana (350 B.C.) a Vartikakara on Panini's Astadhyayi wrote Sukla

Yajtihpratisakhya. He differs from Panini in many respects and critises him.

He was a follower of Aindra school (Katha Tarang 4). Patanjali caHs him &

Southerner. Cf.
*

priyataddhitah daksinatyah {Mahabhasya Vol. I p. 8 1, 2.)

5* Sarvavarma.

Sarvavarma (50-150 A.D.) wrote Katantrayyakarana and he followed

the Aindra school (Dr. Burnell). He was influenced by Panini school. The

later 'history of Amdra school in Kashmir, Bengal and Karaataka may be

referred to in Systems of Sanskrit grammar p. 90-91.

THE AINDRA SCHOOL AND TTS GEOGRAPHICAL REGION.

(1) Aindra School in all regions: We have seen above that the Aindra

treatises in Vedic period are found in Pratisakhyas. Once the school

of Indra spread, it appears throughout the Sanskrit speaking world

in India at least in places where Vedic Pratisakhyas existed because

they followed Aindra school, so far as the phonology is concerned.

The various Pratisakhyas in primitive forms namely Rk. pratisakjiya,

Taittiriyapratisakhya, Atharvapratisakhya, and Samavedapratisakhyas
of Aanayaniya and Satyamugri schools -all belong to Aindra school,

though they cannot be regionally fixed.

(2) The Afadra school in the Deccan, Bengal and Kashmir: The present

Pralisakhyas and Katantravyakarana in its present form have been

very popular treatises in the following region namely in (a) the regtooa

south of Vindfaya mountain, (&) Kashmir, (c) Bengal. Tiwy might
not be so popular in the region known as Aryavarta where Brahmani-
cal culture and Sanskrit of Brahmanical sacrificial language predomi-
nated, of which Paninfs grammar ivas one of the developments
and where also Aindra school existed before it was supplanted by
the all powerful system of grammar of Panini. Panini

4
was called

4, (a) Panini belongs to the North-west as he differentiates himsdffrom the Easteroers
and Southerners.

(jb) Paoini in his Sutra 1-2-27 gives the vowel
4 u '

as -$pecunea vowel while Katyqyana
chooses to give vowd 'a' as a specimen for 'sainvrta

' '

a
'

short (Parini-Jais
place in Sk. Lit p. 144),

(c) Goidstucker says "But it is true that the local differences might tev* been ttte

cause of this pronotmciatba of
'

a
* *

samvrta
'

pronounced as
* u '% Panini aiwtt

Panim seems to belong to fee North-West bat Vajasaueya Pa&akt$a composed
by Katyayana belongs to the East.
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Salaturiya which is probably derived from his native place which
is identified with the present Lahaur in the Yusfzai valley in the

North-Western frontier (Syst. Sk. Gr. p. 19) and it is from this region
that the second tribes of Aryan immigration spread like a wedge to

the Aryavarta region. (Grierson. Wedge theory. Ling. Survey of

India Vol. I part I Ch- VII Intro, p. 117). It is significant to note

in this connection that Panini refers to Easterners and Southerners as

differing from himself. The Southerners and Easterners are cer-

tainly the grammarians of Aindra school. Katyayana who later on
wrote Vartika on Panini's Astadhyayi was the author of Vajasaneyi

Pratisakhya and was the follower of Aindra school.

The regions wherein the Pratisakhyas e.g. Vajasaneyi Prati-

sakhya and Katantra Vyakarana predominated, may be identified

with the outer circle of Griersoti found Aryavarta and the regions
where a different kind of Sanskrit that belonging to Aindra school

spread* the characteristics of which are noted above and the Sanskrit

spoken by the Vratyas and other Aryan tribes from whom athiestic

sects of Carvakas, Naiyayikas, Buddhists and Jains of later times

arose and revolted against the sacrificial religion and Brahmanical

culture of Aryavarta. It appears that as the grammar of Aindra

school was first of its kind both the heritics and believers accepted
it as it is ctear from its relics in Pratisakhyas the treatises on Vedic

phonology and Katantravyakarana composed for a Buddhistic

King Satavahana.

THE AINDRA SCHOOL IN THE DECCAN AND SOUTH INDIA.

Tradition tells us that Katantravyakarana was produced by Sarvavarma
to teach Sanskrit to a Satavahana King. This tradition like any other tradition,

contains a grain of truth. It was Katantravyakarana an Aindra treatise

that was predominent in the region south of Vindhya mountain before Panini

school supplanted it (Syst. Sk. Gr. p. 32).

Tolkappiyam (400 B.C.) the oldest Tamil grammar existing, follows

Pratisakhya method of treatment. The mention of the initial and final sound
is similar to that of Pratisakhyas and the identity in meaning of Sutras 89, 90,

93, 97 and 98 with certain Sutras in Taittiriya, Atharvaveda Pratisakhyas
is very striking (Tolk. preface p. vii)

(i) Tolkappiyam Sutra 3 admits short
*

a * and short
*

o *

as do Prati-

sakhyas- There are no *
e

' and * o '

treated as Sandhyaksaras.

(M) Tolkappiyam Sutra 91 says
*

t
* and ' n * are produced by the contact

ofthe tip of the tongue with the front of the hard palate as it is stated

in Vedic Pratisakhyas. There are no *
t

* and * n *

murdhanya.

(iii) Tolkappiyam Sutra 94 states that
'
r

* and * n '
are produced by the

tip of the tongue being raised and followed gently to touch the hard
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palate as in the case of
'

vartsya
' '

r
'

as distinguished from repha
%

r.
f

Tolkappiyam was completely under the influence
5
of the Aindra

school. The influence of Panini school scarcely visible in it,

THE AINDRA SCHOOL IN KARNATAKA.

Linganaradhya in his commentary on Sutra 84 of Sabdamani Darpana

clearly states that Kesiraja follows Katantra in having
'

Catvar
'

though Panini

says it is 'catur* (p. 68). 'catvari sabdamam paninyacharyar catur sabda-

mendu peldapar antenalagadu. Sabdamanidarpanam kalapavyakarana mar-

gadim kesirajam peldanagi adentene
'

etc. Kesiraja as well as his predecessor

Nagavarma
6
and his successor Bhattakalanka only translated some of the

Katantra Sutras a few of which are noted here and which are ultimately con-

nected \\ith Pratisakhya treatises, 'varnangala pathakramam arnavavrta-

dhatriyol prasiddham.' Cf. Katantra: 'siddho varnasamaninayah
'

and
fc

pratisakhya: 'atha varna samamnayah.' In Sabdamanidarpana itself

Kesiraja rendered literally about 50 Sutras and has in view many Sutras from

Pratisakhyas in other places. Kannada grammars like Tamil grammar Tolka-

ppiyam follow Pratisakhyas in having short
*

e
*

and
'

o
'

and jihvamulatalu
'

d
'

and vartsya
'

r
'

and doubling of consonants in conjunction, with
'

r
*

etc. in phonology. Kannada has taken many words from the Sanskrit of
Aindra school rather than of Panini school. The agglutinative morphology
of Kannada and the subject-object-verb pattern of a sentence are all traced

to the morphology and syntex of Aindra school of grammar. In addition to
this9 Kannada grammarians are also indebted to Panini school of grammar
in having

'

e
'

and
*

o
'

as sandhyaksaias and
'

tayarga
'

as murdhanya ,fifc,

Thus Kannada has two layers ofinfluences of Sanskrit on it, the first being the
influence of Aindra school and the second being the influence of Panini school.

CONCLUSIONS.

After discussing in detail the pros and cons of -Aindra school, we arrive"
at the following conclusion:

:
"

- --

(1) Indra was the first and the oldest grammarian of Sanskrit language
known to us, as he is mentioned is Taittiriya Samhita his date may
be roughly fixed prior to its composition.

(2) His analysis of Vedic language into words on the basis of mejming
(Cf.

4

arthah padam ') indicates that the meaning of every word 'in

'

5. Tolkappiyar, a Brahmana of Brahmanas, the son of Jamdagni, the pupil'of Agastya
ttKbri Aindra work and wrote his Tamil grammar. (Shesha Aiyangar-Dravaflan India
p. 164). It appears that Aindra grammar was current in South India at least from 400 B.C.

Agasg
also might have written his Tamil grammar Porguttiyam following Aindra school

<p. Io3).

sat,, note' * Wndf-' Abhlnava Sam Vanna, thereby
sagRstrng that he followed Sarva Vanna the author of Katantra Vyakanma

' "

" "
"f*'? w _ j
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composition was clear to him and every word was capable of being
used independently as in an agglutinative language. Or in his analysis
of Vedic Sanskrit into padas, not as

*

subanta
' and *

tinganta
*
he

might have simply followed the method which he had inherited

from his forefathers in whose time Sanskrit was agglutinative.

(3) The Aindra school of grammar spread throughout the Sanskrit

speaking world. The grammars of other schools have only improved

upon it and systematised it. Panini school is one of such schools,

(4) The Aindra school was known in the South at least from 400 B.C.

Tolkappiyam, contains the traces of Aindra school.

(5) The structure of Aindra grammar can be inferred from Pratisakhyas
and Katantravyakarana wherein primitive and simpler

*

samjnas
*

are used, as against complicated
'

pratyaharas
' of-Panini.

(6) Panini's grammar was first developed in Aryavarta and then its

influence spread throughout the length and breadth of India. Even
the present Pratisakhyas and Katantravyakarana works of Aindra

school are corrected or recast under the Panini's influence.
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disease when the moon is in this asterism.
1 So we understand that the word

* Satam '

plays an important role in our literature. It is also funay to note
that where as the sanctioned life of a person is 120 years according to the

plarmetery Dasas, the hymn sanctions one hundred years. Here it may mean
hundred and above but to our surprise we note the word *

Sata '

only is used.*

Even though we tried to see whether there is any other idea attached to it,

we are only sorry to state that our commentators are silent over this view.

But we come across a peculiar explanation. Among the Eras in our India

we have got one Era called
*

Saptarshi
* Era or Laukikabda It is said

in our puranas that the first cycle of this Saptarshi Era or Laukikabda, com-
menced at the time of parikshit. The Saptarshis were in Afagha at his time

and that they move in a retrograde motion and take one hundred years to pass
from one Nakshatra to another. So a probable conjucture in this light,

iray be advanced that as Saptarshis are considered to be the sacred sages in

our day to day life, and as they figure in each and every ritual, we may take

that the time taken by these great sages to travel from one constallation to

the other might have been fixed as the long living period of a human being
in this laukikabda. Taking this into consideration, our ancient writers also

probably must have thought of writing works containing a century of stanzas

to indicate the life spam. Whatever it is we have got to simply satisfy ourselves

thinking that the word *

Sata
*
has got some ,kind of significance which has

not yet come to light.

We have observed that in our Vedic literature there are
*

Stotras
'

ad-

dressed to gods. These Stotras are varying in their nature. It is only with
* Bhakti *

that people perform ritual and recite these stotras. A kind of developed
form of this Stotra may be safely said a

*
Satakam.' The nature of a

fi

Stotra
*

as concerns to one particular God is seen in a Sataka also. This

Sataka is also addressed only to one particular deity, extolling all his qualities.

As these Stotras will not be within the reach of a common man, our poets

must have conceived the idea of writing
*

Satakas
*

so as to enable a common
man to understand the qualities and the powers of God, and to instill some
amount of Bhakti in him. To say that this Bhakti must have been at the back

of this
*

Salaka,' We can quote
* Avadana Satakas

*
of the Buddhistic literature,

As far as we know these Avadana Satakas are the oldest records in Sataka

literature. Even though they differ much in form and content from the well

known Satakas, the purpose with which Sataka come into being can easily

perceived in this. These Avadana Satakas, are the stories of Buddha. They
are written in prose; but some of these Kathas have got Verses also inter-

mingled, with prose here and there. So it is evident that though they wanted

to write prose calling it a
4

Sataka
*
the passion for poetry could not be curbed;,

1. A. V;T. S;T. Br.

2. (a
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disease when the moon is in this asterism.
1 So we understand that the word

6

Satam
'

plays an important role in our literature. It is also funny to note

that where as the sanctioned life of a person is 120 years according to the

plannetery Dasas, the hymn sanctions one hundred years. Here it may mean
hundred and above but to our surprise we note the word

*

Sata
'

only is used.*

Even though we tried to see whether there is any other idea attached to it,

we are only sorry to state that our commentators are silent over this view.

But we come across a peculiar explanation. Among the Eras in our India

we have got one Era called
*

Saptarshi
'

Era or Laukikabda It is said

in our puranas that the first cycle of this Saptarshi Era or Laukikabda, com-
menced at the time of parikshit. The Saptarshis were in Magha at his time

and that they move in a retrograde motion and take one hundred years to pass

from one Nakshatra to another. So a probable conjucture in this light,

rray be advanced that as Saptarshis are considered to be the sacred sages in

our day to day life, and as they figure in each and every ritual, we may take

that the time taken by ihese great sages to travel from one constallation to

the other might have been fixed as the long living period of a human being

in this laukikabda. Taking this into consideration, our ancient writers also

probably must have thought of writing works containing a century of stanzas

to indicate the life spam. Whatever it is we have got to simply satisfy ourselves

thinking that the word
*

Sata
'

has got some ,kind of significance which has

not yet come to light.

We have observed that in our Vedic literature ihere are
*

Stotras
'

ad-

dressed to gods. These Stotras are varying in their nature. It is only with
*

Bhakti
'

that people perform ritual and recite these stotras. A kind of developed

form of this Stotra may be safely said a
*

Satakam.' The nature of a
*

Stotra
'

as concerns to one particular God is seen in a Sataka also. This

Sataka is also addressed only to one particular deity, extolling all his qualities.

As these Stotras will not be within the reach of a common man, our poets

must have conceived the idea of writing
*

Satakas
'

so as to enable a common
man to understand the qualities and the powers of God, and to instill some

amount of Bhakti in him. To say that this Bhakti must have been at the back

of this
*

Sataka,' We can quote
'

Avadana Satakas* of the Buddhistic literature.

As far as we know these Avadana Satakas are the oldest records in Sataka

literature. Even though they differ much in form and content from the well

known Satakas, the purpose with which Sataka come into being can easily

perceived in this. These Avadana Satakas, are the stories of Buddha. They

are written in prose; but some of these Kathas have got Verses also inter-

mingled, with prose here and there. So it is evident that though they wanted

to write prose calling it a
'

Sataka
*

the passion for poetry could not be curbed;

1. A. V;T S;T\ Br.

2. (fl)
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Unlike this, the Satakas written in Samskrit are completely in Verses only.

In these books the poets exhibit their passion either for God, or for some thing

else. Originally, though they started this kind of literature, being inspired

by
'

Bhakti,' later on it flowed through different channals. As a result of this

we have before us different Satakas-Satakas devoted to Bhakti, Niti, Sringara,

Vairagya etc. Here we also note that our poets did not content themselves

by writing these different Satakas. but they also extended their region and

took other subjects also for the province of this Sataka. This point becomes

clear when we see that they have written Verses, either instructing or insulting

others, in an indirect manner, calling them Anyapadesa Satakas.

BHAKTI.

. Kamakshistuti Satakam belongs to the poet Muka. The very name
of the work suggests that it is written in praise of Goddess Kamakshl. The
whole work is a stuti wherein we got about five hundred Verses. It is called

Panchasati. He has divided it into five chapters. The present work is one
of these five chapters comprising one hundred verses. The full name of the

author is Mukarbhaka Sankara. He is said to belong to the fourth century
(396436 A.D.)." It is generally said that he was born dumb and he was
restored to his speech by a sage called Vidyaghana, who gave him a hypnotic
bath.

'

The whole panchasati is a eulogy on the goddess Kamakshi of Kanura.ipch
In this section the poet has used various, metres. We find uninterrupted
flow in the poetry. It is sweet and pleasing. The Verse

I qrfswft q&rsN^ ^ II

shows the melodious flow of his poetry.

His Araya satakam also is one of the five sections of his panchasati
and this also is in praise of Kamakshi of Kanchi only. As all the verses in
this Sataka are written in Arya metre only, he has named this section as Arya
Sataka. The greatness of Kamakshi is expressed in every one of the Stanzas.

Kaiaksha Sataka also forms one of the above mentioned five sections
oftbejMneftaMrfofMuka. Here also the Mibject is the same. We do not
find any deviation from his original plan. In this work all the one hundred
Verses ruti in Vasantatllaka metre. The poet mentions his name in the very

Averse
of this Sataka; a practice not found in the above two Satakas ; in-

tending this probable to be the first section of his panchasati.

Suya &ft*a:-Mayura the famous poet of the seventh century is the

^f^S^._^^&^c^t^ Ha^aVardhana ; and
3. This date is to be verified.

~
7
~~~"~~
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a contemporary of Bana the author of Kadambari. It is said that these two

poets Mayura and Bana are related to each other. One version is that Mayura
is the broiher-in-law of Bana and the orlur Version K- that he is the fathei-

in-law of Bana. But neither of these Versions is believable. There is also

another legend stating that hp described so minutelv the beauties of his daughter
when he cursed him in anger, to became a leper, from which unhappy state

he was rescued through the aid of the Sun God whom he celebrated in his

Surya Sataka*
*

The work contains one hundred and one Slokas, all written in Sragdhara
metre. He describes Sun a the all pervading and supreme in the universe.

He invokes the grace and succour of Surya, his race, die, chariot and other"

accompaniments. The styk is a bit heavy and very often we come across
*
double entendres* The Verse quoted by Prof Keith in his work, in support

of the above said legend is doubtful, and not found in the text published by

Kavyamala. The Verse quoted by the learned" professor is in Sardula Vikn-

dfta, where as all the verses in Surya Sataka run in Sragdhana metre. Another

point is that there is no occation for the poet, to describe a demsel direct in^

this work; as the work is mainly intended to praise the Sun God only. The_
work is also cited by Ananda Vardhana and Mammata. , Though the work

belongs to the second-rate poetry, it is a very popular Sataka in the Afield;of

Samskrit literature.

Devi Satakam: Anandavardhana, the author of this Sataka is also the

author of Dhvanyaloka, a work on poetics. He is said to be the propounder
of the schpol of Dhvarti in Sansknt poetics. He is the son of Nona and a poet
of the court of Avantivarman of Kashmir in the 9 century A.D. Tn this >evi-

sattika, he praised goddess parvati, as the highest of all the beings. The poem
is said to be a melodious one. But the poet introduces verbal jugglery "to

a good extent. The Sabdalankaras like Yamaka, and Chitrakavita like Gomu-
trika bandha* are often used. The kulakas visesakas and Sandanitakas are

to be met with at every step. There are verses written with two letters only

and in some of the verses he uses both Sanskrit and Surasena, and Sanskrit

and Apabhramsa. Now and then we also observe verses with pratiloma
and Anuloma order. On the whole the work is toiigh and needs a commentary.
This .is commentated upon by Kayyata, the son of Chandraditya and the grand
son of Vallabhadeva. He composed this Vrtti in the year 4078 Kali or 976

A.D- in the reign of Bhimagupta. Acharya Narayana garter is the teacher

of Kayyata the commentator of this Devisataka.

The text is entitled Devisataka but Anandavardhana calls it a

aiid th% commentator Kayyata also says it a stotra. But Kayyata says it a

sata stotra. Probably this is because the work contains one hundred and

four verses.

4. Keith's A History of Sanskrit Literature.

4
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Jina Sataka: Jambuguru or Jambu Kavi,
5
a Jain is the auihor of this

Sataka. This is written in praise of Jina and contains one hundred Stanzas

divided into four divisions. The first division deals with the description of

the feet of Jina the second contains the description of his hands, the third,

the description of his face and finally in the fowets his speech is described.

The whole work is written in Sragdhara metre only. Sambamuni of Nagendra

Kula wrote a commentary on this work. The commentator says that he

finished his work in Sam. 1025,
6

which corresponds to 969 A,D. So we

believe that Jambuguru must have belonged to the tenth century. From

the suffix
*

Guru
'

we are also inclined to think that he must have taken part

in the religious activities of jainism. The style is a laboured one.

Sudarsana Sataka belongs to Kuranarayana. Kuresa or Kuranarayana

belongs to the eleventh century. He was the close follower of Ramanuja the

champion of visistadvaita. He was born of a rich family but abandoned

1m wealth and lived on alms.
7

It is also said that he collected daily what

is sufficient for the day only never botheaing himself for the second day. He
is a great scholar and a good poet. His memory is remarkable and it is also

said that when Ramanuja was refused permission in Kashmir to copy Bodha*

yarn, Vrni on Brahma Sutra our Kuresa repeated it to his hero having read

it once.
8

Kuranarayana wrote many works and almost all of them exhibit

his profound devotion to Lord Vishnu. The present Sataka also is one of

this type of works. In this Sudarsana Sataka he wrote a centrary of verses in

Sragdhara metre in praise of Sudarsana. He always combines his poetical
fancies with theological allusions. As usual we find in this Sataka th6 de&-

criptioas of eyes, navel etc. but it is evident from the text that the author did

not observe the usual system in describing the Lord. He is also much in-

terested in exhibiting much verbosity. The following verse speaks for itself

the nature of this Sataka.

His main idea is only to establish that Moksha, is the highest of all the

pursarthas and this can be attained by serving Lord Sudarsana, The commen-
tary of Madhavarya helps us to understand the text in a easy manner.

1
'

' *"*~ ..... i in i 11 in ..... n
.........

j mump,

5. A descriptive catalogue of Sanskrit and Prakrit Manuscripts. Bombay Royal
Asatie Society. Vols. ffl and IV.

6. Kavyamala. GuchhaVIT. Page 52.

1, The life of Ramanuja by Alkondavie Govindacharya.
8, Classical Sanskrit literature M. Krishnamacharya,
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Achyitta Sataka belongs to Vedantadesika. His real name is Venkata-

natha or Veakatesa. He was born at Tirupal in 1268 A.D. He is believed

to be the incornation of the great bell of Lord Venkatesa at Tirupati. He
was a profound scholar in all the branches of Samskrit literature. His im-

maculate knowledge in Vedanta brought him the Title Vedanta Desika. He
also possess the title Kavitarkikakesari? His work Sata Dusani finding faults

with the 4dvaita system is considered to be one of the most important texts

in visistadvaita vedanta. He tried his hand at kavya literature also and his

Yadavabhyudaya which vies with Raghuvamsa of Kalidas is considered to be

a .great work. Every work of this author generally possess Bhakti at its back

ground, which is revealed in our present work 4chyuta Sataka also. This is

a text having one hundred Stanzas written in prakrit in praise of Lord Vishnu.

His prakrit is very simple and easily understandable. His ideas in order

flow through his quill in unhampered manner, exhibiting -his higher poetical

talents. He begins his work as usual with a salutation to Vishnu., and then

continues the verses praising the qualities of Vishnu. The verse

II

reveals his profound BhaktL This Sataka is commented upon by Kumara-

tatacharya and was published at Madras.

In his Daya sataka he- composed verses in various metres. This works

is written in praise of the comparison of Lord Venkateswara. The subject

taken for the theme it self shows that the poet deviates from the path. He
does not want to compose stanzas in praise of the Lord as usual, out wishes to

expose the one important quality in him, throughout the text. The main

object of the text is to establish self subjugation of the human beings. Every
verse is filled with numerous charming ideas, but above all philosophy taps
the list. There are so many commentaries and translations.

Jswara Sataka; The author Avatarika is said to be a native of Kashmir.

From the date of his Grand son Rajanaka Ratna Kanta, the author of the

commentary of the Stutikusumanjali, who lived during the later half of the

seventeenth century, it is said that Avatarika must have been flourished during

the second half of the sixteenth century.
10 The work is an ethlogy on Lord

Iswara in one hundred and thirteen verses. The poet employs various metres.

He also uses Sabdalankaras like Yamaka etc- Vajrabandha, Trisulabandha,

Kshurikabandha etc., are often met with in the text. The poet exhibits his

profound scholarship by employing ekakshara, Dvyakshara and Tryakshara

usages in his verses. There is the admiture of Samskrit and Prakrit in some

9.

10. Iswarasataka Kavyamala. 9 Volume.

3 6
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of the verses. On the whole, it can be said that the work canaot be easily

understood. There is an erudite commentary on the work. The work com-

pletely vies with the Devisataka of Anandavardhana in every respect. It

looks as though the author is fond of exhibiting his scholarship more than the

Bhakti he possessed.

Narayana Satakam:ln this book we find the author Vidyakara puro-

hita, praising Sri Narayana. He has described all the limbs of the Lord com-

mensing from lotus like feet, in accordance with the custom. It is observed

that in the case of human beings the description is from top to toe and in the

case of Gods the description is from toe to top.
11

Starting from his feet, he
ends with the description of the Crown. The whole body of the Lord is thus

described including his Kaustubha. Sri Vidyakara purohit belongs to Orissa
and was probably patronized by Mukunda Dev 11 of Orissa who reigned
from 1658 to 1692." The whole Sataka is in Sragdhara metre. The language
is a bit tough but the author has enhanced the beauty of his ideas with the

help of Alankaras he employed. The very first verse, in which he offers

salutations running as,

ft

cm <m tew SJUT n

reveals that the author is an Advaitin, and he wants to attain the Highest
by adopting the process of Sagunopasana. His love for verbosity ihough
impades the sentiment now and then, his thought, and philosophy are appre-
ciable. This work is commented upon by Sri Pitambara Misra an erudite
scholar whose date is not yet fixed, as the commentator himself is silent over
this issue. Sri Karunakara sarma has carefully editted this text.

Siva Sataka: The author of this text is Gokulanatha and is published
in the third volume of Kavyamala. It is said in the foot note that some are
of the opinion that Gokulanatha flourished in the first half of the present
century and others opined that he belonged to the second half of the last centuryBut we understand from Parameswara Sataka that he belonged to the first
half of the last century, as Ganga Sahaya Sarma the author of Paramewara
Sataka.himself says in his text that the Siva Sataka of Gokulanatha inspiredhim He further states that he was honoured by Raja Ram Singh of Bundi
and Raja Raghu Vira Singh was on the throne of Bundi by the time he com-
pitted his Sataka in the year 1893 A.D. Therefore we understand that Gokula-
natha must have belonged to the first half of the last century. It is also said

11.
"
JTRfr lft% t jwft

12. Introduction of Karunakara Sarma.
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that he was a native of the Mithila country and his father was Vidyanidhi
Pitambara Pandita.

In this text he eulogises Siva as the highest of all beings. As usual he
says that he is the Creator, preserver and destroyer. He observes the helpless
condition of the human beings and instructs them to take shelter under Siva's
roof to attain salvation. There are hundred and five Verses in Puspitagra
metre.

Even though the poetry is not simple it inspires awe in readers. The
style and imagination commands special respect from the scholars. The
Verse.

1 1

itself bespeaks of his talants.

Sivadaya Sataka: Sridharavenkatesa is the author of this Sataka.
It is said that Venkatesa is a contemporary of Appayya dikshita,

13 from the
text we understand that he led the life of a sanyasin. The poet takes Daya
of Lord Siva for his main theme as it happens to be the outstanding quality
of the Supreme Being. He leaves on us an impression that he composed
this Sataka with a view to vie with the Daya Sataka of Vedantadesika; The
text contains one hundred and two verses; and is commented upon by one of
his disciples Venkateswara. The name of the commentary is Dipika. The
poetry is pleasing and the style is not too tough.

Ganga Sahaya Sarma the author of this Parameswara Sataka mentions
that he was honoured by Raja Rama Singh of Bundi and was patronised
by his son Raja Raghuvira singh. At the end of this Sataka we note that

Raja Raghuvira Singh was on the Throne in the year 1949 of Vikrama Saka,
14

corresponding to 1893 of the Christian Era. A glance at the history of Bundi
reveals that Bhisan Singh the Raja died in the year 1821 A.D. leaving two
sons Rao Raja Rama Singh and Maharaja Gopal Singh. Rao Raja Rama
Singh, though eleven years old that time, was installed on the throne. He
inherited the qualities of his father, specially his passion, for the chase, and
received the congratulations of the nobles. He was unfortunately issueless

but was given the right of adoption in 1862 by the then British Government
and died in the year 1889.

His adopted son Maharao Raja Raghu Vira Singh succeeded him in

the same year.
15 The poet also mentions the month as

fi Nabho masa; 'which
indicates that he has composed this work in the month of August or so. Thus
the date of the work as given by the author is Sravana month, in the year
1949 of the Vikrama Era and this corresponds to the month August 1893.

13. Classical Sanskrit Literature. M. Krishnamacharya. 162.

14. Parameswara Sataka.
15. Tod's Annals and Antiquities of Rajasthan. Vol. Ill Crooke.
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The author begins his text with a salutation to Parabrakma and proceeds

to state that he was provoked to compose a work on Siva, after going through

the
'

Sivasataka
'

of Gokulanatha,
16

but very humbly says that it may not be

possible for him to pour out the melliflous flow of sentiment as Gokulanatha.

He also states that he would be satisfied even if Siva smiles at his work, even

if it were to be in mockery as the other poets do on seeing this, as this itself

would become the grace of God. In the course of his evlogy he identifies

Siva with pranava, and observes him as the cause of creation, protection and

destruction. Throughout the text the poet, describes him as Omnipotent,

Omnipresent and Omniscent, and presents his ideas with theological allusions,

requesting Him to bestow salvation on him. The following verse is enough

to indicate the simple and sweet style of this author who takes pleasure in

punnings on the words:

The whole, work in this manner runs in puspitagra metre only when the

intelligence of the poet, in selecting the metre suited to the subject matter is

revealed. The author himself has written a commentary on his work and also

states that he emulates Mallinatha in this art.

Varavaramuni Sataka: Sri Devarajachaya of nineteenth century is the

author of this work. Varavaramuni is also called Saumyajamatrmuni and

Manavala Mahamuni; and was the high priest of the Tengalai Sri Vaisnava

sect. He was born at Kuntinagara and was a disciple of Lokacharya.
17

Ano-
ther account states that he was born at Tirunagari

18
in the year 4472 kali which

corresponds to 1372 A.D. It seems that he studied veda and other lore under
his revered father. He first became an Acharya with the blessings of Tirumala

Alvar, and acquired a thorough knowledge in all the Sastras and visited the

religious centres in the kingdoms of Chola, Tonda etc. In almost all these

centres he composed Mangalasasmams both in Tamil and Sanskrit finally
he took the last Asrama of life under the guidance of Sathakopajeeyar, and

spent the later period of his life in Srirangam. He composed Yatirqja Vim
sati, in praise of Ramamya and Kasturitilakastava.

The present work Varavaramuni Sataka is in praise of Varavaramuni.
In this the author Devarajacharya exhibited his profound Bhdkti towards
Varavaramuni. He depicted him as the incornation of Adisesa, in accordance
with the belief already in current. There are one hundred and four verses
in this work which reveal the tatva of Varavaramuni. His extraordinary
qualities and the superhuman nature is sung in every verse. The work in

16. See my article on sex and Sanskrit poets. Vol. XVI. S. V. (X I. Journal.

17. M. Krishnamachaiya's classical Sanskrit Literature Para 209.

18. Manavala namurula Vaihhavam (Telugu) by Sri Annangaracharya,
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various metres is appealing revealing the Bhakti cult of the author and the

poetry is pleasing. This work is commented upon in a simpple and grand

style by Sri Veeraraghavacharya. To indicate the devotion of the author

the following verse from this text serves as an example.

f Ramabhadra Stuff Satakam: The author Ilattur Sundararaja Bhatta-

charya was born in the year 1841 A.D. at Illattur near Cenkotta in the Travaai-

core State, He belonged to the Vaikhanasa family of Srivaisnavas of that

place. His father was Varadarajayyangar and Krishnamba was his mother.

Her had seven brothers and one sister. He married Venkatalakshmi at the

age of twenty five. He studied Kavya, Nataka* Vyakarana and Alankara,

He won- many lawrels from His Highness Visakha Tiruval, Mulam Tiruval

and the senior Rani Lakshmi Bai. He wrote about eighteen works including

commentaries in Sanskrit. Some of them were printed.
19

The present Sataka was published by Sri Vaikhanasa Grantha mala.

It contains 105 stanzas written in various metres. This is only in praise of

Lord Sri Rama. The poet taking Sri Rama as the Supreme being., expresses
that instead of prondering over these worldly pleasures wasting our time in

tbe company of woman and wealth, it is better to believe in Rama and seek

his protection always. He also describes the brave deeds done by Sri Rama
and the affection shown by him to his devotees at all times, in all forms. His

poetry is simple and sweet and shows the skilled hand of Sundararaja in the

art of poetry. It seems that he himself wrote the Sanskrit commentary for

his verses. He employs figures of speech like Preyas, Slesa, Malatisayokti^

Vyatireka, and Kavya linga etc, from the last verse. We understand that

he wrote this wok in the Kali year 4981 corresponding to 1881 A.D. The

following verse shows the sweet style of the poet:

Rama Satakam: A palm manuscript of this work in grantha

script is preserved in our Institute. The author Ramabhadra dikshita says

at the end that he completed the work on Wednesday the 8th in drona month
of the pramadhi year. He did not speak of his place or patron; From
the style ofthe work we can only infer that he must have belonged to the later

half of the nineteenth century. The work is written in praise of Lord Sree

I5>. Dr. V. Ragftavan's Introduction. The snusavijaya. Annals of Oriental Research.

Voii W. Pt 1. 194243.
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Rama. As every verse gives eight pauses repeating the second syllable of

the first line he named the text Astaprasa Rama Satakam. The work contains

one hundred and fourteen stanzas. To have a clear understanding of the

set up of the work I give below the following verse.

(//// Satakam: Sri Sundaracharya, a native of Vittahalapura in the

district of Tirunalvel, the son of Tirumalai Nallan Chakravarti Srivatsya
Venkatesa and Sarojini, composed this Sataka in praise of

6

Kantimati
'

in

one hundred and two verses. The author throughout the text uses the word
4

Kantimatyamba
'

at the end of every verse. This kind of practice is generally
to be met with only in Telugu Satakas, and we generally do not come across

this practice in any one of the Sanskrit Satakas. We cannot exactly under-

stand where from the author acquired this practice of writing a book with

a makutam. The greatness of the goddess Kantimati is described as suggested
in his devotion. He also says at one place that he never thought of any other

deity except Kantimati, and also asks to search his heart if it is not a fact.

The verses are simple but beset with simple aliterations. The author being
a Vaishnava compsoing a work on a Saiva deity is a noteworthy feature here.

Minakshi Satakam: Neither the name of the author nor his time is known.
In the copy of the palm manuscript of this text belonging to our library, there
are only Ninty five verses and the remaining portion is missing. The text

is in praise of Goddess MinakshL Though there are long compounds, the

style is said to be flowing and reveals the devotion of the author towards
this Goddess. The following verse may help us to understand the above.

ii

Gopala Sataka; A copy of this sataka written in Telugu on palm
leaves is available in our Library, Raghunadharya of the Kaundinya family
is the author of this work. He studied under Venkataraya. The time of
the author is not yet known. This is a work written in praise of Lord Gopalaand contains one hundred and twenty nine verses on the whole. The poet
used various metres and the style seems to be simple.

Srimad Acharya Sataka also belongs to this type only. This is written
by Sri K. N. Ramaswamy Sarma in praise of Sri Sankaracharya of Sringeri
Mutt. The work was published with a Forward by K. S. Ramaswamy Sastri
in English, from this we understand that this Swami was ,born of learned and
pious parents and was initiated into this Sanyasi Asrama at a very young age.

11
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His precocity helped him to master Sanskrit Sastras very easily and his know-
ledge of Advaita Vedanta brought him ever lasting fame. The collection of
his works published under the name of " Bhakti Sudha Tarangini

"
itself speaks

of the Bhakti he possessed towards the Almighty. The author Ramaswamy
Sarma speaks of the enchanting qualities of the Swamy in many a way- The
verse.

II

speaks of the great qualities possessed by this Swamigal. The work is written

in one hundred Arya Slokas; in a easy flowing manner. The author also

exhibited his pure Bhakti towards his master. The Swamy belongs to the

early part of the nineteenth century.

Ramarya Satakam: The author Sri Krishna Bhattacharya of Mudgala
family is a Vaikhanasa. He studied Vyakarana, Nyaya, the two Mimamsas
and a profound scholar in Vikhanasa literature. His preceptor was Vasudeva
Bhatta Charya and parents were Srinivasa and Lakshmi. In this Sataka
he describes Rama as the Supreme Lord in the begining and proceeds to narrate

his story. At this Sataka is in praise of Sri Rama, in the usual manner we
find the poet narrating the story of Ramayana in verses. The poet uses simple
aliterations throughout the one hundred and ten verses,

SRINGARA.

Bhartruhari is the author of Sringara, Vairagya and Niti Satakas. The
date of the author ranges from the opening centuries of the Christian era to

the seventh century. The identity of Bhartruhari is also not yet clearly known.
Some are of the opinion that Bhartruhari the author of these Satakas\ and
Bhartruhari the author Vakyapadiya is one and the same person, and others

are of the opinion that they are different persons Mr. D. D. Kosambi in the

introduction of his Bhartruhari edition mentions the different traditions that

are current, regarding the identity of Bartruhari. His Sringara Sataka is

one of the popular texts of Sanskrit literature. In this Sataka as Prof: Keith

says he deals with the general aspects of love and woman as factors in life.

The grace and beauty of ladies and their coquety is well described. His plea-

sant style adds grace to the power of his ideas.

Amaruka who flourished in the 8th century is the author of the work
called Amaru Sataka or Amaruka Sataka. There are one hundred and sixty

three stanzas on the whole, out of which thirty three verses are given under
*

parisista
* as they are only quoted by other authors as belonging to Amaru,

and some of the recensions have only 51 verses.* It is generally said that

Sage Sankara entered the dead body of the King Amaru, as he had to know

20, Classical Sanskrit Literature Krishnarnacharya.
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the secrets of Sringara, and composed this work. But we are not sure whether
this is a real incident or only a fable in current. It is evident that the work
was composed by a master spirit. Every poet who tried his hand at rhetoric

always quotes verses from this Sataka, in his chapters on Sringara. The
poet gracefully deliniates all the moods of the lovers, depicting the condition
of the heroine in a particular mood towards her hero. As observed by Prof.

Keith it is essentially a collection of Pictures of love and the love which Amaru
likes is gay and high spirited, delighting in tiny tiffs and lovers' quarrels but

ending in smiles.
21 We find innumerable commentaries and translations as

the work is considered a Kavya par excellent. It is also felt that there is a
hidden philosophical aspect in every verse.

Kavivara Narahari is the author of a Sringara Sataka in one hundred
and fifteen verses. Even though the date of this poet cannot be definitely
said, it can be suggested from a verse in the text in which he mentions the
poets Kalidasa, Sana and Sri Harsa, that he lived after Sri Harsa; If this Sri
Harsa is said to have flourished during the later half of the 12th century, the
present poet Narahari must have flourished either in the 13 century or 14

century. We do not understand the reason why he is silent over Bhartruhari
the author of a Srtngara Sataka, specially, when Narahari is composing .a

Sataka on Sringara. It seems the author purposely omitted mentioning
Bhartruhan, as he feels that he can express Sringara in a better manner. There
are so many occasions in the text where Narahari expressly says that he is a
Maha kavi, Kaviraja and Kavi Nayaka and as such he alone can understand
the mind of a beloved.83

His firm belief that his poetry stands first in order
of merit also can be clearly perceived, when we note expressions like ?H?^4tftem ?Nfm " etc. In another verse describing the beloved he says about
his poetry that it is full of sentiment, capturing the hearts like women with
Iheir coquestish gestures, melodious notes possessing happy double entendres.**

Every foot being possessed with ambolishments producers charm. The
setting of the foot is always sweet and tasty with sentiment.

35 He also emphati-
cally says that there might be hundreds of Sringara Satakas, exhaustively
written by ancient poets, but not even one is fit to be compared with his textHe uses praharsini, Vasantatilaka and some other metres befitting the context
The poet sets ms name in every verse, as though he wishes to indicate that he
has composed this work keeping his better half in his mind. If this were
to be correct we also note from the last but one verse that the name of his
wife is Padma.

21. Keith S. L. 183.

22. Text. Verses. 7; 66; 73 etc.

23. Text Veise, 38.

24. Text. Verse. 53.

25. Text. Verse. 114.
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Sringara Satakam: Goswami Janardana Bhatta the son of Jagannivasa
is the author of this Sataka. He says nothing about himselfin his work except-

ing the fact that he is a brahmin. He speaks of RasamanjarL If this is the

work of Divakara of the 16th century we can assign the author of this Sataka
to the 17th century. But if the Rasamanjari mentioned belongs to Bhanudatta
of the 14th century, the author of this Sataka undoubtedly belongs to 15th

century. The work is simple and striking. The easy flow of his poetry adds

grace to his charming ideas. From a verse*8
in the text we understand that

the poet is fond of Raghuvamsa, Rasamanjari, Naisadha and KadambarL He
poetically says that the beloved possessed the beautiful qualities of Raghuvamsa,
in erotics she is pure as Rasamanjari, in form looks like Magha, regarding
chastity she is unapproachable like Naisadha and finally in giving enjoyment
she is like Kadambari with different aslesas (with different types ofembracement).
The poet very frequently immitates Kalidasa, and Amaru. In another verse

he beautifully identifies the planets with the limbs, as, her face with Moon,
braide with Saturn or Sani, ruddy lips with Mars or kuja, jewellery with Sun
or Ravi, speech with Mercury or Buddha, smile with Venus or Sukra and
the buttocks with Jupitor or Guru. Thus expressing charming ideas the poet
composed this work with simple and sweet verses.

Dhanesa:-flG is also known as Dhanaraja or Dhanadaraja. He composed
three Satakas, viz Sringara, Niti and Vairagya like "Rhfl.rt-.niTifl.rt- He gives
an account of his family at the end of the second Sataka i.e., Nitisataka, that

his grand father Chinabhadra Suri, very renound person as a Siddha, had
six sons. They are (1) Chahada, (2) Vahada a Sanghapala, (3) Dehada, (4)

Padmakara, (5) Alha, and (6) Pahu. Dehada, the third son became a minister

under Alam Saha of Mandapadurga belonging to the family of Ghori; during
15th century. Dehada attained the highest and supreme knowledge from
Kharatana Mum, and obtained the title Dinamani. He married Ganga Devi.
The son born to this couple is Dhanesa our present poet, the author of the

three Satakas. He belonged to the family of Srimala. He also like his father

won the applause of all the thirthankaras. From a verse written at the end
of the Niti Sataka we understand that he has composed these three Satakas
in the Vikrama year 1490 corresponding to 1434 A.D.

Commencing the Sringara Sataka^ he says that he intends writing a
Sataka on Sringara in the beginning, even though he happened to be a Tir-

thankara, as it produces sentiment in the people as jaggery given to a child

before giving him a sour medicine. As usual the Sataka is rich with the

descriptions of the lovers in their different states. The beauty, mentality,

psychology, and nature of the ladies are vividly described by the poet.

26. fe^icfr Tmnwrafc WIWKT <rt
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Sundari 5*am: Utpreksha Vallabha Kavi is the author of this
work^

It seems that this is his title and his real name is Gokula,and is a votary of

Siva He also wrote Bhikshatana Kavya in which he describes how Siva as

a mendicant went about for alms. It is also said that he composed this Sataka

at the request of
*

King Madana.' He lived in Malabar about the 1 6th century

A.D.27 In this work the poet describes the beauty of a lady, in the begin-

ning" stating that he is composing this work at the command of
* The King

*

Madana/ he starts his descriptions with toes, and ends its with face as in

the case of deities in few verses and afterwards describes the beauty in so many

ways. He uses many a metaphor in this work. Probably the poet is fond

of metaphors and so the title
6

Utpreksha Vallabha
' must have been conferred

on him.

His Bhikshatana Kavya is more popular than this Sataka.

Romavali Satakam:$n Visweswara Pandita is the author of this work.

It is said that he belonged to the area of Almodha, in the vicinity of Himalayas.

His father is Lakshmidhara Pandita,
28 and the author composed this work

with one hundred and one stanzas. We do not exactly know whether the

term
c
Pandita

'

seen in his name as well as in the name of his father, is a title

after scholarship or a traditional epithet. He is also known to have written

a number of works, like Alankaramuktavali, Kavyatilakam, Navamalika natika

etc,, His imagination is fertile and pleasing. This Sataka can be called a

Sringara Sataka. He described the thin layer of hair found on the stomach
of a lady in an elegant manner. Every idea in this work culminates in Sringara
Bhava only.

gft WI fft

ift ft ^*rto^qftft^ *tescrr Hwfit n
is one of the verses in the text which exhibit the sound and simple imagination
of the poet. He lived in the 18th century.

NHL
The Niti Sataka of Bhartruhari is a valuable gem in the ocean of Sanskrit

literature. The morals expressed in his verses reveal his keen observations
of men and women in this world- He does not leave even a minute point
in the day to day life of humanity. His manner is polite even though his

criticism is pungent. No where in the text we find him assuming the position
of a high preast, but only see him as a humble and sincere student of anthro-
pology. He always thinks in terms of community life and firmly believes
in the doctrine of Karma. It is also believed that a student of Sanskrit literature
does not complete his studies if he misses this text.

Dhanesa composed a Niti Sataka also. In this work he gives pious and
benificial instructions that are to be observed by the people always. He

27. Classical Sanskrit Literature. Krishnamacharya. Page, 299.
28* Kavyamala. VUL
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first instructs Kings, as to how they should deal with their foes and friends,,

and how the princess should be educated. He also advises that the kings

should always try to do good to his subjects. Then he proceeds to issue in-

structions to the ministers and the lady folk. Gradually he speaks of friends,

wicked people, gamblers and finally speaks of the fluctuatery riches. He
seems to be a master of politics and must have had a long association with

Royal families. Either he wishes to stand by the side of Bharvi or tries to

simplify Kautilya is a point to be considered.

Kaviraksasa Satakam: A manuscript of the Palm leaves of this Sataka

is preserved in our Institute. Ninty two Slokas written on fourteen leaves

in grantha script are only available. The copyist seems to have taken down
the text with great care, as the number of mistakes is negligably small. Noth-

ing about the author is indicated in the course of the work. As the last portion

is lost we are not able to know the author and his time. The prologue of this

work indicates that the poet is fond of Slesa and hidden meanings. In the

verse agwrawr^^ \
M he says that the nector of literature lies hidden and all

the poets are not capable of understanding it. The work is of didactic nature

and often addressed to the Goddess Lakshmi. To maintain grace and grandier

the poet often uses sastric terminalogy.

VAIRAGYA.

Bhartruhan's Vairagya Sataka also is in the high esteem of the scholars.

A tradition says that he composed this work after he became a Sanyasin. In

this work he preaches complete renunciation of the material pleasure and we
see Bhartruhari in a different garb, from that of Sringara Sataka. The author

who finds glory in women in Sringara Sataka, finds meanness in the same

stature and structure. His advocacy of contentment speaks of the perfect

pleasure that can be attained. The last verse in this Sataka, where he feels

sorry for not having time to be happy, as a person has to spend his life in sleep,

in boyhood and dottage, in slavery, and diseases is in its highest note.

Goswamijanardanbhatta of the 15 century tried his hand at a Vairagya

Sataka also. The melodious poetry felt in his Sringara Sataka runs unham-

pered through this work also. We can understand the difficulty experienced

by this poet in turning to this kind of work when he says at the end of the

work that this Vairagya Sataka is composed by one Janardana who with diffi-

culty lifted up his mind that is immersed in Sringara Sataka. In this Sataka

he mainly advocates the theory of Bhakti to get salvation. We cannot defi-

nitely say from this text to which sect the author belongs, as he advocates both

worship of Visnu and Siva.
3* He proves that it is only Dharma that protects

a person always, but not the riches. He further informs us that the pleasures

29.

30. Verses. 24 etc.
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found in beautiful damsals and mansions are not the real pleasures and the

real pleasure can be got only by praying Lord. He condemns all the limbs of

a person if they are not used in the worship of God. He feels sorry for those

that take troubles for earning wealth in ignorance. It is also said that one

should not possess anger or jealousy as it is the cause for uprooting the race

of Yadus etc. On the whole the poet informs us that there is no use of praising

kings, ladies and others and the real benefit of getting salvation lies only in

worshipping Lord.

Dhanesa in his Vairagya Sataka teaches us to renounce all these pleasures

of this earth as they are transient and fix our attention only on the attainment

of Bliss. He emphatically says that one cannot attain happiness simply by

wandering in the forests and mountains. Happiness does not lie even in the

performance of ritual. But one can attain it only when there is peace in mind.

To attain this he advocates Yoga. He also says that it is better to maintain

silence always. Even in family life, he adds, that one should always try to

walk in the righteous path listening to the didactic stories told by Risis and

attending to the needs of other. According to the author Pranayama is the

best way of attaining tranquility in this life. If any one practices penance
with a firm mind he says, that neither old age, nor dicease, nor egotism, nor

anger affects him. One of the valuable message of this poet to the people is

Appayya Dikshita's Vairagya Sataka: Appayya Dikshita a polymath
in Sanskrit literature is the author of about one hundred and four works.

He was born in the month of Kanya in the Kali year 4654 corresponding to

1554 A.D- at Adayapalayam near Kanchi. His father was Rangaraja of

Bharadwaja gotra. He was patronised by Chinna Bomma Bhupala of Vellore,

Emperor Venkata deva of Vijayanagar at Penukonda, and Tirumala Naik
at Madura* Countless honours were showed on him by these Kings. He
is famous for his Advaita philosophy and became the first scholar that placed
the Srikantha philosophy on a firm basis. His Chitramimamsa treatise on

rhetoric also won him ever lasting fame. He is said to be the tutor of the

famous Bhattoji Dikshita in Vedanta. He died in 1626 A,D. at the age of

seventy two.

His Vairagya Sataka always reminds us of Sankara's teachings. The
ideas expressed by the poet are far different from other writers and give him
an unique place. He says in the kingdom of Vairagya the intellect is the

minister, courage is the strength, thought is the enemy, tranquility is riches,

and the three worlds are the objects. There are neither knaves nor wicked,
nor enemies nor relatives or a Virakta and he does not loose anything even
if the world is topsyturvied.

"
I do not know whence I come and whither

I go, O! mind where do you wander in this dark Samsara" Like this the

17
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whole text is embellished with philosophical teachings. The futility of the

objects in this world is clearly placed before our eyes in simple language at

every step. There are one hundred and one stanzas in Arya metre in the

text and the Verse.

reveals the attitude of the author towards this world.

Vairagya Sataka: The author is Sri Padmananda Kavi; The first verse

in which he made his salutations to Jina informs us that the poet is a Jain.

At the end of the text he says that he lived in Nagapur, and studied under
Jinavallabha. His brother was Sri Neminatha and was well known as Dhana-
deva. In this sataka the poet condemns the physical pleasures as transitory
and asks us to try for a higher object in this life. Throughout the text he

says that one should not indulge in these worldly pleasures, especially in the

love of a women, as it is always the cause to destruction, and a hinderance to

obtain higher objects. He never speaks of any particular deity, excepting

mentioning Jina in the first few verses. But finally he says

: 3$: ^fllfff \

The date of this author is not yet known.

ANYAPADESA.
Bhallatcfs Anyapadesa Sataka:~lt is generally accepted that Bhallata was a

contemporary of King Sankara Varman of Kashmir, 883 902 A.D. The son

and the successor of the famous Avantivarman. This sataka of Bhallata

is known as the
"
Anyapadesa Sataka" as it indirectly hints at the deteriorated

conditions of the Court of Sankara Varman, with Lavata as its head, the piti-

ful plight of Sanskrit scholars and Sanskrit and the rise of selfish people. In

his article on * The Bhallata Sataka.81 Dr. Raghavan establishes beyond
doubt, that the author of this work is quite different from a Bhallata the author

of Padamanjari, a lexicon and Bhallata the author of Perundevistotra a hymn
in about a hundred Aryas on the Goddess at Varadaraja's Temple at Kanchi.

It seems that Sankaravarman's. rule is quite contrary to that of his father

and he turned a tyrant by annexing temple properties levying heavy taxes

on the villages and spending the whole amount for his personal benefits. Lavata

a porter became the King's Treasurer and poets like Bhallata were dismissed

from the court, and the King always delighted himself in the company of

the wicked. This misserabie condition of the country and scholars prompted

31. The Bhallata Sataka : Annals of the S. V. Oriental Institute Journal, Tirupati,

Vol. I Ft. I.
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Bhallata to compose an Anyapadesa
*

Sataka,' in which he can freely give

vent to his feelings in an indirect manner. It is also pointed out by the learned

doctor, that Bhallata chose this form as the figure Aprastutaprasamsa or Anyokti

is well suited for this form of poetry, and where the ideal of literature as criti-

cism of life is realized to a great extent. The very fact that Bhallata is quoted

by many writers proves that he is ranked as a first grade poet, and his ideas

are pregnant with imagination.

The verse.
'

fegw

shows the agony experienced by the poet at the misconduct of the ruler and

his men.

Nilakantha composed an Anyapadesa Sataka. It is known from his

text that he was the son of Narayana and Bhumi devi and the grandson of

Acchadikshita the brother of Appayya Dikshita the author of one hundred

and four works. He studied under Venkateswara makhi, son of Govinda

Dikshita. He wrote many works in Sanskrit including a commentary on

Kayyata. Nilakantha champu composed in the year Kali 4738 corresponding
to 1637 A.D, is his popular work. His Anyapadesa sataka, is as usual wriiten

mingling praise and censure. The illustrations taken by the poet are not

far from us. His main intention in this work, like others in the line, is only

to deplore the deteriorating conditions of the society. As observed by scholars

his fancies are imaginative, his sentiments lofty and his language natural.

Panditaraya Sataka: The author Jagannatha Pandit flourished in the

Court of Shah Jehan (16281638 A.D.) and Prince Dara was his favourite

patron. He was the son of Perubhatta and Lakshmi belonging to the Veginati

sect of the Mungunda Village in Godavari District. His family name was

Upadrasta. He mastered poetry, rhetoric, logic, grammar and other sciences.

He wrote charming lyrics and his Rasagangendhara a treatise on rehtoric is

an outstanding contribution to Sanskrit literature. The present work Pandita-

raya Sataka, is a work in one hundred verses written in different metres. This

is in the nature of an Anyapadesa Satoka* Here he praises Good and censures

bad in an indirect way giving illustrations wherever necessary. The majesty
of his style reveals the Pomp of his court life. Some of the scholars are of

the opinion that this is a collection of stray verses uttered by Jagannadha.

Mahisa Sataka: The author Vancheswara was a descendant of Govinda

Dikshita, and he was one of the ministers of King Pratapasimha of Tanjor

during 17391763 A.D. who belongs to the family of Bhosala. He is generally

19
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known as
'

Kutti Kavi
'

a title conferred on him by King Sahaji, when he uttered

the lines.

after the King ended his verse.

: 11

worshipping Minakshi, in recognition of the precocity of the boy. Vanches-

wara composed this Sataka, only with a view to get round the King Pratapa-

simha, who indulged in pleasures, ignoring his duties, in the company of the

wicked. The poet express this hope in his Sataka. In this text he mingled
both praise and censure, indicating by puns that the king was a buffalo- The
text gives us an idea of the behaviour of the king and how the poet feels sorry
for the deteriorating conditions. The author exhibited his skill in embelishing
his work w?th, figures of highest order employing suggestion. The puns
used by the poet are simple and appropriate. There are one hundred and
two verses written in Sardula metre. It is also said by the commentator that

the work contains the philosophy of Advaita. Vancheswara composed two
more Satakas Dhati Sataka and Asirvada Dataka.

Anyapadesa Satakam: This sataka is composed in one hundred and
ten stanzas by Madhusudana whose date is not yet known. From the

concluding verses we understand that the author's mother is Subhada and
father is padmanabha. He is a native of Mithila and belongs to Uchiti sect.

Anyapadesa is a kind of poetry where morals are taught in an indirect way
or by condemning the particular qualities of a particular object. In this

work as usual, the poet praises some of the qualities of some of the objects
and condemns the qualities of some of the objects. Whenever he wished
to praise the qualities of the great, he takes Lion for his example and to des-

cribe the delicate qualities of life he takes bee for his example and narrates

its qualities. Whenever he wants to condemn wicked persons and their talk

he takes crow as his object and condemns it comparing it with cackoo.

Some of the ideas expressed by the poet are worth mentioning as

3RT:

At one place he says that the obedient only are always curbed down,
and nothing can happen to those who wander at will with a firm heart.

20
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On an another occasion he says zhat the elephant which is used to take bath

in the ganges which perform the
*

Rasakrida
'

in the circle of Golden Lotuses,

and which is always in the habit of wandering the fields of Nandana Vana

only, has now, by a turn of fate approached the waterless pond. Here the

poet wants to convey the idea that when the time is not in favour however

great one might be he has to pull on the dry days* In another place the author

states that because of the differences in their voices acquired by binh only

one can understand
* who is who *

as in the case of a crow and a cuckoo though

brought up in one and the same nest and sit on the same branch of a mango
tree in spring. Thus the poet taking familiar objects clearly expresses his

ideas in simple and lucid verses.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Khadga Satakam: This is a work written in one hundred stanzas of

Sragdhara metre. The author and his history is not yet known. Some of

the verses in the text are lost and commentary for some of the existing verses

is also lost. At the end of the book, the last stanza is missing and as such

we are unable to find our either the name of the author or about whose sword

the work is composed. From the tone of the verses. We learn that he had

in his mind the sword of his patron; and most probably both the patron and

the poet belong to Kashmir. We also note from his verses that he is a saivet.

He writes verses in the alphabetical order begining from
* K '

and ending with
"
sha" He also describes all nine incornations of Lord Vishnu and praises

the sword handled by Vishnu in every one of his incornations.

Drustantakalika Satakam of Kusumadeva belongs to its own type. This

work contains one hundred stanzas and the poet does not speak of himself

anywhere in the text, excepting mentioning his name in connection with the

composition of the work. The didactic nature of the work is explicit. In

every stanza the poet supports his statements by a Drustanta, a figure. The

verses are simple and easy. The statements and drustantas are not far

fetched and we find him at home when we note him uttering that it is only
the great but not the low that can endure suffering as it is only a gem but not

a particle of mud that can withstand rupture with a touchstone. He also

impresses us stating that one becomes more and more a miser as he gets more

and more riches, like snow that becomes more and more chilly at the time of

rainy season. The text on the whole is pleasing and serves the purpose of

didecticism. We note that the text is also called Drustanta Sataka and the

author is a royal poet.
82

Goraksa Satakam: The date and the place of the author Goraksa is

not known. This text written on nineteen palm leaves in Telugu Script is

preserved in our Institute. The author mentions Mananatha as his preceptor.
The text is a treatise on Yoga Philosophy taken from Jnana Yoga chapter of

32. Classical Sanskrit Literature Page 404.
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the Suta Sanhita. The philosophy relating to this yoga is well explained in

all its methods. The verses are simple and needs no elaborate explanation.

Gumani's upadesa Sataka is mainly intended to delight the learned, and
to give benefit to the fools. In this text the author instructs what is to be
done and what not to be done by drawing his examples from the puranas.
His statements that one should not believe a woman, one should at once dis-

charge the orders of the elders without thinking over it, and one should always
suspect an enemy though vanquished are always supported by the incidents

of the puranas. On the whole there are one hundred and two stanzas.

Sri Krishnatatayacharya is the author of Jayanti Sataka. The date of
the author is not decided. As usual the poet opens his text with a salutation

to Lord Krishna and proceeds paying respects to his presceptors and other

sages. He mentions Gopala and Srisaila Annaya as his Gurus. This is a
work written in about one hundred stanzas. The subject of the Sataka is

Dharma Sastra; The lins 5ra?cft f^fr<Tf sf'r^T 3JST fotfo sn^TrT; informs that

the author is dealing with Krishna Jayanthi in this text. This kind oftreatment
does not seem peculiar when we note that some others also have composed
works in this manner. The first verse

shows the simple style of the poet. A copy of palm manuscript in Grandha

script of this work is available in our library.

Rama Varma Satakam: Sri K. Rama Pisaraka is the author of this

Sataka. He belongs to the 20th century. This Sataka is written in praise
of His Highness Sri Rama Varma of Travancore who was ruling over Venad
in the Kollam year 1069,

w which corresponds to 1893 A.D. This Sataka is

not exactly on the modle of the Satakas we have to far seen but is on the modle
of a Kavya. There are exactly one hundred verses written in Indra Vajra
metre.

The poet narrates the life of his King in the course of his text. Rama
Varma was born in the year 4954 Kali which corresponds to 1854 A.D. It

seems he studied under Govinda a pandit in the early years of his age. He
read Nyaya under Sesha a brahmin of Kumbhakonam and Vyakarana under
Gadadhara along with his brother. Later his mastered Vyakarana thoroughly
under the able guidance of Kutallur Nambudripad. To commemorate the

name of his Guru Sesha, the Raja started a school after his name. Finally
he -studied English also. He was called to the throne in the year 1063 M,E.

(1887 A.EX). He appointed able ministers to look after the administration

and also won lawrels from the British Government. He travelled from Cape
to Himalayas, visiting every holy place and receiving the applause of the public

33. Some early Soverigns of Travancore by P. Sundaram Pillai, M.A.,
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of that place. He was also knighted. In addition to these incidents the

poet narated some other minor incidents also. The poet finally ends his

work invocking God to bestow full life and prosperity on this King. The

poet seems to have composed this work when the king was about sixty year

old, and the Sataka was published in the year 1913.

The style and diction of the work is simple and sweet, There is the natural

flow in the verses, even though he uses simple pun at times. The main and

interesting feature of the work is that the first one hundred Alankaras oTKuvala-

yananda are illustrated in the one hundred verses of this work, without the

definition of Alankaras. The text has also got very little explanatory notes.

The following verse is an example of the poetry of Rama pisaraka.

aif*R?5lft fag fq'lfttfNf I!

Abhinavadaya Satakam: is a work in two hundred and twenty two

verses by P. B. Annangaracharya of Conjeevaram. He is a profound scholar

both in Sanskrit and Tamil. He is at present running a Sanskrit school at

Conjeevaram itself and published so many works specially on Visistadvaita

philosophy. The present work Abhinavadaya Satakam is not of the usual

type. Here his aim is only to bring out the greatness of his philosophy. A
pupil who is interested in knowing the greatness of Lord Vishnu, expresses

his doubts (and wishes) and the preceptor answers him well clarifying his

doubts, Le* 9 the nature of the work is in the form of questions and answers.

The style is simple expressing the teaching capacity of the learned author.

Thus a glance at these satakas gives us an idea of the nature of this section

of Sanskrit Literature. We notice here that there are few types in this section

and they differ in contents from each other. We do not particularly see any
innovation or deviation in the treatment of contents, in a type devoted to a

particular theme, in the fanciful expression that mainly depends on the imagi-
native capacity of the poet. If the theme is Sringara we always come accross

the beautiful set up of the body of a lady, and her coquestish guestures. If

the content is Vairagya, we observe the transcent nature of the objects in this

world and in the case of Niti we ntoice the
6

way of the world/ The Bhakti

type is mainly intended to instill devotion to the Supreme Being, in this world.

The other miscellaneous types always say some thing or the other. Thus it

becomes clear on a thorough examination of this section of literature that a

poet when wants to express himself freely on one particular thing he takes

to the composition of a Sataka, as it affords him ample scope for his purpose.
Moreover it Is only a Sataka that becomes a touch stone for the imaginative

capacities of a poet, as he has to continue the thred of a single action. He
is also not allowed to describe any other object as it does not find a place
in his work. We also notice the sincerity of the poet when it withstands the

vicissitudes of time, as we find in Bhartruhari and a host of others.
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There are some other works which seem to belong to this type but slightly

different from this, they are Dvisati^ thrisati* panchasati etc. Here the tile

of the text depends on the number of verses written there. The subject need
not necessarily be as in a Sataka. At times it narrates the history of a parti-
cular king also.

One more type which we generally come accross is to be met with in

purana literature. The Satanamavali, and Sahasranamavali belong to this

type. These are also written in praise of Gods, but we utter them in performing
puja.

For the present, I have taken, to place before my readers only texts that

are called Satakas, and where there are only a century and odd verses. Even

though we could collect about one hundred and fifty works of this nature

at a glance, I am sorry that I am able to present only a few that are available

with us ; Apart from this I also wish to say that mine is only an attempt and not
an exhaustive work in the field and request my readers who wish to make a

thorough search of this, recall to their minds the hymn,

II
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HINDU PHILOSOPHY-ITS ESSENTIAL FEATURES

GENERAL TOPICS AND UNIFICATION

BY

N. SUBRAHMANYA SASTRl, M.A. (Skt.), M.A. (Phil.)

The golden age of Hindu learning is gone; for learning does not consist

in merely filling the mind with ideas, which others have thought out for us,

but in the high activity of the intellect, which, while developing its powers,

leads also to the discovery of truth. Two thousand years ago the Hindu

mind wrought out a civilisation characterised by progress in science (as in

mathematics and astronomy) by sound principles of organisation social,

political and religious, by a high theory and practice of morality, by a language

developed to perfection, namely, Sanskrit, by a varied literature replete with

fruitful ideas and wise sayings, and above all by a collossal philosophy whose

pyramid rises higher than the highest of Western philosophy, (a fact which

is acknowledged by some oriental scholars of the Wesi) a civilisation which

has been wonder and a mystery to the modern students of the history of thought,

In the field of science the Hindu has been left far behind my modern develop-

ments in the west. In literature, which is a portraiture of human nature as

it is and as it ought to be, the Hindu mind has wrought works of immortal

fame which should still interest and instruct modern scholars. But the acme

of glory which it was given to the Hindus to achieve, was reached in their

philosophy, the ripest fruit of reflection, Hindu philosophy is so full of interest

to the historian and so instructive to the advanced students of Western thought

that it might be taken to represent the whole of Hindu learning. Victor Cou-

sin has said well :

"
India contains the^whole history ofphilosophy in a nut-shell"

It will be admitted on all hands that Darsana Sastra (philosophy), in this

country, acquired predominance over all the other departments of learning,

and reached its high water-mark of perfection. Without the open-sesame

of Darsana Sastra
1

(philosophy) access to the other science is not at all easy.

It was the extensive cultivation of Darsana Sastra which placed the Hindus

on the very fore-front in the days of yore. Formerly, the study of Darsana-

1, The word "Darsana" is generally used as synonymous with "philosophy," and

is derived from the Sanskrit root dris which means to see. If we trace the origin of the word

we find that the first and most ancient meaning is
"
seeing with the eyes." The second mean-

ing is
"
perceiving with the different senses," perceiving, that is, with the sense of seeing,

sense of hearing, sense of smelling, sense of feeling, and sense of touching. Darsana, there-

fore, includes all that we feel and all that we perceive with the external senses through our

minds. The third development of the word is
"
seeing with the Divine eye," that is, the eye

which is opened through meditation and purity of life, by which means the soul is brought
into touch with the Highest, The third meaning is the most important one, as it marks off

Hindu philosophy from the philosophies of the rest of the world.
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Sastra was much in vogue; now-a-days it has become rare. BU* it is not Darsana
Sastra alone that is fallen on evil days; Sanskrit learning itself is now shorn
of its pristine glory and splendour. What was ones a mighty tide-way, flowing
with boisterous current into diverse directions, has dwindled down into a
small rivulet whose faint murmur greets our ears only here and there. In

pursuing the study of Hindu learning, it is interesting and important to note
that in it philosophy and religion have always gone hand in hand, and that

the former has been largely and invariably fed and nourished by the latter.

European philosophy does not concern itself either with the foundation of

religion or that of morality. The people, no less than the chruch never expected
guidance from the philosopher in matters relating to the super-sensuous.
But in India teachers of the Hindu systems of philosophy are also teachers

of religion and ethics. Religious life was never divourced from philosophical

contemplation nor was the culture of Darsana Sastni viewed with suspicion
by religious people. The secret of the harmony between., Dorsamkas (philoso-

phers) and Dharmikas (religious men) is that the former started with the assump-
tion that the Vedas were revealed to man by God. No Darsanika (philoso-

pher) ever questions this supreme fact, henc? the happy blending of faith with

reason, which is conspicuously absent in the History of the development of

European philosophy. The words Brahman,, Purusa, and Atman, Avidya,
Prakrti and Maya, are never breathed by a Hindu without a passing current

of religious emotion; whereas European philosophy has besn differentiated

from religion, and teim such as Self, Ego, the Urconditioned, the Absolute,
and Noumenon, which represent certain abstract ideas or some unknown
realities the products of mere logical process of analysis and synthesis
leave one perfectly cold and unmoved.

The philosophical literature of the Hindus is so wide and extensive that

the whole life-time of the student is not sufficient to master it. A good many
different systems of speculative thought seem to have prevailed in Ancient
India. Here we confine ourselves to the six well-known Darsanas of the

orthodox Hindu schools.

First let us refer to some essential characteristics which pervade all

these systems. They have all a definite purpose in view. They are all intended
to point out to man the supreme goal of life and the method of reaching it.

The so-called disinterested speculations of modern Western thinkers, specu-
lations which can possibly have no bearing on the practical conduct of man
in relation to his supreme end, were unknown to the ancient Hindu philoso-

phers. Hindu philosopher is primarily directly concerned only with those

problems which are connected with the ultimate well-being of man. What
is the essential nature of man? What is the supreme end of life? How is

it attainable? are the fundamental questions which they attempt to solve.

These, we know are the central problems of philosophy, problems which

suggest themselves to every rational being,, some-time or other; and the answer
to which determins the whole tenour of his life and his attitude towards the
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physical and social environment All other allied questions, of Metaphysics,

Ethics, Psychology and even Epistemology are treated of as only secondary

importance. But they are not ignored altogether. They are also discussed

in connection ivith thes^ central problems and only in so far as they are able

to throw light on them.

Another essential feature of Hindu philosophy is that in the treat of his

subject, the ancient Hindu philosopher like the modern European thinker,

follows the synthetic method, which, we are all aware, is the only method

possible in Metaphysics. The analytic method of science is of no ava*l in

our attempt to solve me:aphysical problems. But there are some features

in the Hindu philosopher's method which we sadly miss in the writings of

modem Western thinkers. The modern philosopher writes volumes after

volumes, but after all leaves us completely in ihe dark with regard to his funda-

mental principles. Modern philosopher never cares to bring together the

results of his speculations so as to form a consistent system, nor is he prepared

fearlessly to carry out his principles 10 their ultimate logical consequences

in practical life. On th? other hand, the Hindu philosopher begins Ws specu-

lations with -i clear statement of his fundamentals and ths sources of Knowledge

(Pramana*) and then proceed to elaborate his system, bit by bit, till at last

\vc have the whole presented to us in a clear and lucid manner. Nothing

is left uncertain or obscure. We have before us all the parts of the system

in their relations to one and another and to the whole. Even Prof. Max-

muller is so impressed with all these features that he has given expression 10

his feeling of admiration in the following passage.
"
What I admire in Indian

philosophers is that they never try to deceive us as to their principles and the

consequences of their theories. If they are idealist even to the verge of Nihi-

lism, they say so, and if they hold that the objective world requires a real,

though not necessarily a visible or tangible substratum, they are never afraid

to speak out. They are bonafide idealists or materialists, monists or dualists,

theists or atheists; because their reverance for truth is stronger than their

reverence for anything else It never leaves us in doubt

as to the exact opinions held by each philosopher. We may miss the develop-

ment and the dialectic eloquence with which Plato and Hegel propound their

thoughts, But we can always appreciate the perfect freedom, freshness and

down-rightness with which each searcher after truth, follows the track without

ever looking right or left."

Let us refer to one other characteristic feature in connection with Hindu
Darsanas. None of these systems is claimed to be purely rationalistic and

in this respect the orthodox Hindu Darsanas stand widely contrasted with

the purely rationlistic schools of Buddhism, Jainism and Western philosophy.
The Hindu thinkers, with one voice, proclaim that it is impossible for the

human intellect to apprehend the nature of the highest Reality and its rela-

tion to the human mind, unless with the help afforded by Revelation and

Orthodox Hindu Philosophers hold that sense-perception and in-
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ference are not the only sources of Knowledge as the Buddhist, and Western

thinkers think. According to Hindu thinkers it is only a small portion of

our Knowledge that is derived from these sources. The major portion of

Knowledge that each man possesses is derived from testimony or verbal Know-
ledge (Sabda) only; consequently the orthodox Hindu schools accept three

sources of Knowledge, viz., perception, reasoning or inference and testimony.
It is also held that each of these instruments of evidence has its own legitimate

sphere in which alone its voice has authority. The sphere of the intellect is

confined to the outer world of sensible experience, Its sole purpose is the

interpretation of the physical world, to meet the practical necessities of objective
life. In the field of super-sensible, in the legion of the ultimate essences of

things only revelation which is but a form of testimony has authority. In

the Vedanta Sutras, Sri Badarayana expressly denies the possibility of rational

metaphysics on the ground that reasoning or logic has no firm foundation.
2

In the third aphorism of the Brahma sutras, he tells us that for the existence

of Brahma, the Supreme Being, Scripture is the sole authority/ Sankara,

Ramanuja and other commentators of the Brahma Sutras, discuss, at length,
all the so-called rational proofs for the existence of God and expose their

logical weakness and inadequacy. Thus, according to the Hindu view in

matters metaphysical and spiritual, we have no other alternative than to depend
on revelation. Reason has no voice in the matter. Its sphere is elsewhere.

But it is not altogether excluded. Its aid is sought for in the interpretation
of the scriptures and systematise their teaching so as to form a consistent whole,
a work which reason alone can be expected to accomplish satisfactorily.

But it is needless to say that the evidence afforded by testimony is not

and cannot be regarded as final. Testimony is not direct experience. The

evidentiary value of a testimony depends only upon the possibility of its veri-

fication, the acceptance of some higher power of the mind by which the leach-

ings of revelation may be realised and made part of our direct experience.

All the Hindu schools of philosophy hold that there is a higher faculty Yoga-
dristi by which spiritual truths could be intuited directly and face to face.

It is a power which, they say, is latent in every human mind and which can

be developed by certain methods of concentration and meditation. Kanada
refers to it as Yogaja dharma (a power developed by yoga practice). The Upa-
nisad calls it the Turiya state, a fourth state of consciousness, different from
the three ordinary states of waking, dreaming and dreamless sleep. The
whole body of Yoga literature, which forms no inconsiderable part of the

vast religious and philosophical literature of the Hindus, is devoted to the

theoretical and practical aspects of the Science of Yoga, which is intended

for the cultivation of this higher faculty. Patanjali has treated the subject
in all its different aspects detailing the various stages in the practice of yoga,

2, asflBHR; Bra. Su II. i. If.

3. ^rreraft&aR ! Bra. Su 1. 1,3.
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and the higher powers of the mind which manifest themselves at every stage.

This the \vellknov* n Yoga Marga (the path of yoga), tho path of realisation

which is regarded as one of the means for the attainment of ultimate salvation.

Lord Sri Krishna, tells us that it is the most difficult of all the paths. It is

intended only for those daring souls who have sufficient scriptural Knowledge
and Vairagya and who have also the leisure and paiience to go through the

difficult mental and physical exercises inculcated in the science of yoga.

Now, ii is clear from what has been said above that the Hindu orthodox

thought, is not, and was never claimed to be wholly rational. Rational thought,

according to the Hindu view is of no avail in religion and metaphysics. Unless

ii is supplemented by revelation or by direct spiritual illumination it will surel>

lead to astray. The idea of Yoga Dristi (spiritual intuition) is, therefore,

the central concept of Hindu philosophy and the truth of the Upanisadic

teachings depends ultimately upon the reality of this higher power of the

human mind.

It is well-known that the existence of such a power has been a matter of

universal belief in all periods of history. The mystics of all ages and countries

have testified to its reality. Often times even in individual experience, the

operation of the faculty has compelled its recognition. The reasoning power
sometimes unable to cope with a difficult problem drops the matter out of

consideration, in utter weariness and despair. But when the external senses

are at rest, as in sleep, dream or reverie, the solution of the problem is

suddenly and unexpectedly thrust before our consciousness. In such cases,

we cannot say that our normal intellect has anything to do with the matter.

It is difficult to explain such experience otherwise than by the supposition of a

higher faculty in the human mind, Even Western philosophy is gradually

coming round to the recognition of this higher power of the human mind.

Investigations in the field of psychical research tell us that they have discovered

facts which are altogether inexplicable by the ordinary conception of human
mind. In the modern Western thought Mons, Bergson contends for the

recognition of intuition as a higher faculty than reason. He tells us
"
There

are things which intelligence is unable to seek, but that by itself it will never

find. These things instinct alone could find; but it will never seek them/'

Count Keyserling, in a lecture on East and West, refers to this recent

trend of thought in the following passage;
u The thinkers of the 18th century

denied the existence of anything beyond the senses; they denied the existence

of anything except the outside world. It seemed for a while as if the soul

was lost for ever. But, then, there appeared the hero of critical thought, Imma-
nuel Kant. He refuted both sensationalism and rationalism by saying
that there are limits to the intellect, that the sphere of reality is wider than
the sphere of possible intellectualities. So by the elimination, so to speak,
the way was shown back to the source whence all Life springs. True, the source
was not at once realised. Kant himself failed to obtain an adequate conception
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of the metaphysical reality. His immediate followers Fichte, Schelliiig and

Hegel caugiii the right point of view in the beginning but they proceeded too

rashly and so became lost. Eventually they did but repeat the ancient error

of Scholasticism by trying to construct the world out of pure Reason. This
in its turn, produced another reaction, echo of the thought of the 18th century.
But this was the last stage in the error. The curve has been steadily ascending
for the last 30 years. We have already realised what science can do and we
have learnt what it cannot do. We have discovered what is the real purpose of

metaphysics and what are its limitations. We begin to see ever clearer and
clearer what is the real root of both Ethics and Religion. And the moment
we obtained a clear glimpse of the reality within ourselves, lo ! there dawned

upon us the understanding of the ancient wisdom of the East." In these

circumstances we have no reason to treat the Hindu theory of Yoga dristi

(spiritual intuition) as either a hoax or a mere dream. The Yoga literature

deserves* to be seriously studied and investigated by all who are interested

in the welfare of the world and their own spiritual advancement.

In pursuing the study of Hindu philosophy, a student of European thought
stumbles at every turn on opinions and ideas, some of which represent ancient

Greek thought and some the most, advanced thought of the century, so that

Hindu philosophy, although not coinciding with European philosophy at all

points, may be said to cover the whole range of the latter from its dim begin-

nings in Greece to its farthest development in Germany, and to have been more
or less perfected two thousand years ago. All the orthodox systems in India

are distinctly pervaded by the stoical spirit; Epicureanism,, in the opinion
of the Hindu, being quite foreign to any philosophy worth the name. This

explains the wholesome moral influence they have always exercised on the

conduct of the Hindu. They teach self-control, self-sacrifice, and the realisation

of. the true and' higher self as the only means of rising above the storms of life

aad~ of attaining perfect bliss that never perishes ; and these, we know, are

at. the root of all virtues, Hindu philosophy has sprung, then, not merely
from the love of contemplation so natural to the Hindu mind, but also from
its extreme sensitiveness to human suffering; so that philosophy and ethics;

knowledge; and virtue are inseparable with Hindu thinkers. It was the same
with Socrates and his contemporaries in Greece ; virtue was right knowledge
and right knowledge virtue.

In consequence of the necessary connection between philosophy and

ethics, the doctrine of Karma and the transmigration of souls, which are the

highest sanctions of Hindu morality, are also the cardiral principles of Hindu

philosophy. According to the former of these doctrines, every thought, word
and deed leaves its effect behind on the individual and cannot be undone.

Every man must reap the natural consequences of his act whether it takes

the form of thought, word or deed. It is of the highest moment to the individual,

therefore, what he does, good or bad. The accumulated effects of one's

action for a whole life-time are conserved and transmitted to another life

6 6
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when the soul enters on it after the dissolution of the body, with which it was
bound up and in connection with which it acquired merit or demerit. The
soul will enter on a higher or lower plane of life according as it is charged with

merit or demerit from a former life. The doctrine implies the natural identity

of man with the brute, so long as he does not think and the gradual elevation

of man from the level of the brute with developing intelligence, the perfection
of which is the be-all and end-all of existence. Further it recognizes the general
truth that perfection can be attained only by practice through many lives,

though it does not preclude the few from attaining it through knowledge even
in a single life-time. Has not Kant, the great German philosopher, argued
for the immortality of the soul on the ground that man's life here is too short

to allow him to make the least approach to the moral ideal and that he might
therefore reasonably hope for, and claim, the privilege of continued life after

death? The passing of the soul through many earthly lives seems a necessary

preparation for the higher life which transcends the limitations of time, space
and circumstance. The transmigration of the soul was imported into the

West by Pythagoras and was poetically rendered by Wordsworth in his famous
"
Imitations of Immortality."

ct Our birth is but a sleep and forgetting

The soul that rises with our life's star

Hath had elsewhere its setting

And cometh from afar.'*

Whatever one may think of these doctrines of Karma and transmigration
of the soul as representing reality, one cannot question their wisdom and
value. It is proof of the highest degree of refinement of thought to recog-
nize the subtle effects of the thoughts, words and deeds of men as persisting
in their constitution after their fleeting causes die out. There cannot be a

stronger bulwark and a better sanction for morality than the consciousness
of the consequences of one's doing; indeed Herbert Spencer regards this

as the only truly moral sanction. In short, the doctrine of Karma and the

transmigration of the soul, which characterises all Hindu philosophy furnishes
the key to the mystery of life and a stable foundation for morality. Now
Darsana Sastra is the very crest gem of our indigenous Sastras. It is a lasting
monument of the transcendent intellect, the depth of comprehension, and the

powers of artistic construction possessed by our ancestors; and it will not be
too much to say that so long as Darsana Sastra will endure, the glory of the
Hindus will remain untarnished.

Religion is the soul and life-blood of pious Hindus. They have a deep-
seated belief in a life beyond the grave. To them the happiness of this life

is entirely of the earth, earthy and shrinks into insignificance when compared
with the supreme felicity in heaven. But it is very difficult to attain to that
beatitude by the practice of rigorous asceticism. Hence to chalk out for
mortals a sort of royal road to Salvation via a discriminative knowledge of
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the Self or Ego is the chief end and aim of Darsana Sastra. Hence it has

been also designated as Introspective (Adhyatma) Darsana. The reason why
in this country this branch of knowledge came to be so extensively cultivated

will not now be very far to seek. Now to promote our happiness and comforts

in this world is the be-all and end-all of material science. This being pre-

mised, the conclusion become inevitable that Sages, for whom mundane

happiness had very little attraction, and who looked upon the world and all

its concern with extreme aversion, should exclusively confine themselves to the

study of the subjective or introspective philosophy in preference to material

science. No doubt Hindu philosophers have enquired into the nature and

properties of the five elements such as earth, water etc., but a moment's reflec-

tion will at once show that these have been dealt with only incidentally, as a

knowledge of the co-relation of Mind and Matter is ancillary to a discriminative

knowledge of the Self. The thoughts of the other world used to float constantly

before the
"
inward eye

"
of the ancient Rishis. The conviction that terrestrial

happiness is most trivial, that the human body is quite ephemeral and fragile,

had a firm hold upon their minds; it was bone of their bone and flesh of their

flesh; and it was this conviction which urged them on to search after pure,

unalloyed happiness, by renouncing the pleasures and comforts of this life.

The Hindu philosophy bears on its face the impress of the peculiar mental

construction of its propogandist. When we pause to study the moods and

propensities of the Rishis, the conclusion forces itself upon us that their mind,
constituted as it was, was perfectly congenial to the growth and development
of Adhyatma Sastra. Material Science would be quite foreign to such a soil.

The seeds of material science, if sown upon this soil, are destined to wither

away; whereas the seeds of Adhyatma Darsana, if scattered upon it, are sure

to sprout forth and yield noble fruits and blossoms in the shape of attainment

of the chief end of man.

Though the discriminating have an antipathy to wordly bliss as being

transitory and trivial, those who are wordly-minded regard the enjoyment

produced by sensual pleasures as the summurn bonum of life. They have

such a morbid hankering after momentary happiness permeated with misery
that they often do pay too dear for whistle. Tatva-jnana or right knowledge,
which is attainable with great difficulty, was never meant for men like these.

Hence in the Muktivada, such men have been branded as the persons dis-

qualified for Tatva-jnana.
"
Those who look upon the pleasure derived from the gratification of

worldy desires as the only object worth striving for, and those who, for the

sake of a little happiness alloyed with pain, be-take themselves to adultery,

etc., even at the sacrifice of their lives, are unfit for Tatva-jnana. On the

other hand, those, who, after having carefully weighed happiness and misery
in the balance, have found the former to be just like the faint glimmer of glow-
worm in a pitch-dark night or like the momentary respite of a weary traveller

who has taken rest under the out-stretched hood of an infuriated viper, and
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who are, therefore, quite prepared ',o forswear such happiness, being anxious

for emancipation from trammels of existence such men alone are properly

qualified for Tatva-jnana.
4

There are six principal schools or systems of Hindu Darsana the Sankhya,
the Nyaya, the Vaisesika, the Yoga, the Mimamsa, and tli? Vedanta. These

are commonly known under the name of Sad^Darsana. Kapila, Gotama,
Kanada, Patanjali, Jaimini and Vyasa_ are respectively the authors of these

six systems. They are not antagonistic; but complimentary. They are ortho-

dox as being based on the Vedas and are one in possessing a spirit which may
be characterised as Hindu. They have a common aim, namsly, to teach

man how to escape from the limitations and consequent suffering incident

to life on earth, and how to attain the beatitude of unalloyed tranquility

happiness and light. In other words, to devise the ways and means of attain-

ing Tatva-jnana for the purpose of liberation is the common aim of ail the

schools. Each of them comprises Logic, Psychology, Ethics, Philosophy
and Religion. Here is recognised the organic relation and necessary inter-

dependence of topics which in modern European thought have been sharply
differentiated. The commentators of these systems, while acknowledging
the authority of the Vedas and the texts, have done not a little o develops philo-

sophy by their liberal and original interpretation which allows free play for the

philosophic spirit.

In the Bhagavadgita, the following modes of s?lfrintro3pection have
been enumerated.

" Some behold the soul within themselves with thsir mind's eye by means
of meditation; some know the soul by Samkhya-yoga (/.e., by studying 1rhe

difference between Prakriti and Purusa), while some by means of KariTra

Yoga: others not knowing thus, worship as they have heard from others."*
5

Lord Sri Krishna has described karma-yoga as but a step in th? ladder

which ascends to Jnana-yoga.
" Action is the means to the sage who wishes to rise to Yoga.

6

Hence He has enjoined upon Arjuna the performance of duties .without

aiming at the fruits of action. Jaimiiii, the author of Mirna^nsa JDarsaoa,,

starting with the aphorism
" Now, then, duty is desired .to be -known **

faes

explained the usefulness of the knowledge of duty .and .defined its nature,

4. creRT?8r%%5I: g^JJ^r^c^ ^cK .JUTgfiw ^*?^ '
fil

*

* f

Tatvachintatnarii 'Isvttranwrtana .

5 Bhagavat-gita, XIII 24, 25.

6. idem. VI, 3.
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etc. To ascertain by means of proof the true nature of duty *s the chief object
and aim of Mimamsa Darsana. As the ritualistic portion of Veda has been

very lucidly and elaborately expounded in this system, it has been variously
called as Karma Mimamsa, Adhvara Mimamsa etc. Now abstention from
forbidden acts, and performance of daily and periodical duties without any
desire of fruit effect the purification of the mind., and thus befit man for the

attainment of Tatva-jnana. In the Vedanta too it has been said.

"
He, who, after having regularly studied and thoroughly mastered the

Vedas with their Angas or appendages, has become purged of all sins and

purified in mind by desisting from all sorts of forbidden acts, whether in this

life or in the life to come, and by performing the daily and as well as the periodi-
cal penances and prayers, and who is equipped with the four kinds of Sadhana
or expedient is Adhikari or qualified.

7 Discrimination between what k eternal

and non-eternal; (2) Dispassion for the enjoyment of th? fruits of action in

this as well as in the next world; (3) Sama, Dama, Uparati,, Titiksa, Samadhana
and Sraddha; (4) Mumuksuta or desire for liberation; are the four kinds of
Sadhana, The only real entity is Brahman, everything else is illusory and
unsubstantial such discriminative knowledge constitute the first Sadhana.

Complete aversion to all sorts of happiness in this world such as enjoyment
of garland, sandal and the like, and to happiness in the next world such as
tlie enjoyment of heaven, is the second Sadhana. Sanaa is the withdrawal
of the mind from everything else the hearing, etc, about Brahman, and Dama
is the abstraction of the external organs of sense from their objects. Uparati
means the proper renunciation of the enjoined duties. Titiksa is the power
of enduring heat and cold and the like. Samadhana is the concentration
of the mind in Brahman. Sraddha means faith in the words of the preceptors
and in the teachings of the Vedanta. An Adhikari, as above described, attains

salvation in the shape of absorption into the Deity by studying that branch
of the Vedanta which treats of the Jnana-Kanda. Thus it is clear that we
must rise to Jnana-Yoga not by leaps and bounds, but 01 th^ stepping-stone
of ^Karma-yoga to the next higher stage. The practice of Karma-yoga is a
sine qua non^ in as much as it effects .the purification of the .mind. .Hence
it need hardly be said that those who pretend to rise at onc^'to tho contemplation
of the supreme God-head by leaping over the intermediate stages, remain
stationary, in the interval between two worlds, like Trisanku.

So it is .evident that Karma-yoga is only .mediately an instrument of Sal-
vation. It is simply a means to an end, and not th? end in itself, the direct
meant of salvation is an accurate characterization of one*s own self, "which
is only another name for Tatva-jnana.

7.

Sadananda Vedantasara.

10
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Now to obtain knowledge of the soul, it is to be heard, thought and pon-

dered upon. For, sa;/5 the Sruti
" Behold the soul is verily to be seen heard,

contemplated, and profoundly meditated upon/
5 Darsana Sastra lays down

the processes of right thinking and hence its importance in the matter of the

attainment of Tatva-jnana.

That the study of Darsana Sastra is nothing more than the second mode

of worship above described, v/r, contemplating the soul, has been conclusively

proved in the well-known treatise, Kusumanjali.

" That Being, whose worship the wise consider as the means of two haven-

like liberations, He, the supreme soul, is here acertained (as the object of

our contemplation)." The author then proceeds to meet the objection of

the opponent
" Now although with regard to that Being whom all men alike

worship, whichever of the (four well-known) ends of man they may desire,

(thus the followers of the Upanisads as the very knower, the disciples of Kapila

as the perfect First wise, those of Patanjali, as Him, who untouched by pain,

action, fruit or desert, having assumed a body in order to create revealed the

tradition of the Veda and is gracious to all living beings-the Pasupatas as

the Independent one, undefiled by Vedic or secular violations-the Saivas as

Siva-the Vaishnavas as Purushottama the followers of Puranas as the great

Father (Brahma) the cereniontalists as the Soul of the Sacrifice, the Saugatas

as the Omniscient, the Jamas as the Unobstructed, the Mimamsakas as Him
who is pointed as to ba worshipped, the Carvakas as Him who is established

by the Convention of the World, the followers of Nyaya as Him who is

all that is said worthy of Him, why farther detail? Whom even the artisans

themselves worship as the great artisan (Visvakartnan) although, I say,

with regard to that Being, the adorable Siva, whom all recognise throughout
the world as universally acknowledge like families, family invocations of Agni,

schools., social customs, etc. how can there arise any doubt? And what then

is there to be ascertained?" 8

Udayanacharya has combated the objection by saying
" That adorable

one who hath been often heard mentioned in the Sruti,, Smriti, narrative poems,
Puranas, etc., must now be contemplated. And this logical investigation may
be well called the contemplation of God, and this is really worship when it

follows the hearing of Sruti.
*" 9

s. aRrr

Udayanas Kusumanjali I St. Ch.

9.

KUSU. I Ch. V.
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In the mundane condition man is afflicted with three kinds of pain

Adhyatmika (/.., proceeding from internal causes), Adhidaivika (i.e. proceeding
from supernatural causes), and Adhibhautika (/.., proceeding from external

causes). On the dawning of Tatva-jnana there is an absolute cessation of

this three-fold pain. Mukti 01 liberation is the name given to this absolute

extirpation of pain. Adhyatmika pain is of two kinds-corporal and mental.

The pain caused by bodily diseases, owing to the disturbance of the equilibrium
of the three humorous wind, bile and phlegm is called bodily pain, whereas
the pain caused by lust, anger, jealousy, fear e<.c., and the non-fulfilment of
desires is called mental pain. Both these kinds of pain are remediable by
internal appliances, and hence they are called Adhyatmika. The pain caused

by tiger, thief, and the like is called Adhibhautika, while that produced by heat,

cold, etc., is called Adhidaivika. Tatva-jnana is a complete penacea for all

these ills. Now it may be argued that as these three kinds of pain are capable
of being remedied easily by secular means, for instance, bodily pain by the

taking of medicines, mental pain by partaking palatable dishes and the like,

and Adhidaivika and Adhibhautika pains, by living in a secure place, Tatva-

jnana which is attainable with difficulty will hardly commend itself to the accept-
ance of the people. If diseases can be cured by means of sugar pills, what
invalid will not prefer them to bitter drugs? The argument, however, is

easily met by saying that though the aforesaid three kinds of pain may be

temporarily cured by secular measures, they are not always infallible and
effective remedies. For, in some cases, they simply scotch the disease, but

don't kill it; while, in others, they fail to effect a cure altogether. The effect

of Vaidic sacrifices such as Jyotistoma and the like is also similar. For though
heaven, may be the reward of the good desert produced by sacrifices, still the

incidental pain caused by the fear of loss ofheaven or by thejealousy of another's

precedence is unavoidable. Thus the Vaidic means too are equally unavailable

so far as the absolute eradication of the evil is concerned. This is why the

aspirant to liberation strive after Tatva-jnana, hard to attain though it is.

According to the Nyaya and Vaisesika, pain inheres in the soul. But

though inherent in the soul, it is felt by all as something which is to be shunned
or avoided, and hence there can be no doubt that its absolute extirpation would
be a consummation devoutly to be wished. According to the Sankhya,
the Patanjal and Vedanta, though pain really belongs to intellect, still owing
to the reflection upon the soul or Purusa of Intellect which is modified as

pain, on account of their proximity, the reflex association of pain is inseparable
from the soul. As the trees on the banks are reflected on the placid surface

of a lake, so pain which abides in the Intellect is reflected on the soul. Hence

according to these systems the absolute abolition of this imaginary or fictitiou*

pain is the Summum bonum of life. According to the Sankhya, Tatva-jnana
means the discriminative knowledge of Prakriti and Purusa. That Kapila,
the author of Sankhya system, designed his system with iho express object of

removing the three-fold pain, we can gather from his vjry opening aphorism

12
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" Now, the absolute suppression of the three kinds of pain is by far the most
supreme end of man." 10 In this Darsana, twenty-five Tatvas or categories
have been counted, hence the name Sankhya.

The Sankhya starts with a duality, spirit and matter, Purusa and Prakriti-
two independent and self-existent principles. In other words, Prakrit (Nature)
and Purusas (Spirits) are the ultimate realities. Prakriti (Nature) is one,
eternal, inactive, and is potent and blind. The Purusa who is co-eternal
with Prakriti is not one but many. The Purusa though co-eternal with Prakriti,
can discern but canaot create; when Prakrit is wedded to Purusa, evolution
begins, and the universe of life and matter, such as we now have is the product
of such evolution. The Mutation and activity involved in this process are
of Prakriti alone; Purusa is immutable, inactive, pure intelligence (caitanya);
it may be regarded as an initial factor in the evolution in so far as it deter-
mines the genesis and progress of the evolution by its very presence, for were
it noi for its presence, Prakriri which is unintelligent would not act at all, as
it has no purpose of its own. There is thus a relation of interdependence
between Prakriti and Purusa in determining the course of evolution. Action
implies two things; purpose and activity; in the evolutionary action, the purpose
is that of Purusa who is intelligent, but the acitivity belongs to Prakriti alone.
The Prakriti {Original Nature) eternal, unintelligent, changeable and incapable
of producing effects without the help of the oilier Tattvas such as Mahat,
Ahamkara etc. As curd, butter and ghee are all modifications of milk, so
all the effects from Mahat down to the five gross elements can be traced up
to Prakriti. Prakriti is the root of all this phenomenal world. Hence the
name Mula, Prakriti (root, cause) is derivative, being well accordant with the

etymological meaning. The Vedantists have substituted Maya or illusion
in place of Kapila*s Prakriti ; and according to them this is the radical cause
of all this mighty world of eye and ear. Apparently, on this point, there is

some difference between the Sarnkhya and the Vedanla, but on closer exami-
nation the difference will be found to be one of form merely rather than of
substance, of manner rather than matter. For Kapila's Prakriti corresponds
with the Maya of the Vedantists. Udayanacarya, too, in his Kusumanjali
has come to an, identical conclusion.

" May He whose unparallelled concurrent energy this is called Maya
from its being hard to unravel, or Nature from its being the first principle,
or Ignorance from its horror of right knowledge;

4 * May He that Deity by whom is lulled the turmol of the waves ofmundane
existence immediately, himself being the witness, the passionless* create
in my mind devotion towards himself." "

10.

11.

Kusi&nanjttli 7, Vers& 20
m
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Thus Adrshta or desert of the Naiyayikas, Maya or illusion of the Vedantii.-

ts, Prakriti of Kapila and his followers, and Avidya or ignorance, are simply
different nomenclatures for one and the same thing. The Vedaintists taking
their stand upon the Sruti.

** The world is the outcome of Maya " have held

Maya to be the root of the world; while the followers of Kapila relying upon
the Sruti,

** The world is the product of Prakriti," have held Prakriti to be
the root.

Now the opinions of the different philosophers may vary, but confliction

of the Srutis is hardly conceivable. The word 4t vibhinnah "
(discrepant)

in the passage
6fc The Vedas are discrepant, the Smritis are discrepant/'

must be taken to .mean "
only apparently discrepant but not really so/* other-

wise exegetes would never have gone out of their way to effect a reconciliation

of conflicting passages.

According to Kapila, Purusa is eternal, devoid of the three qualities of

goodness, etc, of the nature of sentience, unchangeable, and subject to no
development. As crystal becomes tinged with the vermilion of the china

rose placed near it, so owing to the proximity of the thinking principle, by a

sort of mutual give and take, sentience is cast upon the Intellect, and agency,

experienship of pleasure and pain upon Purusa. Agency and percipiency

though really apart from Purusa, arise only out of his conjunction with Mahat
or Intellect. Hence Agency etc., are imaginary and not real,

"
Though

actions are ever done by the qualities of Prakriti (Nature), the soul blinded

by egoism thinks '
I am the doer." Now Tatva-jnana which consists in a

discriminative knowledge of the true relation subsisting between Prakriti

and Purusa dispels this false notion. Purusa having known himself to be
distinct from Prakriti ceases to think that he is the doer and experiences Thus
the egoism of the soul being gone, there is a complete cessation of volition

and .CQnsequently of activity. There being no more action, the soul has no

longer to assume a corporal shape in order to reap the fruits of actions. The
tQck of accumulated desert too is destroyed like burnt seeds. And so the

chain of ever recurring births and deaths being completely severed, the soul

attains to final deliverance from the bondage of the world. This is the process

by which liberation is broiugljt about and which Gotama3 the author of Nyaya
Darsana, has summed up in the aphorism.

"
Pain, birth, activity, fault, false notion-since on the successive annihilation

of these in turn, there is the annihilations of the next before it, there is (on
the annihilation of the last of them) final beatitude. 9 *12 So far as the modus

operandi of Tathva-jnana in working out enancipation is concerned, Gotama
is one with Kapila. There is, however, this difference that according to

the former, the pleasure, pain and agency of the soul are real and not imaginary.

But, as we have already pointed out, this too is a difference of form merely,
and not at all of substance. For according to Gotama, the soul is distinct

12. 5:^^-^31%^f5R^T|ITaRr5^TtTT^IS
rTT^ ^^F'cTO'Jiqi^R: Nyaya Sutra I, i a 2.
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from the body, mind and the organs of sense; and false notion consists in

thinking the body etc., which are not soul to be the soul. Volition and activity

which are engendered by this false notion are the root of mundane existence.

Tattva-jnanam, which must, therefore, necessarily mean the knowledge of

the distinction between soul and non-soul body, etc., derived from a thorough-

going study of the sixteen-topics, such as Proof and the rest, puts a period

to births and rebirths by the annihilation of volition etc., and the soul attains

to Apavarga or final bliss,

In this respect the Vaisesika Darsana, too, runs on parallel lines for it

defines the process of liberation as follows,
" The exit from one body and

entrance into another, and the conjunction (there with) of eating, drinking,

and other acts are the work of desert. From its absence, the absence of con-

junction and of origination is Moksa or liberation."

Corporeality is necessary only for reaping pleasure and pain proportionate

to the merits and demerits of the deserts produced by good and bad actions.

On the attainment of Tatva-jnana, through a right knowledge of the seven

categories, such as substance and the rest, a complete cessation of trans mi-

gratory existence takes place, on the successive annihilation of the antecedent

caues, e.g., volition, and activity, and the soul attains Moksa.

Patajali has used the words Kaivalya (Isolation), abidance in its own form

etc., instead of Moksa. According to him pleasure and pain are inherent

in the thinking principle, and not in the soul. But coming into contact with

the thinking principle, the soul experiences imaginary pleasure and pain.

Hence the only means of the final abolition of the pain is to dissolve this con-

junction by cutting off all connection with the thinking principle. This is

Kaivalya (Isolation) or abidance in its own form,

" On the purification of the quality of goodness and of soul becoming

equal, (there results) isolation. The purification of the quality of goodness
of the thinking principle is effected, when on the cessation of the assumption
of agency it merges into its first cause. The purification of soul is the absence

of its fictitious enjoyment. When the two are equally purified, isolation is

effected with regard to the soul, i.e., it is emancipated."

Patanjali, too, follows Gotama and others in his enumeration of the

successive stages in the attainment of Mukti. His aphorism runs thus.

" From indifference even to this (perfection) destruction of the seeds

of evils, (results) isolation
"

(Kaivalya). In other words, when ignorance,
the seed of the evils such as passion, aversion, is eradicated there being a com-

plete stoppage of births etc., absolute abolition of pain results. In the Advaita

Vedanta, Tattva-jnana has been defined to be the knowledge of that unity
of the supreme and individuated souls which is the gist of the grand text,
"
That art Thou." According to the Advaita Vedanta the only real essence

is Brahman, everything else being illusory and "unsubstantial. Tlte Advaita
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Vedantists maintain that ignorance has a two-fold power, the power of obstruc-

tion, by which it hides from our view the real nature of things, and the power
of development, by which it gives 10 airy nothing a local habitation and a name.
It is this latter energy of ignorance which produces the phantasmal Universe.

As through illusion we imagine a snake in a piece of rope, so through ignorance
about Brahman the universe is illusionly imagined in Him. Hence false

notion according to the Advaita Vedanta is the thinking of this illusory universe

to be really existent, on account of ignorance about the irue character of

Brahman. As the false perception in the case of mistaking a rope for a snake
subsides on closer perception, so the false notion about the reality of the unreal

universe is dispelled by the light of tattva-jnana. Hence on the dawning of

Tattva-jnana, the detachment of the soul from all worldly ties takes place,
and it becomes merged in the Supreme All-Soul, who is of the very essence

of pure intelligence and eternal joy. It will be observed that the Vedantists
'

Mukti (liberation) has a double aspect, cognitive and emotive, and the two
elements are supposed by them to go together, pure self-knowledge and pure

self-enjoyment being, in their opinion, the same thing viewed from two different

stand-points. To sum up. It is, therefore, quite patent that the so-called

divergence of opinions amongst the authors of the Hindu philosophical systems
is very far from bsing a real or substantial one. The difference is only with

regard to the mods of treatment, and not at ail in fundamental points,

A little reflection will easily bring it home to our minds that the Indian

philosophers are all worshippers of a common creed. Fellow-labourers in

the sam^ fisld they have all preached the Gospel of Salvation to mankind.

They ail advocate the theory that false notion is the root of worldly existence.

According to Kapila and Patanjali, however, this false notion arises from the

soul's identification with Intellect, and the consequent attribution to itself

of agency, pleasure, and pain, which really abide in the Intellect; according

to the Vedanta it is the thinking of the unreal universe to be really existent,

while the Naiyayikas have enunciated it to be the thinking of the non-soul

body, etc, as the soul. This is the only difference. Now, according to the

Vedanta, the individual soul which is pure intelligence, sheathed in ignorance,

undergoes the bondage of the world by thinking the unreal universe to be

real. Hence this unreal universe, which is the development of Maya or illusion,

is the only hindrance to Brahma Nirvana or annihilation in the Supreme Spirit.

So long this hindrance is not done away with, there will be no stoppage of

the soul's transinigratory existence. The purely intelligent, all-pervading

Lord is self-luminous like the sun-yet, as a piece of cloud completely screens

the sun from our view, so the cloud of ignorance cuts off the light of the all-

pervading Lord from our hearts. As a stupid man whose cognition has been

obstructed by a cloud, considers the sun itself as intercepted and bereft of

splendour, so the undiscriminating soul being enveloped in its own ignorance

considers itself as bound. He who appears to the stupid mind as cabin'd,

cribb'd and confin'd-even He, the allpervading Lord, is the individuated soul.

16
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So the Vedanta says:
"
Man, know the Supreme Lord; for then thou wilt

find that the only real entity is Brahman, that thou too art not isolated from

Him." A shadow always disappears with the object which casts it. So when

ignorance vanishes, the fabric of this shadowy universe rooted in ignorance

will at once tumble down, and the supreme and individual souls will shine

forth in their integral unity.

According to Kapila, Purusa is perfectly indifferent. Pleasure, pain,

and so forth, are not his attributes, but belong to the Intellect, still their shadow

is cast upon Purusa on account of his proximity to the Intellect. So Kapila

says Man, Keep thyself aloof from Prakriti. For when thou comest to

know thyself to be distinct from Prakriti thou wilt no longer be affected with

the reflex or imaginary pleasure and pain/' As looking-glass loses its trans-

parency, being overlaid with a layer of collyrium, so the natural indifference

of Purusa is eclipsed by the shadow of Prakriti, which is insentient and subject

to modifications such as pleasure, pain and the like. When this shadow

passes away Purusa abides in his own proper form.

According to Gotama the soul, which is all-pervading and the substratum

of intelligence, is different from the body, etc., It is the identification of the

soul with the non-soul body, etc., which gives rise to such egoism as
"

I am corpu-

lant,"
"

I am lean/'
"

I am learned," I am ignorant." Hence Gotama says-
Man, detach thyself from the body; then the knowledge of the identity of the

soul and the body being gone, there will be no more conjunction between

the two. And thus having shuffled off mortal coil for once and for all, thou

wilt become liberated." Let the learned and the wise now judge as to whether

or not the aforesaid difference amongst the Hindu philosophers is a difference

of manner merely. Now for the aspirant to liberation, three things are to be

known viz., soul, Lord or God, and matter.

The knowledge of this trio
13

is a sine qua nan for the attainment of tat'va-

jnana. The body of man is a little world or microcosm. To know the body
one must necessarily know the elements that compose it, and thus, as a matter

of course, matter also. Hence Gotama's keen insight led him to promulgate
the discriminative knowledge of the soul and the body as the means of liberation.

According to Kapila, cause and effect are identical, hence to know the cause,

Prakriti, will be tantamount to knowing the effect, toatter. Substitute Maya
for Prakriti, and the same remarks will likewise hold good in the case of the

Vedanta.

13. Man, Nature and God are the most fundamental conceptions of the human mind
and the ultimate realities which show themselves in human experience. To understand these

in their true relations is the end of the highest science or philosophy. While modern philo-

sophy is an attempt to reconcile Nature and God to man, to explain Nature afcd God with

reference to human consciousness and experience, ancient Hindu philosophy sought to re-

concile man and Nature to God and to define and explain the former with reference to that

one fundamental Reality.
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In place of the twenty-five categories of Kapila, Gotama has enumerated
sixteen, Kanada has briefly recounted only seven, and the Vedanta still more
briefly has enumerated only three. This too is nothing more than a difference

of manner. For if any body asks " How many kinds of mango-fruit are

there?/' in reply, some will say there are only two kinds of mango-fruit v/z.,

sour and sweet, while some will say, four kinds viz., sour, more sour, sweet,
more sweet. So the Risis being asked how many categories there are, some
said 25, some 16, some 7, while some 3. The Rishis had the independent
wills of their own, and hence they set themselves to the logical investigations
of matter as being subservient to the knowledge of the Self-some succinctly,
while some elaborately, just as the dictates of their own sweet will and fancy
led them.

The condition in which the soul remains after liberation has been the

subject of much controversy. The Samkhya, the Nyaya and the Vaisesika

schools agree in holding that the Ideal state of liberation (Apavarga) consists

in the absolute eradication of all sorts of unhappiness or pain: they differ

however as to the means by which it can be attained. According to the Nyaya
and the Vaisesika schools, pleasure and pain are not eternal; they are effects

and hence they are perishable. They are generated in the soul because of the

conjunction with the body. So when the conjunction is dissolved after libe-

ration, no pleasure and pain can arise and soul remains in an unconscious state

like ether. In the Sankara-vijaya, Madhavacharya seeks to make out that

there is a fine distinction between the doctrines of Ideal state as maintained

by the Naiyayika and the Vaiseska schools. He says, that according to the

Vaisesika system, the soul in the state of salvation becomes absolutely free

from all connection with attributes and subsists like the sky free from all

mutations either pleasurable or painful; but that according to the Naiyayikas,
the soul is still attended by ananda (bliss) and samvid (cognition or conscious-

ness.)
14

It is however difficult to understand how the position thus ascribed

to the Naiyayikas can be consistently maintained by them. If all connection

with attributes comes to an end on the attainment of salvation, and if cogni-

tion and enjoyment of bliss be attributes arising, as the Naiyayikas maintain,

from the conjunction of the self and mind, it seems to follow that salvation

involves the cessation of cognition and bliss as well as the extinction of pain.

If, however, the extinction of pain be designated as a form of bliss, the dis-

tinction between the Naiyayika and the Vaisesika views becomes reduced

to a mere verbal difference. In short, the Naiyayikas and the Vaisesikas

relied more on the destruction of pain, (Duhkha>) in which they included

pleasure as well, for the attainment of Moksa. But in the ultimate ideal life,

the Naiyayikas retained consciousness as an inseperable attribute of the soul,

while the Vaisesikas regarding consciousness as an adventitious attribute, were

14.
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forced to discard consciousness from Moksa, and considered it as a form of

eternal sleep.

The Samkhya school, on the other hand, accepting with the Nyaya-Vai-

sesika schools, its rejection of pleasure and pain in the ideal life of Moksa,

looked upon the ideal state as one of Kaivalya or self-abidance. The soul

in this condition, is said to abide in itself, utterly obvious of the processes of

the universe constituted of Prakriti and of all other souls included in it. But

in the Vedanta, both the conceptions of the Logical and the Samkhya schools

were retained. The conception of the ultimate state was only made more

comprehensive.

The Vedantins agree with the Naiyayikas and the Vaisesikas in supposing
that the ultimate state is devoid of pleasure and pain. They also agree with

the Samkhya-yoga schools that self-realization is the ultimate end of existence.

The Vedantin characterise the ultimate state or liberation as the elimination

of ignorance about the relation of the Individual soul (Jivatma) to the Supreme

spirit (Paraniatva) which conceals the real unity or essential identity that

exists between them and the attainment of unmixed bliss or joy consequent
thereon. The Vedantists' summum bonum or ideal state has a double aspect,

cognitive and emotive and the two elements are supposed by them to go together,

pure self-knowledge and pure self-enjoyment being, in their opinion, the same

thing viewed from two different stand-points. This is one reason why the

Vedanta has so many votaries. But though the individual soul may be of the

form of sentience and joy? no perception of any joy is possible after liberation.

For, otherwise, the distinction between the perceipient subject and perceived

object will have to be acknowledged to exist with reference to the soul, which

assumption would be quite fatal to the Vedantic doctrine of non-duality.
So we read in the Moksa-vada.

15 "
It would be quite absurd to admit the

soul's association, with either happiness or joy after it has been liberated,

in view of the confliction with the Sruti which declares
"
Pleasure and pain

cannot touch one who has been set free from the bondage of the body."

Thus it is pretty well clear that in whatever form the soul may remain
after liberation, it can have no cognition of joy or of want of pain. The

Nyaya-Vaisesika and the Samkhya schools have chosen to describe the condi-

tion as one in which there is absolute want of all pain, while the Vedanta charac-

terises it an one in which the soul becomes of the form of pure joy.
16

Even
this difference too will be found to be a formal one on closer examination.
For the word joy in Sruti

"
Joy is the form of Brahman and it is founded on

emancification," means want of pain. According to many modern philoso-
phers joy and want of pain mean one and the same thing. In ordinary parlance,

15. Tattva-Cintamani: Gangasopadhyaya.

16. *r?rg <iim\fc *m ?K$ ^Trfra; i

Ppn |l Panchadasi
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too, we are accustomed to use the word "
happiness

"
or joy as signifying want

. of pain. For example a man who has been carrying a heavy load on his

head calls himself happy after he has laid it down.

Kapila and others hold that the souls are many and diverse, there being
different souls for different bodies. Had there been but one soul for all the

various bodies, all would have been born or dead and would have felt pleasure
or pain simultaneously. But as there is an apportionment of birth, death etc.,

to each individual severally, the plurality of souls follows necessarily, as a
matter of course. No doubt, in the Vedanta, the unity of the individual and

Supreme Souls having been profounded, the essential oneness of the individual

souls follows as a corollary; still, the Vedantists, too, in order to make out
the duality of individual soul and Brahman in conventional use have had to

resort to an adventitious difference of external disguise or form (Upadhi)
in the shape of Avidya or ignorance (i.e., the individual soul is Brahman or

pure intelligence enveloped in ignorance). The several apportionment to

each individual of birth, death, pleasure, pain etc., has also been consistently
accounted for by saying that the one soul has various differences imposed
upon it according to each particular form. Thus what the Vedantists would
call a conventional variety of external forms or disguises (the unity of the

soul remaining intact) is according to Kapila and the rest an inherent difference

of the individual souls themselves. Just as one and the same jar is black

before it is baked, and red after the baking process is over; and as at one stage
1 we use the expression

"
This jar is not red," while at the other we say

6ta This

jar is not black V the self-same jar being thus the object of two different

predications by reason only of the difference of the qualities of blackness and

redness; so according to the Vedantists, the so called variety of the individual

soul is not essential but is simply communicated to it by the difference of

external disgmises.

Kapila and others s on the contrary maintain that there are distinct indi-

vidual soul-units. Hence this variance between the different schools is also

one of manner only. Now it is desirable that there should exist such formal

differences in the exposition of the various systems. For had there been no

difference in the tenets as well as in the mode of treatment, the different systems

could never have sprung into existence at all-

Some think that Kapila, the founder of Samkhya system does not believe

in the existence of God and it is often assumed that he was a thorough-going
atheist. But Vignana Bhiksu, the author of Samkhya pravacana-bhasya,

maintains by means of cogent reasons that Kapila is a theist and not an atheist.

It is remarkable that nowhere in his aphorisms
17 does Kapila say that God

17. It may be mentioned here that there is an opinion that Kapila is not the author of the

Samkhya Sutras as they are known to us; He was the author of a short tract called Tathva-

samasa which is no longer extant, and it is said that the Sutras were elaborated on its basis

by some subsequent author. Some modern European scholars have attributed the authorship

of these Sutras to Vijnana-Bhiksu. Whatever truth there may be irs the view that the Sutras
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does not exist; all thai he says is that His existence is incapable of being proyed.

Hence argues Vijnana Bhiksu, Kapila was not at heart an atheist: what he.

intended to maintain was that Prakrti-pwusa-viveka or discrimination between

nature and soul would result in the realisation of the ultimate end of existence,

i.e., in the complete extinction of all sorts of unhappiness irrespective of the

existence of God. Kapila's repudiation is therefore explained by Vijnana

Bhiksu in the light of abhyupagama-vada or a minor concession in favour of

an opponent which would not prejudice the main argument. A careful perusal

of the aphorisms bearing upon this question, however, leads one to think

that it was not as a mere concession to an opponent's stand-point that Kapila
said that the existence of God was incapable of being proved; whether he was

an atheist or not, he meant to maintain and did maintain that neither praiyaksa

nor awnwna could establish the being of God. It is however true that he

did not endeavour to show definitely that revelation (Veda) was equally silent

upon this point : and this along with the fact that he did not in so many words,

deny the existence of God might lead one to suspect that notwithstanding his

unqualified denial of proof in the aphorism
"
Isvarasiddheh," he did really

believe-in the existence of God on the authority of Scripture. Further Vijnana
Bhiksu argues that if it had been a fact that Kapila denied the existence of

God, he would have worded the aphorism
*'
Isvarasiddheh

"
(the existence

of God not being proved) as
"
Isvarabhavat

"
(there being no God). There

can be no doubt that the arguments put forward by Vijnana Bhiksu will be

acceptable to all. It must be said, however, that Kapila does not acknowledge
the existence of a glorious Being as the Creator of the Universe. This is -the

reason why his system has cojne to be designated as Niriswara Samkhya Darsana

or Samkhya sine Deo. Patanjali, on the other hand, admits the existence

.of an all-controlling, all-pervading, omnipotent God-head, and so his system

has been entitled
"
Seswara Samkhya Darsana

"
or Samkhya cum Deo.

Patanjali's argument far existence of God is not inferential but intros-

pective. It is based upon the fact of our inner development in the knowledge
of the Divine. God is a Purusa untouched by pain, action, mutation, and

desire;
18

in Him has knowledge found its -perfection;
19 He is the all-powerful

efficient cause of this universe, and the ultimate instructor of the wise. Com-

plete extinction ofunhappiness constitutes the summom bonum and is attainable

by the constant pursuit of true knowledge and meditation on God* Thus

wece not composed by Kapila, which, by the way, it is very difficult for us to ascertain,

there none whatsoever in the assertion that they are, the work of Vijnana Bhiksu; it is a

pare surmise, contradicted by tlxelatter's own assertion that Kapila himself was their author.

Moreover, had he been their author, he would not have proceeded to argue that Kapila was

a theist on the basis of the wording of the aphorism
fc

Isvarasiddheh
*
which ex

been composed by himself.

18. VCnffiRr[nW: 3Wi *K I Yoga-sutra, I. 24.

19. 33 fiRCftwil qMsni I Ypga-sutra, I. 25,
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according to Patanjali, God is the ne plus ultra, the highest height of perfection,

the most glorious light of wisdom.

But Kapila, even though he does not admit the existence of a Supreme
Divinity as the Governor of Creation, will be constrained to admit the existence

of a Supreme Soul as the object of Universal adoration; for otherwise the

Sruti
"
Having known Him only one passes beyond death: there is no other

path to obtain it
" which pre-supposes such a Supreme Soul, would be per-

fectly meaningless. Hence to maintain the authoritativeness of Scriptural

sayings it must be conceded that there is a Being who is to be worshipped by
all who desire salvation. If Kapila is to be deemed an atheist for the simple

reason that he has not aimed at a clear dialectic demonstration of God, then

Gotama too^ deserves to be set down as an atheist, for he is equally a sinner

in this respect. That Gotama believes in the existence of God we can only

gather from the tenour of his writings.

** God (must be) the cause, for the efforts of men are seen to fail/
9* To

nieet this objection of the opponent Gotama has said
"
No, as otherwise

fruition would have taken place without human efforts."*
1 In other words,

if fruition had been solely dependent upon God, then everywhere it would
have taken place even without any effort on the part of men. But as this

is not the case, it can't be said that God is the sole cause. Now if Gotama
had really meant to convey a negation of God, he could have easily combated

his adversaries objections by simply saying that there is no God. That he

has not done, so goes clearly to show that he did believe in the existence of

God, though according to him, He (God) is merely an auxilliary cause in the

matter of creation, there being other causes too, besides God.22 As Gotama
did not attempt at logical demonstration of the existence of God, Vatsyayana,
the commentator of Gotama Sutras, has supplied the omission by defining

God as follows:

" The other soul endowed with attributes is God " In other words, the

Being in whom there is an eternity of knowledge and of desires, who is separate

from the soul and is to be worshipped by all, and who is the instructor of the

world through the instrumentality of the Vedas, is to be termed the Supreme
Lord-

Jaimini, the founder of the Mimamsa school, does not admit the existence

of God, as the creator of the universe. The Mimamsakas maintain that

the existence of a creator of universe determining the results of human actions

cannot be established by any of the known modes of proof; actions themselves

are competent to produce their own results, and thus explain the varied fortunes

of men. The Bhatta school further says, that the existence of a creator would

20. t^*: *Ki ^^^^TT3TTrT I Nyaya, sutra IV, i, 19.

21. ^ 5^3wW% 95551^*7%: I Nyaya Sutra, IV, i, 20.

22. cTTOfTcRWCtg: I Nyaya Sutra IV L 21-
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involve the existence of some purpose and a purpose implies some want and

thus evidences an element of imperfection. With reference to Jairninis apparent

repudiation of God, Madhavacharya maintains that it was not Jaimini's

intention to deny the existence of God, but merely to prove that the nonscrip-

tural arguments advanced by the Vaisesikas to establish His existence are in

themselves insufficient or inconclusive.

The logical investigation of categories being necessary for the attainment

of the knowledge of truth, these have been ascertained in Darsana Sastra,

This ascertainment, however, depends upon
" Proof "

(Pramana), for no

body will accept a fact that has not been established by evidence. For this

reason the Hindu philosophers have singled out the category of "Proof"
as the starting point of their logical investigation. For example, the list of

categories as enumerated by Gotama begins with " Proof." (Pramana)
38

Now what is proof 2. Proof consists in arriving at the right knowledge by
the right regulation of the knowing principle the self or soul which knows
and by the right regulation of the instruments of knowledge-eye, ear, taste

etc., Concerning proof, there is apparently much divergence of opinion.

The Carvakas admit only one kind of proof v/z., perception; Kanada and

Bauddhas, only two kinds, viz., perception and inference; Kapila only three

kinds, v/z., Perception, Inference and testimony. To these Mimamsakes of

the Prabhakara school add a fifth, viz.* Arthaparthi or Presumption; To these

five, the followers of Bhatta and the Vedantist have added one more still,

vzz., Non-perception (Anupalabdhi). Besides these six, the Pauranikas admit

two more, viz. 9 probability (Sambhava) and Tradition (Aitihya).
24

Carvaka maintains the authority of Perception alone. Accordingly
he ignores the existence of everything which lies beyond the cognisance of

the senses. So the body is the soul; a soul separate from the body is a myth.
On the dissolution of the body, liberation takes place. The body is composed
of the four elements, viz. 9 earth, water, air and fire; when these are transformed
into the body, intelligence is produced just as the inebriating 'power is developed
in the wine manufactured from rice and molasses from the mixing of the two

ingredients.

This view of the Carvaka has been refuted by numerous arguments by
the authors of the six philosophical systems of Hindu Darsanas. A detailed

23. The different opinions that prevailed among Hindu philosophers on the Pramanas
are found summarised in a verse which runs as follows.

24.

H

: u

i

; U
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enumeration of all these would be quite beyond the scope of this article. A
few passing remarks on " Proof" will therefore suffice. The line of argument
that has been adopted in reputing Carvaka may be thus succinctly stated.

If inference be not admitted as a form of evidence, how can the authority of

perception itself be established at all ? For to ascertain the lightness of know-

ledge we must have recourse to inference. The cognition of silver produced by
tin is not right knowledge, in as much as if one were to energise upon facts

after such cognition he would miss his object. On the other hand, if after the

cognition of silver produced by real silver one experiments that knowledge

upon facts, he is sure to be successful. Hence it follows that the correctness

or incorrectness of the knowledge derived from perception is to be inferred

from the success or failure of the activity which it leads to. So we cannot

help allowing inference as a form of evidence- Again take the case of a precep-

tor wanting to offer instruction to his disciple. The preceptor must infer

before-hand that his pupil has doubt, ignorance or misapprehension about

the subject to be taught either from his inquisitiveness or from the manner of

his speaking; otherwise, his tuition would be of no effect like crying in the

wilderness. Thus Carvaka too will have to admit the authority of inference,

though it may be quite against his will.

Of the aforesaid kinds of Proof such, as are not admitted by Kapila and

the rest, have been included under one or other of the following heads. (1)

Inference; (2) Testimony. The view of Carvaka as we have already pointed

out, have not the slightest foundation in reason. As regards the others, their

apparent disparity of opinion will be found to resolve ultimately into a difference

of manner.

For example Kapila, though he does not admit the authority ofComparison*
still allows that there is a difference of kind in the shape of the species compari-

son* in order to account for the use of such phrases as
"

I compare
" which

are sanctioned by universal consentiency. But while the Naiyayikas maintain

that this difference of kind constitutes a class of evidence quite distinct from

Inference, Kapila holds it to be only a particular form of Inference.

The authors of the six schools of Hindu philosophy have made one or

other of the theories of Advaita vada or Dvaita-vada the cornerstone of their

philosophical disquisitions. This difference, too, is hot a coinage of their

own fancy. The Sruti is the common authority of all on this point. To

reject any one of these views is to reject Sruti itself; we have said before that

the Srutis cannot be mutually contradictory- Hence it need hardly be said

that the above-mentioned difference amongst the Hindu Philosophers will

be also found to resolve itself into a mere difference of form.

It cannot be denied that both the doctrines of non-dualism (Advaita-

vada) and dualism (Dvaita vada) find support from the Veda. In support

of Non-dualism, the Advaita-Vedantists adduce the testimony of the Vedas.

For instance, we find the following passage in the Chandogya Upanishad

-24
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where Aruni is teaching his son Swetaketu the nature of that thing which being
known everything is known That one Being is the soul of everything that is:

that is alone ultimately real the soul of the universe O Swetaketu, that

art thou,"
25 and various analogies are there made use ofto elucidate this position.

Similar passages are also found in other Upanishads, thus in one place, it is

said that the soul of the Universe is one, although it appears manifold to the

diversity of objects which it permeates, just as fire (heat) entering into the

world is really one, although it seems to be manifold according to the variety
of objects through which it manifests itself;

26
thus, again, it is pointed out

that just as the self-luminous soul, although one, appears to be manifold, if

instead of looking at it as it is you follow up its manifold reflections into the

water, so this unborn self-ulminous soul manifesting itself through a variety
of bodies appears manifold by reason of the multiplicity of its adjuncts.* Again,
passages like,

" One only without a Second,"
27 "

fgpfarf?jwf *w rf lays down
unity. It is scarcely necessary to multiply citations, for we do not think that

any one can seriously contend that the doctrine of non-dualism finds no support
from the Vedas.

Again, there are distinct indications that some Upanishads clearly inclu-
cate the doctrine of difference (Dvaitavada). This the Svetasvataropanishad
says

" The Lord alone supports the changing, manifest matter and the un-
changing, invisible souls or Jivas. The soul, powerless, is bound by Karma,
as it is the enjoyer, but when it knows the Lord it is freed of all bonds ".

as This
passage states the tripartite nature of Brahman in the Visistadvaita and Dvaita
sense. To the same effect are Upanishadic passages such as An eternal,
and an intelligent Being provides for the desires of many eternal and intel-

*

ligent being
* 9Sa and " Two Braimans are to be known, the finite and the In-

finite or Supreme,"
30 are oft-quoted mantras, which lays down the plurality

of the souls and their distinctness from the Supreme SouL The Munda-
kopanishad contains a verse that obviously refers to two different sentient exis-
tences, one the eater of fruits, the other a calm spectator.

" Here are two birds
similar as intelligent beings. They are on the same tree. One of them finds

25. vymic+H ^ era: ^f*l ^T SfTofU

26.

27. <5Sften I Briha Up.

rm R% f^JjfteT:

71 tr:

29.

30. 5Tc ...... U Tri>

4 25
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pleasure (and pain, it may be added), in the fruits of that tree. The other,

keeps aloof."
31

Now the readers will judge that the Srutis
"
Only one Brahman without

a second," and ** Two Brahmans are to be known, the finite and the infinite

or Supreme," are mutually contradictory in as much as one declares the unity,
while the other, the duality of Brahman. We have stated before that the
Srutis can not be mutually contradictory. Consequently it must be said that

the two Srutis, though they may be apparently conflicting when literally con-
strued, are not really so,

It seems that the object of the two Srutis is not to declare the identity or
difference between the individual soul and Brahman; on the other hand, they
simply point to two distinct stages in the spiritual development of the individual.

The one apparently declaratory of the unity of the Lord, describes the stage
of Tattva-jnana or right knowledge, while the other apparently declaratory
of His duality portrays the stage of ignorance during the mundane condition
of the individual. So long as the delusion of ignorance lasts, the Lord and the

individual soul appear as two distinct and separate entities. When the light
of Tattva-jnana dispels the gloom of ignorance, the duality is merged into

unity and the Lord shines forth as
"
only one without a second." He who

knows Brahman become Brahman himself. Hence the Stage of Tattva-jnana
means that condition of the individual in which he comes to realise this non-

duality (" verily, I am the Lord and no other ")- During the mundane con-
dition the egoism of the soul leads it at times to identify itself with the body,
the organs of sense, and the mind. But when this egoism is sunk in the Lord,
the soul identifies itself with Him, and then is consummated its Tattva-jnana
which consists in the knowledge of the essential identity of the two. The
world of illusory apperances then rolls away from its vision, thereby revealing
the one underlying Noumenon as thoroughly pervading the very core of the

universe.

We therefore come to the conclusion that the aforesaid two Srutis never

meant to declare the identity or difference of the Personal and the Im-

personal Spirits. Still, there can be no denying that both the theories of unity
as well as duality have been propounded by the Srutis. Vyasa, the author of
the Vedanta Darsana has adopted the Sruti

efi One only without a second "

as the fundamental tenet of his philosophical creed, while Kanadaa Gotama
and Kapila etc., have taken their stand upon the other Sruti declaratory of

duality. We have said before that the chief object and aim of Darsana Sastra

is to provide the means for the attainment of the Summwn bonum by a right

knowledge of the self. Now the Hindu philosophers have only -chalked out

different paths all leading up to that common goal by making either the unity
or the duality of the Lord as the starting point of their philosophical researches,

31. 51

WW^-ftsi$p*T*5ft% 11 Mund-up.
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each according to his own independent choice. The Saints had not the slightest
covetousness for fame. Hence they were not actuated by a spirit of emulation
like ordinary mortals. Brimming over, as they did, with the love and tender-
ness natural to a Saint, they out of compassion wrote the Sastras as the means
of acquiring right knowledge, in order that poor afflicted mortals might obtain
deliverance from the inflictions of misery.

The difference which the theories of Advaita vada and Dvaita-vada has
given rise to amongst the Hindu philosophers is also one of form only. For
even the Advaita-vadins for the sake of the conventional use of the words
"
Individual soul " and " Brahman " have had to press into their service a

dualism in another garb, consisting in the difference of attributes such as
" Pure " and "

Enveloped in ignorance
*'

(Avidya) Pure intelligence being
Brahman, and intelligence enveloped in ignorance being the Individual soul.
The Dvaita-vadms, however, to avoid complication have asserted the existence
of the soul as separate from the Supreme Being. It is for the very reason that
it substantially makes no difference that Raghu Nath Siromani, the foremost
of Neo-logicians (Navya-naiyayikas), himself a Dvaita-vadin to the core, has
said:

" As space and time are not separate from the Lord, so too is ether.**
Now Siromani, too, while declaring the identity of space, time, and ether
with Brahman, will have, for the sake of the use of such distinct phrases as
"Time exists,". "Ether exists" and so forth, to concede a distinction in
the shape of the attributes, viz., the species time, the species ether etc. Thus
we find that the Dvaita-vadins too, when occasion arises, adopt the Advaita-
vadins mode of expressing distinction through the medium of attributes. Right-
ly speaking there is no hard and fast line of demarcation between the two.
Still as apparent differences in the opinions of the saints are frequently to be
met with, it has been said: "There is hardly a Muni whose opinion does
not vary"

82 Now, it can't be gainsaid, that the so-called differences are only
apparent and not at all real. Otherwise it would follow that the saints were
fallible and wanting in farsightedness like ordinary mortals. ct The secrets
of religion are hidden in the inmost recesses of a cave"38 This saying applies
only to those who take these unreal differences for real ones. Such men are
always persecuted by doubts, and unable to ascertain the truth they blindly
follow in the make of great men.34

To conclude, the Hindu philosophers though they have pursued different
tracks have ultimately arrived at the same destination " Thou art, O
Lord, the goal of all, though tastes being different, they may travel by straight
or round-about paths, even as the sea is of all waters, though flowing by diverse
channels."85

32.

33.

34.
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It is clear, therefore, that Mukti or Salvation is the goal or ultimatum
of the six Schools of Hindu Philosophy; and though they may differ a little

on minor points, they are essentially at one so far as their fundamental topics
are concerned. To outside students and uninformed inside students of our

Philosophy and metaphysics with its harmonious affirmations in the realms

of logic, cosmology, psychology, epistemology, eschatology, ontology and

ethics, our philosophical achievement appears as a bewildering and even

self-contradictory and discordant variety. But a careful study will show the

harmonious, grand and sublime design proportion and construction of the

palatial fabric of Hindu thought. The Lord Krishna said in the Gita "
I

am the science of spirituality among all sciences ; and among utterers of truth

I am the utterance of spiritual truth."
86 Thus the unity of all Hindu Philoso-

phy is in God and in Mukti.

Competent authorities are of opinion that these different systems of

Hindu philosophy are not really conflicting. If we take into consideration,

the purpose and the stand-point of each system and also the AdhiKari (the

class of students) for whom it is intended, we can satisfy ourselves that their

differences are only apparent and could be reconciled. Vijnana Bhikshu

who has written elaborate commentaries on the Sainkhya, the Yoga, the

Brahma-sutras and the Upanishads has made an attempt to reconcile the

different schools of Hindu philosophy from the stand-point of the Vedanta

of Badarayana. He has shown that the Nyaya, the Samkhya and the other

schools are not, as we might at first sight, be led to suppose, mutually con-

flicting, and that the differences in their views are due to the fact that they

had different ends in view. Madhusudana Saraswati has uttered the same

truth. He says in his Prasthana BhedcF that the Munis (sages) cannot be

in error, considering that they were omniscient. The different views have

been propounded by them only in order to keep off all nihilistic theories,

and because they were afraid that human beings, with their inclinations towards

the object of the world, could not be expected at once to know the true goal

of man. The well-known Oriental scholar late Professor Maxmuller says:
" The longer I have studied the various systems, the more have I become

impressed with the truth of the view taken by Vijnana Bhikshu and others

that there is behind the variety of the six systems a common fund of what

may be called national or popular philosophy."_
35.
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"A SHORT LAY OF MINSTREL"
OR

SIRUPPAN ARRUPPADI
BY

K. BALASUNDARA NAYAKAR, M.A.,

Sirupan arruppadai is a part of the well known Tamil anthology calledPattu-

ppatlu or Ten Idyls. It is composed in agaval metre to the extent of 269 lines.

The author is Idaikkali nattu Nallur Nathathanar. This nadu is famous for

cocoanuts and salt farmings. It is in Chenglepet District adjoining to the sea-

shore and as this area is engulfed by backwaters this is named as Idaikkali

Nadu z.e., an extent of land surrounded by sea-waters. An intermediate

portion in between the portal of a house and the inner side of it is also called

Idaikkali. Koval Idaikali is famous among Vaishnavites. Inidaikali of Tiru-

kkovalur the first three Alwars sang in praise of Lord Vishnu and had His
dharsan. This incident took place in an intermediate portion of a house
and so this place is named as Koval idaikali.

In Idaikkali nadu there is a village by name Nallur where the author
of this poem was flourishing. His name is Nathathanar and in honour of his

scholarship in Tamil the prefix
'

na '

(5) is added to his name such as Nappi-
nnai, Naccellai, Nakkirar and so on. There was another poet by name Natha-
thanar who composed a Tamil grammar relating to prosody whose rules are

employed in the commentaries of Yapparungalam and Yapparungalakkarigai
as authority. In distinction with this author the former is called Nallur Natha-
thanar, specifying his birth place.

In this poem the author praises the benefaction of Nalliakkodan, a chief
of Oymanadu in South Arcot District near Tindivanam and gives geographical
structure of its region and the social life of its inhabitants.

The territory which was under the sway of Nalliakkodan is mentioned
as Ma-vilangai (u /r^su^ac*) in this poem and further it is said that he was
the descendent of Oviyar tribe. Ptolemy in his history mentions this Oviyar
family and this Mavilangai as belonging to Bazaar Naga tribe holding sway
over Melangae. Ptolemy flourished in Alaxandria about the middle of the
2nd century A. D. in the reign of Antominus Pius and died in 163 A D After
he had visited the Tamil country, when he wrote the history of Tamil Nad
he did not say about who the King of Mavilangai was. From this poem we
UBdersfemd that Nalliakkodan was the only benevolent ruler of the Tamil
terntoiy called Mavilangai, flourishing some years after the death of seven
bounteous chiefs. The age of seven petty chiefs, according to the conclusionof scholars ,s, not later than the first half of the 2nd century, A. D during
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which period the prowess and supermacy of the three crowned Kings, namely
Chera, Chola, Pandyas had decayed as a result of the invasion of Kalabras

who were none other than Kalvar as mentioned in Sangam Literature. So,

he yoked the burden of giving away gifts etc. Nalliakkodan was the only

famous and noteworthy ruler in Oviyar tribe. During the visit of Ptolemy
this Nalliakkodan would have been a reputed ruler of Mavilangai. So, the

age of Nalliakkodan would have been the second half of the 2nd century

A. D. I shall discuss some of the facts regarding Nalliakkodan and his family

in detail at the end of this article.

The study of this poem furnishes in detail about the civilization of the

people who lived in about two thousands years ago, so that we can adopt
some important customs and habits of our ancesters to lead well settled life

in our modern days.

Now I shall give the gist of the poem which would enlighten even the

Non-Tamils who have no opportunity to read the Tamil Sangam classics

in original.

The author guides a poor minstrel to the court of Nalliakkodan in order

to receive enormous bounty from him to ward off his misery of ever lasting

poverty. In the Pattuppattu there is another arruppadai in which a minstral

who used to play on a big lute is guided by another minstrel of the same cata-

gory, to the court of Ilanthirayan, the ruler of Kanchi. As the minstral men-

tioned in this poem is accustomed to play on a small lute and as this poem
is small in extent when compared to that mentioned above, this is called Sirupan

arruppadai and the former Perum pan arruppadai. In Tamil there is a tradition

that bards, poets and dancers who received gifts from the opulents or Kings
are kind enough to guide another man of his status to the same philonthropic

gentleman to derive the same benefit as he did. There is a specific grammatical
rule regarding the composition of this sort of arruppadais (guides). This

method is a poetical convention by which a poet panegyrizes the good qualities

of certain kings or lords. This poem is also the same.

A gifted minstrel is coming back from Nalliakkodan with abundant

wealth and sees a hunger stricken minstrel of his rank with his large number

-of dependants. Filled with pity and kindness he advises him to go to the court

of Nalliakkodan while the poverty smitten party is taking rest under the cool

shadow of kadamba trees.

Description: of the spot where the minstrels met:

A blue hill is towering on a hill that gives purple shades and mountain

streams are flowing down in sparkling cascades which seem to be the garlands

of the fair Damsel-Earth. The water flowing at the foot of the hill formed

into a river and filled all the tanks in its course of the running. On the banks

.of the river are dense groves which are flaming with flowers replete with perfume-

.Kuyils on the leafy trees tear the fresh flowers with their beaks on the branches
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and scatter colourful ^petals on -the black .ripplsd^sands- Such ofthe.-sppts
on the bank which are covered with" thick.. fldwees .look"; like the :outspread
black tresses of Damsel-Earth. On that -way the^itinerant minstrel, pacty^

men and women, strong and fair, took their routeJike a.mQviag.bed-oC flowers,

to the famous court of Nalliakkodan. The --handsronua. woman, of the t:party

grew tired, for her tender f^et treaded her wearyvway^on'ihe.softsaadjnb&nksj
after traversing many fair groves and green -fields,. hilte andrdalds^ an/1 at. la&fc

reached the wild burning sands where Jher.soft feefrrwereroiDtcini apposition to

withstand the heat of the gravels by which her tonddi: feefe'Wsre huito-and aa

a consequence of it she sought the shelter under the lined shadow of tall kadamba
trees. The path .was, an ..endless -sandy track .whose .fields were, parched and
so it is necessary for her .to ,take . re&t and to ., relieve the fatigye of walking^

The ministrel Belle of tbe party.
She is of rare -grace of.womanly perfections and has feminine charms

of rhythmic curves and soft supple undulations. Her perfiimed tresses of

bright black colour are rippling down her fair neck: Her delibate waist looks

like a dusky screen cloud against a gold canopied evening hill. PBa-cockk

seeing her willowy-gait, spread* their gk>wing i feathers ,w&ijch JiaKft-.'gis&a and
blue acelli and finding*that they -do notrhave/thfe resemblance x>fiiheE^$i1v fed
ashamed to stand in front 'of 'her :and 'hide, themselves intone
Her bare ankles are slender and. 'her bleeding, soles looked:

tongue of a jaded^dog, . Her fitai and 'stifong^leg^^at^.every-,step*ldk>kedvlike
the trunk of a lusty cow^etephant. Her smtooth, thighs, orua^againsfc-aaotfasr

challenge the trunks *of 'plantain, tree, which grow, outliercool* diilLF sid^. Her

pearl like teeth naturally ^surge sweat juice,akin,itx^t

of palmyra: She is ,a& chaste . as .rnnllai: bods .wlriohhgEQW in?.abundance-; in

forests. While she -takes rest*, herbages caress* her.jfaicfandrfeo&tfeefe to^xlispfil

the strain of walking* a , long distanoe-

Advice given- to the poor minstrel. The - rewarded minstrel1 Uold : tfefc

head of the party as followes:
tc

I welcome you, brother harpist; you are coming here, I ^presume/ urged
by sinitting poverty -which has embittered yaupflife,ttore^:^bbumtyxfrom the

benevolent chief from whom* I 'am coming -b&ck-richly%gifedd
tomed to play on your small harp' wWoh*ydULres
and to awaken melodious tUnes^ fifem1 it. Tfife pathiyou
dominions belonging to great and prosperous kings ^nd.'ichfofisairi&

reputed for their gracious -bounty*- - They ar^.ChcoravCliDlaianxLPajKi^
and seven bounteous chiefs namely Pegan, Pari, Kari, Ay, , Nalli, Adigan
and Ori. For your information*^and 'guidance I 'shkll give you, some details

of them and of their, territory,**""he said/

"
Cholet country is othenrosa^callad^west^nirldnd^ ^fulltioffflooded tfi^lds

in which lilies of languid- petals -are h&ving fasdnatkigiaupoarancev, Fisfeiis
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over i the surface of the. glassy waters. BufFalos with
white jmizzle^goigg invsearch *>f their food will- crash the fishes under their

fern -feet and-will: eat lily./plants -with* their 'flowers. Suddenly they will seek
foit^^occEnibrtatde place to chew the cud slowly to .the ^dripping of honey drops
from the immature flowers. Then they-will sleep on-a soft floral bed of white

jasmines. .Thus, the, fertile. Chera country is. under, ihe sway of a Chera King
who engraved his. emblem of bow on the. Hymalayas ia the north. The gift
made l?y the -capital city of that Country (Vapji) having river wide-yawning
gate ways, will' be 'deemed to be very small when compared with the gift of
Nalliakkddan to whose- capital you are now marching."

rPANDYA JCGUFJTRY.
*Blabk' baboons, wearing *pith*

w

garland under their j ears and having red
breafctsras^a restflt*-6^5meaTin:g

i6F red dust from a Mzn<z (tree-which-was chiselled
to -put into the- shape of-an axle 6f a -wheel/ will merrily follow the children
6f skit "vendors wHiie they drive their carts laden 7with salt -bags -accompained
wftlr their -wives -^frhose silken tresses rest -on -their -willowy waists, and
\tfrll~play -with' them a 1 kind -Of* game- ealted M:the souriding of rattle." "This
rarttie'is- a* toy

-which is-made -of sea-shells J

keeping: ^pearls inside it to produce
a- sott-6f Tswebt sourfd'

J

if it is shaken. The toy ^wilT^have serrated edges. In
Tamil itisrcalidd*rG?ilu Gilu'" (*js>7j>?/) according to :the sound it produces.
This-game is- fdayed^onr the sea-shore^fjSr^^^Vth^ -sea port town of Paridyas,

The'^Cing^of it is^a^desceridant of a!

long
r

^line of guafdians of Southern Part
of*the 'Tamil* country. -He- captured his enemy 'doriiinions marching against
them-^tfftlr large^xpddition. --He-is holding^ his ^away of that country under
the ta

regal %hade *6f 4his -white umbrellaAround ^whibh ^are Changing strings of

pearls. ^Her isr crownedr with lautais 6f victory
1 atld is the^ lord of wind-speed

charrots. HEie is H the v
fcmg*~6f Madurai which ''is the Biertropolity of Pandya

Rings arid * Which 'is ^praised as the "-eternal ^home^^of 'Taitiil" language in the

Classics, ^or its-antiqifity* and' far-famedrStrefcts t>fjtibilant crowds no other

city is great in Tamil country. Even such a city isiess than the great realm
of- ftfalliakhodan &QI*whose* cowt you^are marching with weary- steps."

ie^ Capital orGheras.

country/Kadamba* trees wfth utfibrageous leaves and bright
red flowers densfely girdle the' bafiks 6f placid waters. 'The* flower of these

trees will drop their stamefBts^artd:^f*ftlis*X)ntthe watering steps of the tanks

-which look tHkei pamtiags* ofitgoldiand red-vennicille. -Lotus buds resembling
*heUusty^breasts x>f ib^autiful^^w^man^and^favoured >|>y gods, begin to opan

rr^s *of dhe-stm-\t?hich*su5ges ?in^ the orient.

Dragon-' !flie3?*sieep ^br^ie nighti inrg&id-Hke^sedd vessals of pink pstalled

-"flowers, * eririxrociag **hear:laveKmates .and ^ fly at*.dawn singing their

. *mie *f-' ^^JbamaKxm^^rAly .
i TJhen i ^Ihey dance . with open wings

' the cnps^fi lotas flowers rto^suok honey fooitfi 4hein *which are abound
t Cftr^w^to/VlthecoapritaL dity t&fcGh&las* is . surrounded by
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these fertile lands. This Chola King devastated the hanging fortresses of his

foes which had fine and strong enclosures. Against low walls of which, oxen

bellowing like thunder, scratched their itchy necks. Such strong Urandal
is also less in bestowing presents to you than the capital of Nalliakkodan
from whom you are thinking of getting bounty.

Besides these three Kings, there were seven benevalent Chiefs in Tamil
Nad. Among them Pegan was a descendant of 4viyar tribe (^ofiizj/r^ip.)
whose fertile mountains over-flow with cool streams on all sides. Once on
a rainy day, when a pea-cock appraised its smittirig cold by a meek cry, Pegan',
without discrimination covered his valuable shawl on it. Pan, who is famous
in classic lore for boundless charity was the lord of the purple Parambu hills

(UJDU L/./ &>) now known as Piranmalai. One day while he was riding
on his luxuriant chaiot, some creepers ofjasmine plant hanging without support,
prevented his way. Part, presuming that the creepers required some support,
stopped his beautiful and well wrought chariot on the spot and laid the creepers
over it so that they might prosper well. Kari, with circling heroic wristlets
was a terror to his foes who dared not to think to face his death dealing lance.
He, by the gifts of his entire lands together with steeds that were decked with
bridles of sweet chiming of silver bells, staggered the world to follow his foot-
path. Ay, whose shoulders were beautiful with smearing of sandal-paste
and had scars of ever resting bow, offered a rare cloth given to him by
a King of Naga (, SOIST&V) of blueblack hue, to the deity templed under
a banyan tree. Adigan, offered a black and beautiful fruit of Nelli-the elixer
v/Yoe-which grew on the top of a tree on the side of his majestic blue hill
to the poetess Awai without informing her the merit of the fruit which would
prolong the life of those who ate it. He did not think to eat it and live for
a long time with healthy body. Nalli (**rf) satisfied the hearts of thosewho sought his bountiful friendship and by his unebbling generosity bestowedenormous gifts on them so that they did not approach any philonthropicman for want of gifts.

Ort, the master of a horse that defeated another Chief Kari, who posses-sed a horse of the same strength as that of the former, gave away his lands

lounLT7 S

.
Wlth Ut ******** their talents. None of these sevenbounteous chiefs was as great as Nalliakkodan in generosity."

Qualities of Nalliakkodan.

ana
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in cowardly retreat and for it he is praised by one and all. His bounteous

hands are compared to timely rains which do not expect any recompense

from the world for the benefit they give. After knowing that he is giving

numerous she-elephants and ornaments to the minstrels, we approached

him with our musical instruments, in the hope of getting rid of our everlasting

poverty and smitting hunger. We sang in praise of his unsurpassable lineage

and his father's land of soaring hills
"

said he.

Before going to Nalliakkodan, the guide himself was in great distress

of poverty. His hearth was cold and covered with mushrooms of hallow

stalks. Bamboos from the thatch of his house were falling down, for they

were aged and gnawed by white ants. In his fire-place, she-dog which recently

gave birth to the pups, meekly cried not with-standing the pain of feeding

the blind pups at her dry breast. His tambourine girl used to pick some Vetai

greens naturally growing on dust shoot and cooked them without salt. Fear-

ing the curiosity of tell-tales, she closed the doors of the kitchen and served

them to her large kindred who ate them half bellyful Thus his hunger was

not quenched due to want of foodstuffs. After visiting Nalliakkodan, his

starvation and that of his men had disappeared altogether.

The gifts made by Nalliakkodan are stately chariots, tuskers which were

terror striking and decked with chiming bells to appraise people before and

after their coining and other valuable ornaments etc.

The minstrel gives description of the routes leading to the capital of Nallia-

kkodan as follows:

" The high waves of the blue sea run against white sands; your path

lies by such a sea-shore where you can see aloes (&**&&) blooming with swan

shaped flowers and where early spring flowers of gold mohur trees seem to

cheat your eyes. There are other trees also to attract your attention. After

your long march you will reach Eyilppattinam which lies on the sea shore

and which is surrounded by numerous small villages. That town is famous

for its fortified walls encircled by blue waters. There you will meet the good

wives of the sea-land who used to make flaming red fire with the help of aktt

wood brought by sea waves and who would prepare mature-toddy for their

men. If you tune your lyre in accordance with the steps of dancing of your

ladies and sing in praise of the ruler of Kidangil (a town) you will, in every

hamlet, be served with the porched meat of kuzhal-fish cought from their

fresh water tanks."

" On your way to Veloor, red bean-nuts with be hanging fairly like threaded

coral wreaths. Kaya trees are repleted with sapphire blue buds which look

like a flock of pea-cocks, if they bloomed, Muswtdai flowers hang on their

boughs like spindles and kandal flowers open their petals like pink fingers

of a fair damsel. While mullai flowers are as chaste as home templed wives,

a sort of vermilian creepers are found covering on the bowers of gardens.

If you turn your steps towards the west you will reach Veloor while the setting
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smnvil! be descendin^he^hilis. Veloor isr famous for
^

whos<rpetals are bright and sharp like sharp lances. -In that town

Wiir^be^rovided-with -delicioiis sour rice,' hot from the fire, together

roasted ^meat of venison, as your refreshment;"

"
if: you^go further, you wilLhave-4o cross cultivable lands-where Kanchi

trees abound and King-fishers whose beaks-.aro.like,gold,.would ,be k^ppiAg

vigilant watch over the- surface of the unfathomable tanks, to. pick up fishes

for their food. ^Vhen they try to'do so they incidentally tear iher-brodd leaves

of Jotus, plants. "Redreyed' blue" bees" buzz round the cups 6f honey Which

are obtainable in*: the, open, petalled. lotus 'flowers;, the scenery Will* be like the

shadowyrplanefrt ofRaahu round the sun. Thus 'the agricultural lands around

the.'City of Amoor. are 'fascinating 'the eyes of the w^y-farers. 'This city is

wideband.guarded, by strong arid sturdy sentries arid its ware-houses are cobl

and beautiful. "You can stay in villages that encircle the city arid the inhabi-

tants of those villages are, so'- kind and hospitable as to bar you' from leaving

the, place. .The.house wives who are sisters io. tillers would treat you as their

own children and provide you wftfuall the comforts. They will serve you
with sweet and savoury 'dishes containing the roasts of erales arid snow white

rice -prepared
u
by 'sfcflful cooks.'"

"After taking rest in- such -

villages, if you walk further,, tthe

of- NalKakkodan is not far* off. The festive appearance of the city will attract

every one who happens to have a glimpse of it. Tuskers would be making
loud noise and would produce cloudy dusts by walking swiftly in the streets.

The*tcrwering~gates^and the Wty r*doors- of the -palace woiild ever be ^opened
1o6k "like the* cloven- ofthe *Menrhtlls. 'Min'strelsrpoets/ Ar^Brahmins

deeply learned inWedic lore, wf11 have easjr access itrtcr the place/tfor,
according^to'the insrtmctions of the-riiler, it is- unnecessary for* them*

permission* to eftterinto the palace'
pwhich is^gtiarded 'byrride men."

)BcahnaBS ^praise "him - thus;

to'those-who"do* him good ;
:ffe*detests the companyr-6f

the
l

low-imrfd^d;
l

-he*-is'sffet7rionate to^one-aitd-ill arid' his'Tace i

-His-renowfied wamor^ praise hinv.as>folk>ws :

fc6 He is an asylum to those who seek refuge in him and"he does-not-have
hactred. against: his* foes;-* heswillf-fight^houkieritto .shotdder with

soldier^/'

Damsels who have rayed eyes praise .him in the* following manner:

tesires ^of^idajnas&Is',aiid r
^stisfy>2their passions;

br,*activeiaiidmwer r became ^ar^teoltdnr.thenhatidsrofihisfiove;*e 49MJUnfaurry i4o*ratieve:4fee Idfettess .^>f>>his >totevad * women. "
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r 3 minstrels -extol him* as shown below,:

"He will be snnpteiit^ the presence of those whose studies are
hb will discourse witirequat wisdom with iearned meir^vho comedo his court
in-orddr to-gert bounty. H will'give re\vards to the -worthy'pecsems accordftig
to~ their merit" said- he.

"
If you approach him 5 in the midst of the learned like the mooiuia the

brilliant host of stars, he will seem to be happy and bright with cheerful counte-
nance. Then-you can tune your harp- which

;
is well \vrought wife embellished

designs of-divine* figures engraved''on-itv Your*bkrp*is blue black irrcohfcir
like K&lktartree; -the craft *of 'it* attracts eveirthe~god of music. Yta"mn9!
stir nector-sweet 'music-on "thfe'lwisted^-chors" of your harp*'and sirig^sangs^n
praise of * NaHIakkoddn thus-;

"
said the guide.

" Oh King, you are a praise worthy gentleman for your gifts and by
virtue of your ever lasting benefactions your, hand is shaped* as aJianging lotus

bud; your shoulders iare shelters fop 'flagging-warriors andlanguished damsels;
your sceptre protects the /tiller of the .soil; your,, lance flames in fury at the

sight of your enemy kings who own stately war chariots."

ftc

Before<you .finish your song o praise^ he will give you enormous clothes

as white and thin as the.epjdermal lining of the hollow bamboo. He will

serve you with* sweet mead to the extent that will* 'make your head 'tfllr as a
snake sways his" 'hood Jleft' and Bright in anger and 'then you will "be provided
witfc:the delicious food prepared 'in accordance with* thfe- raids of ctriMary
as Jaid'dowa by -Btieemasena, the elddr brother of Arjuna who satisfifed^the

god of lire by^ setting, fife on thfe Kandawa forest with the aid of Irissharp
arrows: A' good number of Species of thfe fdodwill'be served in goidetoncops

kept in circular form befdre you. He will be standing by your sidd~all:i
thfe

while^ to feast you with unebbing hospitality. After dinner-is^overyou wifl

bfetbestowed;.witii^enoniHms^we^ dianronds >and^ gold

H*
vanquished kings > for . hia^ ovtaan sake.

'

**
Besides, he will^ve you chariots wrought in^ all 'grace and'beanty by

adept craftsman, yoked
-

,with" wMte btillg (^joar er/^^) ^speedhigjlikbrhtorsefi

witk,chariateers., Tfie chkriots are kfept teady well
v

tested%nd theyiarcsmooth

and -r fast running" concluded
'

the guide,

The author, like other sangam poets, is a natmrarcpoetiand se hia&dds-

criptioaro,the faui:,regipns^rL9Bly.,hills^ forests, sea-shores and^culiwable

lands and,of -the social lifesofUheii^habitants are realistiCvand without exagge-

ration*, Hesempjoys.ihfi-similfiiniappropjiate manner which ven the modern

ppets whado^notlik,.figur^f.,sppe^siiGh as hyperbole and poetic -fallacy

highly appreciate, them-

8.
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At the outset of this poem, he compares the mountains and sparkling
cascades flowing from them, to the breasts of Earth Damsel and to the gar-

lands of colourful pearls, hanging round her shoulders, respectively. He
concludes the poem by addusing another simile that on the peaks of the hills,

misty drizzling clouds are girdling, among which pea-cocks appeared with blue

bejewelled fans which look like Akil (^/Ai) fume mantled blue tresses of

damsels.

The comparison made to the pink and tender feet of the minstrel-Belle,

which are bare, with the drooping red tongue of a jaded dog is real and com-
mendable. When he describes the beauty of the limbs of the minstrel-Belle,

the employment of perversive and gardand-similies are par excellance. Those
lines are quoted as example by the all commentators of rhetoric grammar
in Tamil.

19 - 23)

Though the author mentions three crowned kings and seven bounteous

Chiefs of Tamil Nad, he did not give the names of the Kings. So it is very
difficult to surmise who were those kings. But, we know from this poem
that Nalliakkodan was holding his sway over a small territory known as Mavi-

langai, after the demise of the seven bounteous chiefs. The author says that

Nalliakkodan was yoked with the burden of the benevolent act of giving away
gifts and rewards to minstrels, bards etc., so that they did not feel the absence

of those chiefs.

Nalliakkodan was the descendant of an ancient Oviyar tribe pertaining
to the Tamil country. The word Oviyar (gsSur) may be interpreted as

those who are adept in drawing and painting figures. In olden days, some
of the tribes were named after their profession, but no caste distinction was

prevailing then. Thirayar were the sea-faring tribe; Maravar were renowned
for valour in fighting; Panar were well versed in singing and playing on lutes;

Kuttar or dancer were famous for dancing in the courts of kings and chiefs.

In that manner Oviyar were skilful in the art of drawing and painting. Some
of the Tamil tribes ruled over certain small territories and such family were
exalted as regnal party,

Mavilangai consisted of the present North and South Arcot Districts,

which were called Aruva and Aruvavadathalai Nadus. Why was this portion
of the land called Mavilangai or Greater Ceylon ? Some authors are of opinion
that Mavilangai was as fertile as Ceylon in producing all sorts of commodities
and hence this name. A few say that as the region is akin to Ceylon in shape

9
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and is greater in extent this is named as Mavilangai. We may attribute both
the reasons to the name of this territory.

Nalliakkodan excelled all his ancestors belonging to the Oviyar tribe

who ruled over Mavilangai in all respects and acquired reputation by various

means. As the author says the bounty of Mavilangai in those days, no doubt,
was greater than the countries of Chera, Chola and Pandiya, for, these crowned

kings of the three countries had temporary decline of power during the time of

Nalliakkodan in the middle of the 2nd century A. D. At that time the Kala-

bras, a tribal invaders made their entry into the Tamil country and caused
some calamities. As a consequence of it, great confusion and chaos pre-
vailed in the country and this may be attributed to the main reason for the

deterioration of the power of the three crowned kings. We come across

the name of this tribe in Sangam literature that one Pulli was the chief of it

who captured and ruled over Venkatam hills and their vicinities. It seems
that Nalliakkodan was in friendly terms with the intruders and so he was not

made the victim of them.

Another poet Nannaganar, a contemporary of this author also paregy-
rized Nalliakkodan stating that he was the chief of Mavilangai where tanks

abounded and waters from them would be flowing through conduit with

sweet sound. In that poem ('-I/DM 176) this langai is mentioned as
fc"

great

great langai
**

(Q^^o/raO^^^s) Further he says that Nalliakkodan

was the supporter of minstrels who played on small harp and who praised
him as a mountain of reputation. The poem runs as follows:

LD&9T

The same author sang also in praise of another ruler of langai by name
Villi Adon (<sQs*>ffG

t

*n> &ssr) who was well known for his bow, as shown here

under.

**

379)

Nalliathan belonging to the descent of Oviyar tribe is also mentioned

in Puram, perhaps he might have been a philonthropist. These three great

men belonged to the Oyman family which was the name of a certain petty

chief who lived in Tamilagam. The portion of the land which belonged to

that family was called Oyma Nadu, a portion of Mavilangai. Gradually

they extended their territory and named it as Mavilangai.

During the time of Villi Adan, Movilangai would have been a small

territory as it is mentioned in Puram, merely as langai, without any epithat,

Because Nalliakkodan was the ruler of the hills on whose psaks sweet

music was always heard, he was called Nal-iyak-Kodan i.e., he who possessed

10 10
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the peaks of hills with ever lasting music or he who enjoyed the ever lasting

melody of scientific music on the hills (Nal-good ; lyam musical instrument ;

kodan possesser of the peaks or enjoyer) is so -

Eyirpaihinam one of the sea port towns as mentioned in this poem :s

otherwise called Sopattinam. Now, it is known as Sadras or Sadurangappatti-
nam (/>.,} the fortified town. Some are of opinion that Eyirpattinam is Mara-
kkonam where salt farming is being done nowadays. Kidangil was the capital
of Mavilangai. Though it is in ruined condition now, the remnant of its

strong walls and ditch are found near Tindivanam in South Arcot District.
Amoor and Veloor are also mentioned in the poem. In those days Amoor
was mostly inhabited by Brahmins' family which never decayed by any means.
Vppu Veloor has a legend after it.

A vivid and pathetic description of poverty, the character of the hero
of the poem, and the formation and structure of the lute are noteworthy in
this poem. We know from this poem that Bheemasen, the elder brother
of Arjuna is said to have written a book on cookery which was familiar in
Tamil Nad even in 2nd century A. D. when kings and chiefs employed cooks
who knew the rules of this book, for cooking business in their palaces It
is true that the people of Tamil Nad were familiar with the story of Maha
Bharata m Tamil or Sanskrit verses and respected it.

In conclusion, I say, that this poem contains platitude of informations,
literary embellishment and -geographical structure of the lands Hence it
is worth while reading and appreciating.

11



THE DATE OF KALIDASA
BY

K. S. N. BRAHMAM, B.A.,B.L.,

Advocate, Visakhapatnam.

Kalidasa's greatness as a poet is a well-established fact which needs no

reiteration. The observation of the King among the Critics, Anandavardhana,

in his Dhwanyaloka 1.6. Vritti, that among the host of poets Kalidasa and

such others numbering one or two, or at the most four or five alone would

be counted as great,
1

is very significant in that it makes Kalidasa the type of

the great Poet. Bhoja, the critic among the Kings, illustrates one of his propo-

sitions by the stanza

iffr ft^rc: ifeiTO sraara; ii

(Saraswati Kanthabharana Ch. 2 Ver. 222).

and indirectly acknowledges the authoritative position of Kalidasa. It must

be said that there is as much unanimity in the acceptance of Kalidasa's great-

ness as there is divergence in the fixation of his date. The range of difference

at one time was so great as to be appalling and it had Hippolyte Fauche at

one extreme pushing it to the 8th century B. C.
!
and Weber at the other pulling

it to the llth century A. D.
8 One view was based mainly on the surmise

that the poet must be a contemporary of Agnivarna, the last King referred

to in the Raghuvamsa and the other on the belief that the traditional connec- .

tion of the poet with the court of Bhoja is true. They have been very early

given up, and rightly too, as the poet who has known Vatsyana's Kama Sutras
4

and Bharata and his Natyasastra
8
could not be assigned to a period earlier

to them or as the poet who has been eulogised in about A.D. 630 by Bana 8

2. Ref. M. A. Karandikar. Introduction to his Edition of
' Kumara Sambhava.'

3. Ref. V. Venkataraya Sastri. Introduction to his Edition of
'

Meghasandesam.'

4. Cf. Abijnana Sakuntalam iv. 18 with Kamasutra iv. 1. 37-42.

5. Cf. Vikramorvasiya II. 18 with Ch. 1 of N. S. and Abhijnana Sakuntalam V. 2

with the Rasa theory of N. S. Ref. also to para (a) on P. 41 of Kane's History of Sanskrit

poetics (1951 Ed.)

t

6.

sft%%crefe **#* *

(Harshacharito about A. D, 620).
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and Ravikirti
7
could not be relegated to a period subsequent to them. If

Malavikagnimitram is also accepted as Kalidasa's, the date of Agnimitra

namely B. C. 160 fixes the lower limit. But even as it is the range of difference

is not small and it covers a period of about seven centuries from the time of

Agnimitra in B, C. 160 to the time of Yasodharman in A. D. 532. Sarada-

ranjan Ray,
8 C. Kunhan Raja

9 and some others proposed the theory that

he was a court poet of Agnimitra Sunga. The general Indian opinion in-

cluding that of Karandikar,
10

Chattopadhyaya,
11 Ramachandra Dikshitar,

1*

Jhala
u* and others is that he lived in the first century B. C., in the court

of Vikramaditya of Ujjaini. Vincent A. Smith,
15

Ray Chaudhuri,
14 R. K.

Mukherji,
15

Keith,*
6 Macdonell 17 and many others assign him to the Gupta

period in general; all the five referred to above preferring to hold Chandra

Gupta II as his patron and some others
18

preferring to accept Kumara Gupta I

and Skanda Gupta as his patrons. Then there are others such as Fergusson,

Max Muller, Bhandarkar,
19

P. T. Srinivasa lyyangar
w who advocated the

theory of 6th century A. D. Now let us scan these different views that are

in the field.

Taking first the last of these theories as it can be disposed off very soon,

. it would be evident that the main stay of it is the tradition of the Nine Gems
of the court of Vikramaditya which runs as follows

I

KWWT ^rifr

Fergusson accepts this Vikramaditya tradition and identifies him with Harsha-

Vikramaditya, who, he says, wanted to commemorate the event of his defeat-

ing the Sakas on the battle at Karrur in A. D. 544 at the same time giving

it an antiquity by antedating it by 600 years. The theory of antedating is

not only absurd
6

prima facie
'

but also defeats the very purpose ofcommemo-
rating the specific event of A. D, 544 and therefore is not accepted by otters.

7.

3 wraf

(Aihole Ins. ofPulakesin II of A. D. 634).

8. Introduction to his Edition of Abhynana Sakuntalam.

9. Referred to by G. C. Jhala in his
4

Katidasa A study.'

10. Introduction to his Ed. of
'

Kumarasambhava.'
1 1 . Referred to by G. J, Somayaji in the introduction to his Edition of

'

Meghasandesam,*
IZ. Gupta Polity. 12-A.

*
Kalidasa A study.'

13. Early History of India,

14. Political History of Ancient India.

15. Gupta Empire. 16. History of Sanskrit Lit.

17. History of Sanskrit Literature.

18. For example S. Sathianathaier's
" A Political and Cultural History of India

"
Vol. 1 .

19. For these ref. Karandikar's intro. to his Edn. of
'

Kumarasambhava.'
20. Advanced History of India (Hindu period).
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Macdoaell says that in fact Sakas were defeated by Yasodharman, and he

had no title of Vikramaditya. Max Mailer, however, also holds that Kali-

dasa flourished in the 6th century A.D. on the basis of the same tradition

but for the reason that some of the others in the
' Nine Gems '

such as Varaha-

mihira and Amarasimha flourished in that century. Their dates too, however,
are not definite. Further it may be stated here that the stanza itself is to be

found in
'

Jyotirvidabharana
'

a work alleged to be that of Kalidasa as itself

proclaims, along with some other stanzas as the following

33

t aft^ n

00
: II*

1

If the whole of it is accepted it gives the date B. C. 34 but the other eight of

the
* Nine Gems' could never have flourished at that period. So, there is

a snag somewhere in this tradition and therefore it cannot be readily accepted.

However the Mandasore Inscription of the time of A. D. 473 composed

by Vatsabhatti definitely decided against this theory Some of the stanzas

in that Inscription are
"
similar to and reminiscent of the verses of Kalidasa's

Rtusamhara and Meghaduta."
33 The last line of the Inscription runs as

<jjfr%4 SRiffi ^fo?n tfisrafg^T
* and that shows the capacity of the Penagerist

and excludes the possibility of Kalidasa himself imitating him.

Then it is convenient to deal with the theory of first century B. C. as

that too can be easily rejected. It also is supported mainly by the same tradi-

tion of Vikrarnaditya, and the advocates of this theory feel that the traditional

Vikramaditya can be no other than the originator of an Era of that name.

They argue that the title
"
Vikramorvasiyam" is very significant and that

the passage in the I Act of that drama put into the mouth of Chitraradha

as an address to the King Pururavas running

is clear enough in pointing out who that Vikrama was. They say

that Kathasaritsagara narrates the story of one Vikramaditya of Ujjaini who

was described there as a son of one Mahendra and conclude that he must

be the same as the one hinted at in the above passage. Of course the stanza

in the Jyotirvidabharana also appears to indicate a date in the first century

before Christ. But after al I is said, the theory itself is based mainly on the

2L Ref. V* Venkataraya Sastri, Introduction to his Edition of
' Kumarasambhava

*

and also N. Jagannadharao's
4 Andhra Mahasaoirajyam

'

Vol. 1 (Tel). Any way I feel that

there is a mistake m the second of the stanzas which should read; gp^ for &=rc; |

22. G. C. Jhala
6 Kalidasa A study.' The similarities were also pointed out.

23. Select Inscriptions P. 288. See also Macdonell's A History of Sanskrit Literature

(1 928 Ed) P. 321 & G. C. Jhala' Kalidasa a study
'

pages 4 and 5.
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tradition contained in the Jyotirvidabharana, wliich speaks of the * Nine
Gems * as well, a definite fact against the Pre-Christian Era dating. Further
even though it mentions a Vikramaditya it does not hint at all of any connection
of him with the Era. The stanza which gives a date is corrupted by a mis-

reading in my opinion of which I will speak further on. Though nobody
can deny the existence of a Vikramaditya

24 earlier than Chandragupta II it

is not definite when and where he flourished. The story of Kalakacharya
of the Jain tradition speaks of Vikramaditya of Ujjaini as a son of not Mahendra
but Gardhabhilla.25 Besides all these the fact that the poet made a historical

person who was quite recent by then, namely, Agnimitra, specifically the hero
of a plot would militate against the theory that he adorned the court of Vikra-

maditya, if any such existed, of the 1st century B. C. Having made mere
indirect references, if the passages and the title were significant, to his own
King he would not have made another King directly a hero of one of his plots.
One of two things alone is possible under the circumstances; one being that

the alleged references are mere fancies and the poet flourished during the reign
period of Agnimitra himself or the other being that the references are true
but indicate some other Vikramaditya and by then As;ni/nitra has become
one of the legendry figures of Puranic status.

Finally the connection of the Era with Vikrama was itself very late. Albe-
neeni (A. D. 103O) definitely mentions it and Ray Chaudhuri says in a foot
note that it was "

far from being GENERALLY adopted even in the ninth century
A. D.* y

It was originally known only by the names Krita 28 and MalawaJ27

Jhala also admits this. So this theory also can be rejected.

24. Gadhasapthasati 5.64 refers to one f^flr?TT^r*T3T ( fecfiWfecZreftcTq; ) and it is

said to be of the time of Hala. Hala was the 17th King according to Mastyapurana and
will be of about A. O. 54 if that tradition is followed as was done by V. A. Smith, and others.

He was the 7th King (8th if we take that Kuntala Satakarni was an erroneous omission there)

as per the Vayu purana and will be of about A.D, 75 (or about A. IX 8O if Kuntala also

inserted) if that tradition is followed as done by Bhandarkar.

25. N. N. Ghosh Early History of India. Also P. T. Srinivasa lyengar Advanced
History of India (Hindu period).

26. Badva Stons Filler Inscription of the Mankhans of A. D. 238 (Ep. Ind. XXIII P. 52)
Select Ins. (Calcutta University) P. 92 & Oandhar Stone Ins. of Viswavarman of A. E>. 423

(Corp. Ins. Ind. Ill P. 74 ff) Select Ins. P. 379.

27. Mandasore Stone Ins. referring to Kumaragupta I and Bandhuvarman of A. D. 473

(Corp. Ins. Ind. Ill P. 81 ff) Select Ins. P. 288) Mandasore stone Ins. of Yasodharrnan of
A. E>. 532 (Corp. Ins. Ind. Ill P. 152 f) Select Ins. P. 386.

Note: Mandasore Stone Ins. of the time of Nfaravarman of A. D. 4O4 (Ep. Ind. XII P. 32O f)

Select Ins. P. 377 equates Krita with Malwa thus;
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The Sunga period theory, has been strongly advocated by Saradaranjan
Ray*

8 and his main grounds were three, two being internal and the third being
external. The benidictory stanza at the end of the Malavikagnimitram runs
as follows

this part of it is addressed by the King to the Queen,
and thereafter comes the general benediction.

and Katayavema commenting on that stanza remarks

(whereas at the end of the dramas Bharata had to pronounce a benediction
fit for all times, the reference here to King Agnimitra is indicative of the ruler

of the time). This is of course the basis for the theory. Then Ray sees in

the benedictory stanza at the end of the Abhijnana Sakuntalam a criticism

levelled against Asoka, the Buddhist King
30 and feels that it can be significant

only if it were immediately after the Mauryan rule and in the Hindu revival

under the Suaga leadership. The third and the external evidence relied on

by him was the medallion found at Bhita, the engraving over which was identi-

fied by some to be the first scene of the Abhijnana Sakuntalam and which
was assigned to the Sunga period by the Archiologists. It may be stated

even here that the assignment is not definite and the identification is not general,
much less unanimous. Further the Padrnapurana

81
also depicts a similar

scene and as such there is no inevitability in the connection of the engraving
with the drama even if the identification is correct. Asoka wa: never adverse

28. See his Int. to his Ed. of Abhijnana Sakuntalam. N. N. Ghosh in a F. N. on p.
290 of his Early History of India refers to an article of T, J. Kedar in support of sunga period

theory. V. V. Ramachandra Dikshitar in his
6

Gupta Polity
'

opines that Kalidasa was of
the time of the last of the Sungas, Devabhuti and that he subsequently entered the court of

Vikramaditya.

29.
* As for the subjects, any other wish, as for instance, the desire to remove calamities,

will not at all arise while Agnimitra is ruling the Kingdom/ A. S. Krishnarao's translation.

30. Sg^Tf 3^E*
r

t<mq
i

T'fsN: *nC*Tcft g%*r%cIF H^ftam etc. VII, 35. He says Asoka's

rule might have been for ths Ranjana or 3fa^ of the people but was not for their Hita or

Sr-JlfT . Though he did not point out, the later part also may be, if this line is followed, taken

to have been directed against a time when the word (W^Scft" ) of the Learned in the Vedas

( wftJT^Bcn
1

) did not prevail.^ *

31. The passages from Padmapurana are given in the Vavilla E.1. sf Abhijnana Sakun-

talam with EngL translation and notes.

5 .
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to the Hindu faith, though he had a leaning to the Buddhistic principles
33

and Pushyamitra and Agnimitra were not against Buddhism. Agnimitra

himself remarks about Parivrajika's taking robes that that is the way of good

people, (gffi: *F5ffi$q qsgi: Act V). It cannot be argued that the order

she entered into was nothing more than the Hindu Sanyasa because of the

fact that by then the ladies taking to Sanyasa does not appear to be in vogue

and also of the description of the princess by Parivrajika a few pages earlier

in the very significant words cWiT i*'fH Nir. Sag. Ed. (note the word cWPW

Buddha)!- So there cannot bs any sting directed against anybody in the

benediction of the Abhijnana Sakuntalam and even if there be it could not

be against Asoka or from the pen of one attached to the court of Agnimitra.
33

Though the authorship of Malavikagnimitram was generally ascribed

to Kalidasa one significant fact may be noted in that connection. Vamana

in his Kavyalankarasutravritti (A. D. 800), Anandavardhana in his Dhwanya-
loka (A. D. 850) Rajasekhara in his Kavyamimamsa (A. D. 900), Abhinava-

gupta in his Lochana (A. D. 1003), Bhoja in his Sarasvati Kanthabharana

(A. D. 1030), Kshemendra in his Kavikanthabharana and Auchityavichara-

charcha (A. D. 1050) or Mammata in his Kavyaprakasa (A. D. 1075)
84

did

not make any quotation from the said drama though they cited from the

other two dramas and his three Kavyas. So, there is reason for some doubt

as to the Kalidasa's authorship of the work itself. On the top of all these,

this theory completely ignores Vikramaditya. Further it cannot satisfactorily

fix Bhasa, who, if Malavikagoimitram were to be accepted as Kalidasa's

must have flourished earlier and also Bharatha, earlier still. As already pointed

out Kalidasa appears to have known Vatsyana's
s& *

Kamasutras' as well as

Bharata 86 and his
'

Natya Sastra.' He refers to Bharata in such a way as

to imply that there is a sufficiently long distance of time between them. He
was addressed as Muni (gP^i *CR Vikr. 2. 18) whereas Bhasa was referred

to only as a reputed poet not living by then (srftr'Wsrar HFT etc.,

32. Even this is disputed by some cf. P. T. Srinivasa lyengar Advanced History of

India (Hindu period),

33. Ray chandhuri also holds that Pushyamitra and Agoimitra were not anti-Buddhistic

(P. 389). Also ref. N. N. Ghosh Early History of India and Sathianathaier A Political

and cultural History of India.

34. For these dates ref. to Kane's History of Sanskrit Poetics.

35. Vatsyayana refers to Kuntala Satakarni and his wife Malayavati in Ka. Su, II 7-28.

Kuatala Satakarni was the 13th King according to the Mastya list and must have ruled about

B. C. 16 of must be the 5th King (if taken to have been erroneously omitted) according to the

Vayu list aad must have ruled about A. D. 26.

36. One *

Kamasutra Karika Vivarana * of Bharata was mentioned by Richard Schmidt
in his

'

Love in Ancient India.' Kane in his History of Sanskrit Poetics (1951 Ed. P. 28)

says that
'

Kamasutra
'

is mentioned in Natyasastra 24. 142. If so Bharata is later than

Vatsyayana.
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etc., Mala. 1). Chattopadhyaya
3T

argues that Asva-

ghasfaa .imitated Kalidasa but we can only say diat ihere are similar passages

in 'both and both of them .are really great poets and it is eguailypossible tfort

either of them might have copied from the other. If-our predilection for

*a .particular poet or a theory is set .aside these similarities would not Jaelp to

(decicLe one way or the other. Then the arguments as to 'the *:a-pasiniau^

usages, reference to an ancient system of Law ^etc., can be easily exfriainsd

away i>y saying that *the one iprovesthejnxjpositKxn feifftTi: 33fifciand Kalidasa

did what many others did in the matter and that the other, if true at all,

might have been a devise deliberately adopted to suit the theme which

relates to an ancient period. Besides all these one thing is -very important

namely that many traditions grew round the story of Kalidasa such as his

attashmetft -to the court of Tikramaditya as one among the ^ine Gems,**

iris ^ffing at -erne T>ingnaga probably a contemporary,
89

his -connection ^with

Kuntaleswaradautya,* 'his studentship trader Yararuchi;*
1 Ms 'hand in the

production of Setubandha Kavya,*
3 and ihey cannot all *be Kghfly brushed

aside. Though the whole tradition might not be correct, there must have

been some.grain of truth forming their nucleus and an attempt must be made
to reconcile as many of them as possible in trying to arrive ,at the >date of Kali-

dasa. That is not done in this theory and therefore, however stronger it

may be than the other two, it also must be ultimately rejected.

Now what remains o rbe .isooBidered Us itfae Gupta ^eripd rtfarory with its

two sub-divisions. Among the Gupta Kings only three iad the title Vikra-

maditya, namely Chandragupta '11, Skanda Gupta und Puru Gupta. Of

these the first ruled from A, D. 381 to 413. 33bteLsecond was his grand-son,

being the son of Kumaragupta 1 (A. D. 415-455) and his reign period was

between A. D. 455 to 467. The third was the Jbrother ,of Jthe second and he

died earlier than A. D. 473. His son was Narasimha Cupta. If Kalidasa

was to be assigned to the jpariad .of <a V^Jkramadi^a-it must be only to some-

time about A. D. 381-413 or A. D. 455-473- If the passage in the Vikra-

morvasiyam referring to Mahendra and Vikrama is significant which it really

appears 'to "be, fhen tooto these 'Safmgs appear^prdbable as Xumaragupta I

had the title Mahendmdi^a-'anditeijs delated to ^he one iasa -sron wid to the

others as a father. Then the poet's connection with Kuntaleswaradautya

and ^pecMlty wiih !Pravarasena the author of Setubandha also difinitely fix

37.

3S. ^?fae<stanzas

39. ^Meghasandesam 1.14 M4Hinadha?s -(A. . 1490) -Com, on that und Datehhmvatta-

jiucdba's Kferobahly ttath *tettt. .A. 3B- He is jp^fcraed to with jsspe&t and ueseranos by Malli-

jiadha in.his int.

40. Auchitya\aisbarHd^HEC^ .and jSim^ata Prakasa.

41 . Jakkana (A. D. asth-Cent) in his
' Vikramarka Charitra

*

(Tel. Kavya).

^12. JRanssdtupiadipa A icom. 'on vSetubandfaa,

These are fully dealth with later on in the essay.

11 7
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him in the Gupta period as Pra\arasena II, Vakataka, who ruled over KLuntala
also, was the daughter's son of Chandra Gupta II. Finally the tradition
makes Dignaga a pupil of Vasubandhu whose biography was written by Para-
martha (A. D. 500-560) wherein he says that Vasubandhu was patronised
fay Baladitya at his fathers, Vikramaditya's instance. And if Megh. 1.14
is directed against Dignaga, that also establishes Kalidasa during the Gupta
period. Now having promised so much, we shall examine in detail the tradi-
tions and passages for a final resolution in favour of one of the two dates
in this Gupta period.

43

First about the passage in Vikramorvasiyam which was already quoted.
The King was addressed those words after he rescued Urvasi of Indra's court
from the clutches of a Rakshasa who wanted to capture her. How well does
it reflect the situation of Skanda Gupta Vikramaditya rescuing the country
ruled by Mahendraditya, Kumaragupta I, from the attack of Pushyamitras.
It does not suit so well to Chandra Gupta II.

The Kuntaleswardautya and Setubandha may be conveniently consi-
dered together as they refer to the same personalities. Kshemendra (A. D,
1050) it is that refers to Kalidas and Kuntaleswaradautya, for the first time
(probably none else referred to it at all), in the following words_

ff

ff ftftfecWRI: SPKJ:

(I etc.,

(Auchitya Vicharacharchd).

W"E, r^op^LfaT& eTar '

h
"S

?Udat0ry' WM Mt

*
-
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Sift ftftfeWK: fflSlWfor: I!

Here, of course, Rajasekhara does not give either the source or the author

of these stanzas. But Bhoja (A. D. 1030) in his Sringaraprakasa
M

gives the

very same stanzas with other significant remarks thus

.... etc.

etc. (^/n^. Pra. Ch. 8)

From this passage some further points are also revealed and they are the follow-

ing :

The emperor was Vikramaditya, the feudatory was the King of Kuntala,

the ambassador was Kalidasa himself and the ambassy ended satisfactorily.

It is probable that the work Kuntaleswaradautya was composed by Kalidasa

after the embassy and all these stanzas are from that very work. Then,

-who is this Kuntaleswara ? Ramasetupradipa a commentary on Setubandha

a Kavya in Maharastriprakrit well known to Dandi (A.D. 660) and Sana

CA.IX 620) and ascribed to Pravarasena (ref. Bana's verse) says that Kalidasa

composed the work for Maharaja Pravarasena at the bidding of Maharajadhi-

raja Vikramaditya.
48

So, the Kuntala's King can Probably be Pravarasena II

44] These are given in the notes to' the Gdekwad Oriental Series Ed. of Kavya Miraiainsa

45.

n etc.,

etc.,

Ref, Notes to the Kavyamimamsa, Gaekwad Oriental series Ed.

9
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himself. A foot note on p, 564-5 of tfajff Eoiifcnzal History <s Ancient India

(Ray Chaudhuri 6th Ed) says that Mr. Mirasi recently pointed out that

the Patthan Plates of Pravarasena Iff (year 27> refer to- a Kalidasa as a writer

of the Charter. 46 Pravarasena II beiaag the daughter's- son of Chandra Gupta II

cannot be taken to have behaved as is suggested by the citation made by
Kshemendra if the embassy was firom tfte court ofrBi& grami father. So it

is probably from the court of Skaiudagupta.- The epigraphic evidence also

corroborates only this position. TBce Rithpur Copper Plate Inscription of

Prabhavati Gupta, the daughter of Chandra Gupta II was dated imthe^year 19

of Pravarasena II her son. Therein she describes herselfas vi^racTl^Tg^ricir SW^^RI
(lines 10 and 11) and the foot note- saysr "Note: that at the time of the record

Prabhavati 's age was more thaa 1QQ." yeara-*
47 Chaatdfca Gupta II ruled from

A.D. 381 to 414. Even if he had married his daughter soon after his acces-

sion- and* even- if she* were by then 25 ye?ars of' age*, the- date of tfiis grant would
6^(38-1 plus 75)- about A.D. 456:

. IFthat was the T9th year of Pravarasena' s

rule, the 27th year of his rule;, when- it was that for one* of his grants Kalidasa

figures as* the composer, would^be A.IX 464t, Chandra*Gupt&tED was succeeded
even in about A.D. 414 by Kuraara Gupta I.. Therefore^ it is certain that

the Vikraictaditya of*the embassy tradition can Ere-no otfter tftaar STcanda? Gupta.
Puru Gupta was a brother of Skandagu-pfca ajLd' after the; reign o Kumara
Gupta I there appears to have occured some disputes for the throne. Puru

Gupta, equally related to Pravarasena II, must have- rallied
1 him' to his side,

but after Skandagupta had secured his. position- tfoe. mailers- were- again set

right by this embassy.
TRea- tfeece? is- the Dignaga tradition. Kalidasa* in. his Meghasandesa

L.14- aaya:

ImtJaiis staaza trottt MaiHnadiia.aa weiiias^his predecesaoa: T^afeghing.varftha rrarltaa4

iked a. reference to. one- Dtignagaa^ ther severer critic., One Dignaga, a Buddhist

46. Ep. Eadf. -?feJ4Jliii
l
(1-935) R 81 fF. But Mr. Chaudhuri' records kfe doubt regarding

the ixfentity of tti&poet andthat
*
scribe..* writenmeana die composer.

47,, Select InscriptuDiia P. 415 J.P.A.S.B., N;S- 5 XX,,58 ff.

48. Maliinadha says in his Int. to Raghuvamsa Com.

i. 6)

From these it appears? tfaad T3hUgdM^qg^iTtf^jra^^ naitaibe sufficieirtl^' eaulier to* hkir.

1Q
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disputant and a great scholar and logician is connected by tradition with Vasu-
bandhu as his Sishya. It cannot be said that the Logician Dignana could
not have anything to do with a poet as at that time *

illogicality
' was con-

sidered as- one of the flaws in a Kavya.
4fl When did then, Vasubandhu flourish?

As had been already stated Paramardha (A.D, 500-560) has written his bio-

graphy and therein he says that Vasubandhu went to Ayodhya at the invitation

of Baladitya, son of Vikramaditya.
50 V. A. Smith also in his Early History

of India admits this tradition but says that by Vikramaditya and Baladitya,
Chandra Gupta T and Samudra Gupta musfl have been meant. But there

is- no evidence to- show that they ever had those titles. Therefore, it is^ a mere

suggestion of Smith to reconcile his view that Kalidasa flourished in the court

of'Samudra Gupta and Chandra Gupta IF wfth this tradition, and it cannot
stand. Puru Gupta had the title Sri Vikramah and "

possible traces of the

fuller title of Vikramaditya
"

as is evidenced by his coins.
w His son Nara-

simha Gupta had the title Baladitya. So, it is evident that they were the

patrons of Vasubandhu and his pupil Dignaga- and that exactly agrees with-

the period of Skanda Gupta,

Now let us see if this dating in any way conflicts with the tradition of
' Nine Gems.' Varahamihira's Pancliasiddhantika gives its date in the first

decade 53 of the 6th century A.D. If it was hisr production. iiLiipetold age,

say, of 70 years, he would be a very powerful youth in about A.D. 460 of

about 30 year& ag^. As per fcher remark of Kahiraawaami on Arnaraaiinha's

in II. e.5fkfq. 49, that not noticing (N?^ft Tra^^f) Dhanvantari's

49. Bhamaha's Kavyalankara 1.42.

; \

II

See in this connection the stanzas 43 and 44 also of which 44 would remind the Meghasandesa
1.5.

5CL Political Hisotyr of Ancient Tndia (6tkEd) P, 5554 F. N.

51- Political History of Ancient India (6th Ed) P. 586.

52\
* Varahamihira is supposed to have written liis Panchasiddantika: in the year 427

Saka Kala (Ch. 1, V. 8. 1O)
' N. Jagannadharao.

uThe Age of the Mahabharata War/
Th his Brihatsamhita Varahamihira says

it

ti

and he further explains it in his Panchasiddhantika saying

ftifec fiwiNrtiOTzr I

: ' '

(These are quoted by Tilak in his Orion).

11
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Reading Amarasimha mistook yjaJTq- for srr^g j and called it qioJrfw equating
rR?j forger, it appears that Dhanvantari was either a contemporary or a

predecessor to Amarasimha, probably the former. Kshiraswami at another

place remarks that Chandragomi followed Amarasimha in formulating certain

rules of his grammar. It is evident from this that Amarasimha was earlier

to Chandragomi who flourished about A.D. 480.63 The Vararuchi of this

tradition need not be and is not the Vartikakara. There were many Vararuchis
as per the History of Sanskrit Literature; one being a Vartikakara, another
or probably the same as the first, the author of a Kavya as Patanjali refers

to a 3K5% 3*3^ a third being an author of Alankara Sastra as the Hridayan-
gama Commentary on Dandin's Kavyadarsa 1.2 & 2.7 explains the words

<L$snwPr and <jirq'*iM: as Kasyapa, Vararuchi and others, a fourth being
the author of a Dictionary mentioned by Sarvananda in his Amarakosa Vya-
khya and many others.

54 The tradition as to the
e Nine Gems '

does not

necessarily mean that they were all active at one and the same time; it is suffi-

cient if they could be contemporaneous, may be some as juniors and some as

seniors. For a parallel case, the tradition as to the
'

Astadiggajas
* of the

court of Krishnadevaraya may be taken. So that the date arrived at namely
round about A.D. 460 agrees sufficiently well with this tradition as well. But
then as to the other stanza contained in the Jyotirvidabharana itself along
with this tradition running

f;K ( =^,0 ) gq (=3)

there appears to be a mistake in the Reading. 1 feel that sra^ (=r
*
)is an erroneous

reading for 3T*re (=x) and if thai is accepted it gives the date of the work as

(3102 3568) A.D. 466, and it exactly is the date arrived at above. Therefore
all the traditions can be reconciled by the acceptance of this date for Kalidasa.

From these, two points emerge; one, that Varahamihira was tiying to bring out a change
In the existing system by making the correction necessitated by equinoctial precession and
two, that the summer solistice must start from Punarvasu according to him. He relies for
his position on practical observation. All this leads to the inference that the present system
which starts the summer solistice really with the last quarter of Punarvasu was not as yet

by then started. Tilak says that as between the practical observational positions of the con-
stallations and their conventional positions there will be some difference (See Orion). Thus
probably what Varahamihira meant by g^T3TP; is the same as the present system which
must have been originated by him. If that is accepted I must only quote Tilak again for

showing that that event
happened

in about A. D. 490.
"

It has been shown by Prof.

Whitney (Surya Siddhanta, viii, 9 note, p. 211) that the above position of the Vernal eqinox
(i.e. coinciding with the end ofRevati see a few lines above) may be assumed to be true at
about 490 A.D." Orion Ch. HI P. 32.

53. Ref. History of Sanskrit Literature (in Tei) Vol. II pages 396 398. aqsnf^ JJH)

gj?[^
a sentence in chandragornin's work is said to refer possibly to skandagupta's

conquest, ref.
"
Systems of Sanskrit grammar

"
by S. K. Belvalkar.

54. Ref. Do.

12
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At this stage one word may be said about the Malavikagnimitram. Agni-
mitra by then had become a legendry figure and crept into the Puranic lore

as did Udayana and the drama quite excellently confirms with the definition

of a Prakarana which is

(Sahitya Darpana), Rasarnava-Sudhakara says that the rule of * Four Acts *

is not a rigorous one, ^oJH"'^' is explained as partly imaginary that is to

say semihistorical or legendary. The benidiction at the end is no doubt pecu-
liar, but it can be explained away by saying that as the characters themselves

utter those words it is but proper to them as belonging to the time of Agni-
mitra if they want to praise a King at all, to praise only Agnimitra. So
it need not necessarily lead to the conclusion that the poet himself was a con-

temporary of Agnimitra.

Bhasa according to the Malavikagnimitram appears to be prior to Kalidasa

by not more than about a century and Bharata as per the Vikramorvasiyam
must be assigned to a far earlier date. Bhasa is said to have frequently men-
tioned *

Raja Simha ' who was variously identified hitherto. According to

the Political History of Ancient India, Chandragupta II appears to have had

the title
* Narendrasimha ' and in a Foot Note the author feels the possibility

of Bhasa*s reference being to him.56 The erection of Devakulas or "

Royal

galleries of Portrait statues
*

is said to be a foreign import into India, and
*
th.e Devakula of the Pitamaha * mentioned in the Madhura Inscription of

Huvishka, (A-D, 106 138) the grandson of Kanishka, is said to be the most

famous of these structures.
56

It is very significant that Bhasa's Pratima Nataka

centres round one such Devakula.57 So it can be taken that he flourished

subsequent to these constructions and having seen one of them took up ihe

idea for a plot of his. Chandragupta II flourished about two centuries thereafter

and he bore the title of *

Rupakriti
'

also.
58

It means either a composer of

dramas or who got dramas enacted, and that explains the vast number of

dramas written by Bhasa. Thus the difference in time between him and Kali-

dasa would be about 70 years and fits in exactly. Bharata was probably

of the 2nd or 3rd century A.D. flourishing subsequent to Vatsyayana who

knew ICuntala Satakarni.

55. Page 527.

56. Ref. Political History of Ancient India P. 517 and F. N.

57. Bana's ^JpT^flCfJcflif? Tww5*l6r%t '

H

Here the word ^rsg^ also may be noted.

58. Political History of Ancient India, P. 557 F. N.

13
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Finally I feel that some of the stanzas and passages in the works of Kali-

dasa allude to some of the Guptta Rulers. The Megh. L47 runs as follows

=5^1 q=zn3f s^fgr s a; n

and it may be & .reference to Skanda Gupta leading the armies of Mahendra-

ditya (i.e., Kuinara Gupta I) as the passage from Vikramorvasiyam already

quoted also is. In the next verse the poet refers to the Peacock. It is signi-

ficant that Kumaragupta 1 and Skandagupta struck coins with the figure of

.the King feeding JBL peacock on the obverse and the figure of God Kumara
-sealed on a -peacock an the rjg&verse.

59
Though it is remarked that it is far

fetched to interpret Kalidasa's phrase OTtfg5T%?ftflrilf as Kings from Samudra

-(Gupta)
60

it is quite probable that the poet Jiad that idea also in his mind when
Jie -wrote those words- It is generally agreed that when he described the con-

quests of Raghu he had in View the martial activities of Samudragupta.

Though the poet started the Kavya with Dilipa, the father of Raghu and devoted

three -chapters for him, stifl he says in 1.9 ^pTfJflFW aq^t In fitting agreement
with that statement he says in stanza 5 SflRrg^f^cftSTFTW and there is every

probability that he meant a reference to Samudragupta when he selected those

words. Kalidasa was very careful in the use of his words and the word
^IFFTO ^hich -stands for the sea as well as the line of Sagara, in Ragh. 1.2

would be a sufficient illustration for the ^point. In relating the story of Dilipa
the father of Raghu and as sucSh corresponding with Chandra Gupta I, the

poet >says:

TOT! TOOTTSH I Wt ^W BCwmi &agk- 1

MriHinadha commenting on thiis verse ^ays

Again the post refers to this queen in 1.57 as Vfft

I -feel &a:t this repeated reference to the
*

Magadhi
*

Queen has some idea

'behind it. History says that until Chandra Gupta I married the Lichchavi

Princess the Guptas were oidyjpetty Kings and that
"

this union marked an

epoch in the greateess of the 'Gupta family..................Kumaradevi (of the

'Lichchavi family) 'appears -as a joint sovereign with Chandragupta I, Never
in Ishe history ctf the -Gupta coinage, other queens appear as such." dl Accord-

ing to Smith the lidhdhsvis wore then ruling at Pataliputra. They were the

Kings of Magadha and their daughter is no doubt the
c

Maghadhi
'

alluded to

here. These are, of course, some of the possible view points which also

corroborate; but even if they are not wholly accepted, the date of ICalidasa

as already otherwise dateuraiinad above, cannot be easily thrown out ;and

must be accepted for the present.

59. Political and Cultural Historyidf India Vol. I (Sathianathaier P. 241. 1952 Ed).

60. Do. (P. 220. 1952 Ed).

61. Early History of India N. N, X3hosh P. 249.
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STUDIES IN PHILOLOGY
BY

P. BALAKRISHNAMURTI
Reader in Telugu.

All languages in the whole universe are only agnatically related, tracing

tlieir generation to SPHOTA: Similitude is not cognition and does not warrant

a philologist to cognise a mother tongue for a certain group of languages

witich are clearly similar by nearness in nativity. Such a similarity is not

uncomnfi>if-though in a less degree in unconnected distant tongues. A list

of English words simulating the South Indian languages is given below for

reference. One cannot start with the aid of such available material to foist

a coguate relationship between the two languages, either by disputed events

of history or culpable rules of Philological grammar:

ENGLISH.
rV.

1. Abba (Eng: Latin, Gk.)
Ab (Hebrew) Father.

2. Adela (As Mud)
. . . Adela (M. E);

-
."

Addle (Eng.) Muddled;
to make putrid.-; 4o

confuse; unsound brains.

3. All (Eng.) all;

Eal (A. S.) all

. JH1: (Ger.) The^whole of
-r.

* " V ->
""

4. Attic (Eng.)

Attikos, Attike,Gk.) a

. ,low story above the cornice.

5. Bale. (Eng.) Balla, Palla

(Old high Gr.jF^-A bundle or

package of goods.

DRAVTOIAN.

Abba (*a) (Tel.)

Appa (Tarn.) (Can.)
Adusu (wifcsfc) (Tel.)

Adalu to confuse. (Tel.)

Adalu (Can.)

Adlu (Can.)

Ella (^

Ellam (Tarn.)

(Tel. & Can.)

Ataka (fe^) (Tel.)

Atuka; (Attuka) (Tel.)

Attake (Can.)

Balla oo (Tel..X A measure.

Bala, Balla (Can.)
Valla (Tarn.)

Billa, ao (Tel.)

Pfflai (Tarn.)

Billa Karralu (Tel.)

Those that are used to bale

leaves bundles.

betel

12
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ENGLISH.
0-

6. Bale (Eng.); Beahi (As.)
Balo (Old High Gr.) Evil;
mischief.

7. Barge (Eng. O. Fr.)

Barga (Low L)
A kind of boat.

8; Bait <Eng.) The rind or

covering of Hue* trunk of a
trte.

-9. Bare (Emg,) Boar (A. S.)

Bar; Baar (Ger.) Rude;

10, Bane (Eng.) (Bama (A. S.

a murderer) Mischief
Destruction Death.

DRAVIDIAN.

Belu ^eo (Tel.) deceipt.
Beluvettu 3"2.j (Tel.)
To deceive; ^oosSi

to be deceived.

Belaii So5 (Tel.) deceiver.

(TeL)

Balla Kattu agS'ga (TeL)
Parasil (Tain,); Pandagu (Tarn.)
Fadava stesS

Baradii tf**> (TeL) ^Rind.

Bobbara (TeL)
Pattai. (Tarn.)

Baraka (TeL) o^^ Rude;
Barasu Baragi (TA) tfk eanpty;

Poor; mere; Beriki

Bannamu (TeL)
Danger; shame.

1 1 . Bambea (Bng.> A silver com. Beda (TeL) ^tf a silver coin 1/8 Rupee.

12. Belle (Eng.) (Fr.) Bella (L)
A handsome woman.

13. Bicker (U.) to contend in a

petty way.

14. Bloat (Eng.) To sweU or

puff out.

15. Bleb (Eng.) Bubble A
transparent blister on the cutis.

16. Bon Bong (Eng.) Good.

17.- Boas' (Ejag.)= Substance

forming skeleton.

Bedagu (TeL)
Handsomeness Beauty
Pilla (TeL) 2>g A girlg generally a

handsome woman,

Bikka (Tel.) >af&- (Adj.) &#

Belayu (TeL) aodtto
3tf<*&> to expand; To grow; to set in

Bobba (TeL) fiT^

Bagu (TeL)

Bomike (TeL)
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ENOLISH,

18. Booly (Eag.) A stupid
A dolt.

Bube (Gr.); Bobo (Sp.)

19. Bore (Eng.) Bovian
(A. S. To bore)
Bohreu (Gr.) n. A hole made
toy boring, v. to bore.

Cheek (Eng.) The side of the

20. face below the eye.

21. Cheer (Eng.) A shout of

welcome (v) to comfort.

22. Chill (Eng.) Cele Ciele

<A. S.> Coidven.

23. Chick (Eng.) Young ones.

24. Chink (Eng.) Chiae (M. E.)

Cim (A. S.) A cleft; a
narrow opening.

25. Chit (Bug.) A child; a girl.

26. Chitter (Eng.) To shiver.

27. Choke (Eng.) To suffocate,

28. Chuckle (Eng.) A kind of

laugh. , .

-29. Coarse <Eag.>-T*igh; Rude;
harsh.

Boppadu (Tel.)

Boriya (Tel.)

Chekku (Tel.)

Chekkili

Cheeru (Tel.) &<*>

To invite to iaispirit or to comfort.

Chali (Tel.)
esc (Can-) Coldness.

Chikka. (Can. )^&-
Young; Chikichiki (Tel.)

SmaU; Short S, osfet Yoiang.

Chinugu (TeL)
Chinki <TeL) &<>* To tear, a tear;

a cleft.

Chiti; Chitti (Tel.) *S* ^g a girl.- ..

Chittu (*H*> (Can; Tarn.) a young
or small one.

Chittadu (Tel.)

shake.

to shiver To

Chokku (Tel.) S*^i- To faint; Chofc-

ku (Tarn.) Sokku (Can.)

SakiUnchu (Td.) SSOo& The sound

of a horse. sftOo& (Tel.) A kind of

laughter. (Igifindra.) generally in a

low sense.

alsoKora (Tel.) S^S Rough
. (Tel.) a course cloth.
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30. Cob. (Eng.) a head of maize.
31. Colony (Eng.) A place of

inhabitation.

32. Calf (Eng.) Cealf (A. S.) Kalb
(GrO The young of the cow.

33. Cry (Eng.) To make a loud
sound.

34. Danger (Eng.) Peril

35. Demon (Eng.) Doemen (L)
Daimon (Ok.) A Devil.

36. Dangier (O. K); Dominium
(Low L) Fendal authority.

37. Dim (Eng.) To become dim

[Vol.

Kanki (TeL) o& a head
Kalam (Tel)
same.

Krepu (TeL) tjisS> a calf.

Krevu (TeL) ^3> to cry""

Dagaramu (TeL) tfrttfssbo Peril Ij

Dagara tf*tf (Tel.) a devil.

Dagara (TeL) tftftf a chieftain.

Dimma, Dimmu (Tel)
0/viion

38. Dip. (Eng.^ To dive.

39. Dull (Eng.) svitlkmt spirit;

mad.

40. Ban; ^eart ^Eng.) ^to bring
forth young. Eamion '(AS)

41. Jade (Eng.) to, harass; A
bad woman1

;*
'

42. Kaka (Eng.^-A Newzealand
Parrot.

43. Ken (Bag.) To know.

(Tel.)-To drive in.

Dawu
o

Eanu * (Tel, Can, Tarn,
to cub.

Chedugu (Tel.)

anything bad.

Kaki (TeL) s-3 (Can,)
crow.

Kanu (Tel.)

A bad woman

(Tarn )

To ^
A A ff'*^ fw->

" *~ ~
44. Kail ^&ig.) To pat to death.

KiBeo Cullen (M. EJ) .

'

Kolla-^ hit on the head.

Kol (Tarn.)
* To kill.

Kulu (Tel.) ^_To die. Kuluchu
(Tel.) ^a>c&_To tijj Kula ^1^To torture. (Sing) Kolupadu^-

(Telugu) to perish,

4
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DRAVIDIAN.

Amma (Tel.) s> mother.

ENGLISH.

45. Ma, Mama, mamma (Eng.)
Mother.

46. Male (Eng.) To dress untidily. Magu (TeL) sfcprt Dirt-Magudu also

o$j?fcd&53>eD-s$T"ffcsS2b (Tel.) to become

untidy sS^fibsFesa and oSj<*Salso Mapu
sSr>3> (Tel.) Dirt to make dirty or

-
- untidy. , ?*-

47. Main (Eng.) might strength; Maga (TeL)

Moegen (A. S)*Snight, Mague might.
(O E, O Great; Maguus (L)
Gk.

; virility;

Maguva (Tel.) maid,48. Maid (Eng.) A virgin

Moegdeu (A. S.)

49. j. Mar (Eng.) To^ injure by
wounding; Merran; Merran

(AS) Marreu (Dvt.) To retard.

50. Mellow (Eng.) Mearu (A. S.)

Mollis (L) Ualakoo (Gr.)
Soft.

51. Monkey (Eng.) a quadrumanous Makada (Mhr.) sfc-tftf (OriyaO

mammal excepting an ape and a monkey,
man.

Mam (TeL) sfceo> opposite.
to oppose,

strike also.

Melapu; Melpu (TeL)
*&>jsrto Softness ;"So &>

(Skt.) Soft.

to

Tarn.)

52. Might (Eng.) Meant Might
Miht (A.S) Pq\*en Ability.'"

53. Neat (Eng.) Tidjr; Firm.

54. Nerve (Eng.); Nervus (Latin.)

/ Newron (Gfc.^-a fitfre ttert

conveys sensation.

.* *
'

55. One (Eng.) Single in number.

56. Ooze (Eng.) To perco&te,

Metari Meti (Tel.) "&to8.

mighty man ^>5g (Tel.) 'to excelll

Neetu (Tel.) >* ^Trimness:

Naramu (Tel.) StfsSo A nerve.

(Can.); tfefo^ (Tam.) :

e-T (Tam.);
e,o3 -(single.)

(Can.) e.^<3 (TeL);

*

Ooru (T^1-) <&* so to percolate. (Tam.)
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ENGLISH. DRAVTOIAN.

57. Ooze (Eng.) Soft mud. Asalu(Tel.) 3a>-softmud

Wose (M. E.); Wase (A. S.) To be muddy.

mud; Wos (A.S.) juice Vas

jtrice Vas (Ice) moisture.

58. Other (Eng;) Second of two. Itara (Tel. Skt.) stf tf other.

59. Pa; Papa (Eng.) Father. Appa (Tel. Can.) w^ (Tarn.) ^~

60. Pair (Eng.) A couple to Perudra (Tel.) "&<6c&_to file up; to

couple; Paire (Fr.) A couple; couple, also.

Par (L) Equal.

61. Pale (Eng.) of a faint lustre. Pelavamu (Tel.) ~&o*s> Lightness;
'

Paffidra (Fr. & L.); Paly (Eng.) Thinner, (Tel.) to become white

or pale.

62. Moringa (Latin) Drumstick Munaga (Tel.) sSStf (Tarn.)

plant
-

(Skt.) SwtfoA

63. Pan (Eng.); Patim (L) Pama Bana (Tel.) o-3 a basin; &
(Tel.)

(LowL); Pamma (A.S.) A ^Sstesb a basin to hold siva lingam
;

(Tarn.) A pot.

64. P^s (Eag.) to cause to none. Pachu (Tel.) d-fi&

65. Pate (Eng.) the crown "of the Petu (Tel.) *>
top of a hill.

the head.

66. Path (Eng.) A track A road; Data (Tel.) o-to

Pocth-Path (A.S.) (Can.) B.-&

Patos (GL); Pontis (L)-A (Mhr. & Sanskrit) a-*>
bndSe" (Skt.)-a road. s

67. Pathe (Eag.>-A band or belt. . Pattamu (Tel.) s53b A
**

68. Peak (Eng.) The pointed end Pecke (Tel ) 5>cl
of anything.

69. Pock (Eng.)-PoX; Pokku (Tel.)
oc (AJD-Pustate; Pox or p,,

Pock (Ger.)-Pox. ft-^f (Can & T }
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ENGLISH. DRAVIDIAN.

70. Poly (Eng.) A prefix meaning Palu (Tel.) 3w many o (Can,

many. Tarn, Mai.)

71. Pomp (Eng.) Splendour. Pambu (Tel.)

72. Pompa (Fr.); Pampa (L) Pampu Telugu sSo^.

Pompe (Gk.) To send. - To send. (Tarn.)

73. Rase; Erase (Eng.); To Rechu; Regacheyu (TeL)

scrape.
"

.74. Reel Roll (Eng.) Uralu (TeL) *tf S-gto roll.

.75. Sac (Eng.) 7 K Sanchi(TeL) sSoO-abag ^5&&--(Tarn*)

Saccus (L)
> a bag

76. Sag (Eng.) To bend. Sagu (TeL) ^e to be elastic and

"1 hard.

77. Sale (Eng.) A basket. Sal- ** CTam.) a pot; (Tel.) 3* A
basket.

78. Tell (Eng.) To inform. Telupu (T

79. Throw (Eng.) To cast or hurl. Throyu (Tel.) \3*<&> to cast.

SO. Vain (Eng.); Vanmis (L. Fr.) Veenu (Tarn.) ii* empty.

empty.

81. Vale Valley (Eng.> A tow Pallam (Tel.) sSJS (Tarn.)

land.

82. Value (Eng.) worth. Viluva (Tel.) sS (Tarn.) S

S3. Veer (Eng.) to turn. Verupadu (Tel.) 'SwSS* to turn.

84. Woe; Wo (Eng.) grief. Vaga (Tel.) **: sSS> also.

85. Yank (Eng.) to nvwe with a Ankinchu (TeL) woSoi^ to move.

juk.

$6. Yell <Eng.) *o eiy out. Eligiachu (Tel.) ^OAoifcto cry,

Gellan (A.S.>; Gettea (Or.)

7



REVIEWS

(The,^Cultural Heritage of India, Vol. IV. The Religions : Revised and
enlarged Second Edition. Edited by Haridas Bhattacharya. Introduction

by Bhagayan Da t . Published by Ramakrishna Institute of Culture, III Russa
Road, Calcutta 26. Double crown (10" X 71/2"), Bibliography, Index,
3 Illustrations. Pages XIX plus 775. Calico. 1956 Price Rs. 35/-)

a
The" Ramakrishna Mission Institute of Culture has planned a number

of good things among which is the one of the publication of the cultural Heri-

tage of India.
t
The Book under review is the fourth volume of the revised

and enlarged Second' edition of the cultural Heritage of India
"

originally
published in 1937. The work under review, deals in a comprehensive manner
the- ReTIgte'us" movement of India from the earliest times to the present day
and excels all other previous attempts in that direction .The 46 contributions
which make the body of this volume containing an article by _an eminent
authority -on 'each tdpicj' are'grouped sequentially in six parts with soib-titles

Religious sects and cults. The Saints and their Teachings: Religion in

practice: Religion from beyond the borders. Some modern reform move-
meats. Sri Ramakrishna and" spiritual renaissance. The volume is a mine
of information on the historical evolution of Religious sects and cults, beliefs

and, practices, ceremonials and festivals of India. There is an illuminating
Inlrobtuction worthy"of 'the philosophic insight and mature erudition charac-
teristic of late Bhagayan Das and a foreword is furnished by Dr. Suniti
Kumar ChatterjT, the :well-known linguistician.

It should be admitted that no full justice could be done in a short review
to a volume of such dimension. Nor it is possible to point out, within the
space available for a Review, the trend and the excellence of all the articles
or to notice the desirable additions or the views stated regarding which one
may differ from a contributor.

The .first part is devoted to
"
Religious Sects and Cults " and deals with

Saivism,' Kashmir Saivism and Virasaivism, Vaishnaviim, Sri Vaishnavlsm",
the Vaikhanasas, .the chaitanya movement and Vakhnavism in Assam; the
Sakti' and Skanda cults; Tantric culture in four articles. Siddhas and Siddha-
charyas: the Natha Cults and Yogic .chools In this section we miss the Saura
and the Ganapatya cults and the Sasta cult, popular in Kerala.

The seeontf-part about "The Saints- and Their Teachings" embraces
the Saiva,- Vaishnava and Maharastra Saints, mediaeval mystics, Sakta
saints and Tulasidasa. In the third part,

"
Religion in Practice," appear

Hmdti{lFeligroi& symbolism, rituals of worship, pilgrimages, festivals and
fairs, diffusion of socio-ieligidus culture and Indian hymnology. The fourth
part deals with

"
Religious from beyond the borders "

covering Zoroastria-
nism, Christianity, Islam and Sufism. "Some Modern Reform Movements "
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form the fifth part and deals with the~Brahmo Samaj, the Arya Samaj and

Theosophy. The concluding part deals with Sri Ramaknshna and spiritual

renaissance. This, in brief,, is the bare outline of the, contents of the work
under review.

A thorough Index and a' bibliography of important books have enhanced

the reference value of thejbook. ~3Bie. format jof.the .book.^attractive, typo-

graphy excellent, binding durable and handsome and errors of printing ex-

tremely rare. We' hope that this volume will prove an extremely valuable addi-

tion to all oo,d libraries and -will.be much .praised t?y .scholars ajkLstudents

interested in the cultural part of India.

N. SUBRAHMANYA SASTRI.

-ABHOGA-^RALPATARUVYAKHYA

This text is edited with a short notes known asTippani and introduction

in Sanskrit and ;Eoftish Ijy ^SastorainatetEa 'Sri JPolagam Sri Rama Sastry

Prof; of Vedant^, Madras Sanskrit -College, Mylapere .and Panditaraja Sri

S. Subrahmanya^Sastry M:A,,
:

junior; Lecturerin Sanskrit, University of Madras,

uader Government Oriental.Series .No. CXXVIII. Sri T. Chandrafcekharan

M,A,, L.T., Curator Government .Oriental Manuscripts .Library Madras, is

the general editor, fPR XL. 28 .and 972. Price Rs. 20/-.

This work has already been reviewed by :Sri, V. ,5wbra4fflttaojsa -Safitiy

in Hindu Dated 9thJDecember 1956. Apart of the work Abhqga up to Chatus-

sutri has already appeared through Vanivilas Press Srirangam. The curator

Government Mss. "Libraiy
*Madras in

"

his ^general iiltrc^uction remarks that

the authorjofAbhoga seems to be a scholar hailing from Aridhra'Desa. But

the reviewer in the said review, affirms Ihat-the tfisceridents 6f the author BOW
reside in a village ktiownjas Kottaiyur near ^Kuiibhaiianam and therefore

the general editor*s statement requires examination. But I do not thiiik-it

requires any examination. Even if the discendents of the author of Abhoga
now reside in a village near Kumbhakonam the general editor's statement

need not necessarily be a fdlse -statement The ^atithot's discendents might
have migrated to the South from Andhradesa.

Further it is clear from the colophon that the author of Abhoga is the

son of Ko;ttda*Bhatta atrd^Msisuraame- is Mahidtera. The introductory verses

at the beginning of Abhoga collate with the above colophon and give further

information about the author however scant it may be.

.1

Ttuis it is. dear .that the author, is Mahidhara Lakshminrsimha, the son

of Mahidhara ;Kx>iKla^atta an^l ^tamamba. The same author rLakAhmi-

nr^iniha wrote a work jmTarka Jcnown asTarkaxUpik^ a,raanuscript-bearing

the No. 6271 in theTanjpre ^Maharaja Serfoji's Saraswati M^hil 'Library.

13
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The author in Tarkadipika also prays Lakshminrsimha. T.he prayer runs

as under:

In the manuscript Tarkadipika also the"author gives the same geniology.

Thus it is clear that the author of Abhoga L the same as that of Tarka-

dipika. Not only that, the author 'concludes both the works Abhoga and
Tarkadipika with the same verse as follows:

The late prof: P. P. S. Sastry in the 1 3th'Volume of the discriptive catalogue
of Serfbjfs Saraswati Mahal Library identified Kondabhatta, the author of

Viyakaranabhushanasara; as the father of Mahidhara Lakshminrsimha, the
author of the present work: Abhoga. :

. .

"

It seems that there are two reputed scholars by name Kondabhatta. One
of 'them belongs to the famou* Charakuri family o'f Krishna District is clear
from the introductory verses pf the .commentary on 'Anargharaghava.
The substanse from the Veginadu introductory Verses is that there lived a said
family known' as .Charakuri on' the.' b^s 'if' Krishna. The genealogy as

in the said introductory vefses'isias follows:

. .rCnaralmri, Timmaya Soma^aji'(Ashtabh'asha Kavi Pattabhadra Title)

Yajneswara (wife)"Sarvambika

Kondabhatta Lakshmidhara.
; '

Thus, we find a scholar by name Kondabhatfa in the Charakuri familywho happened to be the author of ShaHdarsani fatvaviveka.^

ofRtt0n J\the S D f ^-g^^^;', Bhattojidikshiu %e Bof
Rans^Ahatta is the paternal (

uncle of Kondkbhatta This' Ko%a'Kwrote
Bhattpji ha^a-soh by n'' *

;
* '

- '

-
f
, ,
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wrote a commentary on Amara&osa. The colophon at the end of the first

Kanda runs as follows:
' "*

From the above colophbn ii is evedently cleaf that Bhanuji wrote this

commentary at the command of Kirtisimha who ruled over a part of the country
which is known as Mahidharade^a. It is also probable that the ancestors
of Bhanuji must have been patronized by the ancestors of Kirtisimha, the
rulers of Mahidharade^a. Now we 'may trot be in a position to locate exactly
the part known as Mahidharadesa unles? we make a thorough and deep btudy
of the subject.

"*
'

: 7
'

And we know for certain that the family of BhattQJi produced eminent
Sanskrit scholars who

;
held a hold in the court of Kirtisimha,

Lakshminrsimha, the commentator of Abhoga did His best iir this work,
befitting the traditions of bis ;family, .His, style is simple and striking. The
arguments he, advanced in the course of his explanation <are charming and
convincing. The exposition is masterly and exbits his^erudition,-

PURUSHARTHASUDHANID&I ":
'

BY -. ,

" '
'"" * -

This work is edited by Sri T. Clmrvdrasekharan^M.A^ L.T., curator^ Govern-
ment Oriental Manuscripts Library/ Madras'-with an introduction both in

English and Sanskrit. ?ri^ JEjU,jJ4/-.
. -

:

"

: :
'-
;;

It is evident from the introductory verses of the work that Bukkg., the

King of Vijayanagiaf once rdquek^l Madhayachafya Ms: celebrated preceptor
as well as minister tb explain him the effsense of various Sa'stras and Piiranas

that have befen-tirfc^WhiA^
e .sense ma> easily 'l>6r\gra^d. 'Theii MadhavachkS^y "deputed his younger
brother Sayanacharya to ftilfiH the desire of the King Buk^a. Thus" "the

work Purusfiarthat>udh&rudhi caifie ihto being to explain the gist of all the

Purusharthas in a simpler manner in- the form of illustrative anecdotes.

The author, devidefe the whole work into four sections naming
4 them

after the Purusfaartibas afe Z>frarmaskandha, Arthaskandha, Kamaskandha
and Moksbaskandha* He 4

"also devides each skandha into several chapters.
E>barmaskandiia fe ^tlie feiggr^t amdng all the skandhas and Kamaskandha
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consisting of only fourteen . chapters- i* the smallest. But it is glaringly sapi

in the introduction both Sanskrit and English that Kamaskandba consists

of only thirteen chapters.

Likewise in the remaining two chapters, Kamaskandhk and Moksha-

skaadfaai the author enuniciated; the principles of Veda-erafceding tbem in

Puranic stories. The stories selected by the author are small Jind at the same

time very interesting. If at all he has deviated from 'the original Purana in

narrating, a^ story, it is only, to huH. his purpose,

1C DAKSHINAMURTY.

GOPIKONMADA
Edited'by Sri Suranad Kunjam PiHai M*A, Hdnxw-ary Director, University

manuscripts library, Trivawtfumy uader-tl^ Trivandruaa'' Sanskrit Series No.
ISO PP. 2-f-26 Price eight annas:

The-edftor- ia Ms preface says- that tiris- present edition of Gopikonmada
is based on three manuscripts found in the Universitymanuseripts library
Trivandrom and that two of them marked

"

as^aed 1^ are complete and the
third one marked as 1 is incomplete. It is also said that he is assisted by
two of his-colleagues Sri K. S. Mahadeva Sasrty, the curator of the library
and Sri V. Narayana Nambudri. The editor has conspicuously stated in
the second sentence of his preface"that'nothing is known about the author
of this work or his time. But under foot note on the last page of the book
Le., on page 26 we find a couple ofrversee.- Thte'fiest*one runs as follows:

The editor observe? under foot note- that they appeared in excess in one
of the three manuscripts marked as ^r. It, is clear from the first verse
quoted above that Chitrabhanu-heard the poem of Gopjkonmada - read over
to him either by the,author or by. some body else. It also seems that Chitra-
bnanu is very, much pleased by, the virtuous qualities of the poem and took
a copy of it with a. view to make use of the same.in .his daily, prayers.

.field oflSaaBk^ilE.Ute^atueE:w4^C!OoaBcacTOw^two^ persons by name
Outiabhanu . One of them was, the. father of .Sana,.- The other one was
the anther ofShaiatodypta.and Bhagavatodypta; He also.wrote^ ^commentoryon -Bhami^Jdiatariiinfieyan* .which, has,been published by Trivamdrum Sanskritsenes under. No. 63 with a short introduction by Ganapati Sastry This
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commentary is -very elaborate but embraces only three chapters and is there-

fore known as^ Traisargika. Chitrabhanu says in this commentary that

his object was only to show the standard of what a commentary should be

and therefore: did not proceed further. The copies of Bhatatodyoia and

Bhagavatodyota are said to have been "With late M. Ramakrishna Kavi and

scholarR- like late M. Krishnamachariar, M.A,, M.L., Ph.D., are of the opinion
that the said manuscripts are more than four hundred years old.

It is now clear that a poet of high calibre like Chitrabhanu was very much

impressed by the* sweetnes$"and melody of the verses of Gopikomnada com-

bined with the vigor of thought imported from Philosophical teachings.

The author of Gopikonmada took the episode of Rasakreeda from Bhaga-

vata, viewed -it from a Philosophical point and depicted "the same in the present

poem. The word Gopikonmada apparently means the madness of a cowheard-

maid. The author represents the cowheard-maid in his present poem of

Gopikonmada as Bhavana, thought or perception. This personification

becomes clear in the interrogation of Lord Sri Krishna why she entered the

garden near Brindavan in 'the following stanza:

srfzft flf

The Lord honoured the Gopika with his presence for a while and dis-

appeared with a view to test her devotion and to destroy her pride that shs

alone was fortunate among other Gopis. Here the poet certainly remembers

the Upanishadic teaching that whoever thinks that he knows God does not

really know Him and whoever thinks that he does not know God knows Him
well "*T3wa *m -1-1 sri w *%? ^ "

The thought on perception as personified with Gopi in her longing for

her beloved Lord Krishna observes everything as Krishna as instanced hear

under:
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Here also the poet seems to be conscious of the Upanishadic teachings

like
"
TOrefoft *?T:

" "
*re wvw " tfc HT n-wrer TO

"
etc.

Further the Gopi in such a painful state was consoled by her lady com-

panion?. They said that Lord Sri Krishna was devoid of any sort of attach-

ment, They illustrated their statement by Rama's renounciation of Seeta

after fetching her from Lanka by killing Ravana and by Krishna's killing

Putana Etc. But the Gopi refuted their arguments and proved that Lord

Sree Krishna was full of affection. The Gopi said that Lord Sree Krishna

has seated Laksbmi the Goddess of wealth on his cbeJ: and further the Lord

endured a lot of trouble by bearing the Mandara on his back while cherning

the milky ocean wiih a view to get the Goddess of wealth. The Gopi assures

her companions that she percieves the Lord and likewise the Upanishad by

a thorough search :

ff3*: flf^

Thus the whole poem representing the highly valuable teaching? of the

Upanishadi in a simple and allogonical manner is through out eweet simple

and attractive.

K. DAKSHINAMURTY.

USHAPARINAYAPRABANDHA
This work is edited by Sri Surauad Kunjan Pillai, M,A., Honorary Director,

University Manuscripts Library, Trivandrum; Price nPs. 50.

The work deals with the love episode of Usha, the daughter of Banasura,
and Aniruddha. The poet starts with the birth of Usha and ends the work
with the marriage of Usha and Aniruddha. In the course of his narration

he describes with eare their love,. the. ,anger of Ban& whence- heard the news

of their secret love, the pangs of separation of Usha when Aniruddha was kept
behind bars and finally the war that ensued and the reconciliation brought
about by Maheswara bestowing salvation oa Bana and the. happy union of

the young couple.

So many authors like Krishnaraya, Srinivasa, Harshanatha and a host

of others tried their hands at this theme either in the form of a Drama or a

champu. Though the present work is in the form of a champu we cannot

say how far the poet excelled them all; But on the otber hand we can observe
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that our present author could not come up to the mark -of the famous authors
in the field of both Padya and Gadya. His poetry is more lucid than prose.
Though laboured, the poet without vexing the readers, presents a small interest-

ing work.

K. DAKSHINAMURTY.

REVIEWS

DAJVAJNABHARANAM: Author not known. Edited with Introduction

by Sri P. P. Lakshminarayana Upadhyaya, Jyotisha and Tarka Vidwan, Vedan-
ta Siromani and Mysore Asthana Vidwan. Published by the Government
Oriental Manuscripts Library, Madras 1954. Price Rs. 6 25.

Daivajnabharanam is a book on the science of Astrology containing
twenty one chapters. 1. Grahavivechanam 2. Rasi vivechanam 3. Lagna
vivechanam 4. Prasuti vivechanam 5. Nakshatra ganda vivechanam 6.

Rishta vivechanam 7. Pitri rishta vivechanam 8. Matri rishta vivechanam.
9 to 20 Vivechanam of all the twelve Bhavas 21, Rajayoga vivechanam.

The present work is a compendium of several standard works on Astro-

logy which really throws further light on this science. The Phala bhaga
of the Astrology particularly relating to the twelve Bhavas (9th to 20th

Prakasas) is dealt with and a chapter set apart for Rajayogas.

Human nature aspiring good in all aspects is common and none misses
10 consult astrology. The correct occurance of the Solar and Lunar eclipses
etc. as calculated to the very minute inspires us to refer this science for our
life indications also. The study of this particular science is very complicated
and one must be gifted with a divine tongue for predicting the future especially
in Phalabhaga. All our sciences are acquired and given effect to by the grace
of God. '

firaT 5T*ft: stff^ ?r %^qf^T ^RT** i. Very rare and promising
predictions have been stated in this and a study of this work enriches the

reader in his astrological knowledge especially in predicting the results of
the planetary positions of the natives.

The Editor Sri P. P. Lakshminarayana Upadhyaya, profidant in Sanskrit

and especially a Veteran scholar in Sastras has ably and critically edited the

text with his suggestive readings. He has cleverly refuted the nonbelivers of

astrology by giving his own arguments proving that Astrology is a science to be
believed by everyone. He has taken pains in giving varient readings from
different texts such as Siddhanta darpana, Surya siddhanta, Sarayali, Brihaj-

jataka etc., and his corrections and suggestions in some places are quite
valuable. I fully believe that this edition of Daivajnabharana richly deserves to

be a worthy addition to the existing texts on Jyotisha.

P. BALAKMSHNA MUHTY.
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BHOJANA KUTUHALA OF RAGHUNATHA. PART I

Trivandrum Sanskrit Series No. 178. University of Travancore. Edited

and Published by Sri Suranad Kunjan Filial, M.A. (Eng.) M.A., (Skt.) M.A. (Mai.)

Honorary, JDirector, University Manuscripts Library Trivandrum 1956 Price

Rs. 3 nPs. 50.

The present work *

Bhojanaktuhala
* forms Part I of the three parts of

the text which is a compilation from various standard Ayurvedic Texts such as

Rajanighantu, Bhavaprakasa, Vagbhatas Dhanvantari nighantu, Kriyasara,

Hridayadipa, and quotes emiaent authors like Susliena, Sakata, a&d.Bhoja.
It deals with the varieties of food and drink, their characteristics, and their

nutritious value constituting both vegetarian and non^vegetarian. Bhojana
is considered to be one of the enjoyments. In this the author deals almost

all food stuffs and their preparations forboth Northern and South Indian dishes.

"Though enjoyments are quoted to be eight in number as

:
>

\\

Food ajad Bath are and ^R may also be included.in the list. In this text

the author has,given the qualities of Tambula, Vastra and Anulepa briefly

as the enjoyments following the ,food. This is a very important book on
Dietetics which gives a knowledge of the various foods we take in. The
learned editor has given an index of each Slokartha in the text and a valuable

glossary of the Marata terms, and their equivalent in Eugli&h, Malayalam
and Tamil. It would have been better useful and valuable if the -editor had
taken pains to add the Sanskrit names as found in the text which is in -Sanskrit.

P. BALAKRISHNA MURTY.

Sfc>. 1856.

Co. 1-8-0,
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te&. fy&>o&tf*tirr& SoXsj-tfoSSa s?e

siasScri Leo fo^ irto#o Soss^-Soa Sofitf ^soSe Soasajs^{&.

0*0 dSfl5S63i/fSm8.

REVIEWS

T. T. D. BULLETIN ANANDANILA.YA VIMANAM SAMPROKSHANAM SPECJAL

SUPPIEMENT.

This special number is brought out on the occasion of the Samprokshana

of the renovated Anandanilayam of Lord Venkateswara. Interesting articles

in English, Sanskrit Telugu and Tamil narrating the historical and cultural

aspects of this temple, together with the history of its management, written

by eminent scholars like Sri T. N. Srinivasan, Prof. P. Sambamurti, Sn

P. B. Anranganachari, etc., feature in this number. Photograpsof the Gold

plated Vimanam works, and the art paper used throughout enhance ihe btauty

of this special supplement. Special congratulations are due to the supervising

authority for the aesthetic taste and accurancy bestowed in bringing out this

number.

K. S. R.

14
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